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1 . Photon Acceleration versus Frequency-domain Interferometry
for Laser Wakefield Diagnostics
J. M. Dias1, L. Oliveira e Silva1'2, and J. T. Mendonc.a1
1

GoLP/Centro de Fisica de Plasmas, Institute Superior Tecnico, 1096 Lisboa Codex, Portugal
2

Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of California at Los Angeles,
Los Angeles, CA 90095, U.S.A.

Abstract

A detailed comparison between the photon acceleration diagnostic technique and the frequency-domain interferometric technique for laser wakefield
diagnostics, by using ray-tracing equations is presented here. The dispersion
effects on the probe beam and the implications of an arbitrary phase velocity of the plasma wave are discussed for both diagnostic techniques. In the
presence of large amplitude plasma wave and long interaction distances significant frequency shifts can be observed. The importance of this effect on
the determination of the phase and frequency shifts measurements given by
each of the two diagnostic techniques, is also analyzed. The accuracy of both
diagnostic techniques is discussed and some of their technical problems are
reviewed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been great interest in the generation of large amplitude electron plasma waves because of their potential application for particle acceleration. One of
the most promising schemes of electron plasma waves production is the laser wakefield accelerator. One of the most important goals of the research in this field is the development of
experimental techniques to characterize the plasma wave generated by the laser. The first
measurements of the temporal and spatial characteristics of the electron density perturbation in a laser wakefield accelerator, were reported recently. These experiments, carried out
by researchers at the Ecole Polytechnique de Paris [1] and at the University of Texas at
Austin [2], were based on the measurement of the phase shift suffered by a probe laser pulse
in the laser wakefield, using the frequency-domain interferometric technique [3,4].
In parallel, another experiment was performed by our group in collaboration with the
Laboratoire de Optique Appliquee in France with the aim of studying the photon acceleration
mechanism in the interaction of short laser pulses with relativistic ionization fronts [5]. We
were able to obtain an estimate for the velocity of the ionization front and its maximum
electron density, clearly pointing out the feasibility of a new diagnostic tool based on the
measurement of the frequency-shift suffered by a probe laser pulse interacting with coherent
relativistic structures (e.g. laser wakefleld) in laser produced plasmas.
In this paper a detailed comparison of this two diagnostic techniques is carried out. A
numerical simulation based on the ray tracing equations for the probe laser pulse is employed
to calculate the frequency shift due to photon acceleration of the laser pulse co-propagating
with the plasma wave. The same simulation also allow us to determine the phase shift
of the laser pulse propagating in the laser wakefield relative to another laser pulse which
propagates in the unperturbed plasma. Comparing both results we are then able to evaluate
the importance of the frequency shift, induced by the plasma wave, on the determination of
the phase shift. On the other hand, due to nonlinear effects [6] and 3D effects [7], it is clear
that the group velocity of the driving beam, responsible for the wakefield excitation, can
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be considerably different from the velocity obtained from the linear dispersion relation in a
plasma (vgunear — cJl — tj^/u)2, where u>p is the plasma frequency and u> is the laser pulse
frequency). Due to this difference we have analyzed the regimes where the phase velocity of
the wakefield is different from the group velocity of the probe pulse (which obeys the linear
dispersion relation).
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the working principles of
the two diagnostics, stressing the major technical characteristics of the frequency-domain
interferometric technique and pointing out the most important aspects of a photon acceleration diagnostic. In Section III we first present, for the sake of completeness, the ray tracing
equations used in the simulations and the calculation of the relative phase shift. The expressions for the wakefield scaling laws are also given and the results of the simulations are
presented for several scenarios corresponding to different wakefield time/length scales and
phase velocities. Finally, in the last section, we state the conclusions.

II. DIAGNOSTIC PRINCIPLES
A, Frequency-domain Interferometry
The objective of this diagnostic technique is to measure the phase shift suffered by a
probe laser pulse travelling in a plasma perturbation (laser wakefield), relatively to another
unaffected laser pulse (reference pulse). The experimental principal is at follows: An highintense and ultra-short laser pulse (pump pulse) ionizes a gas at the focal region and excites
the electron density perturbation called laser wakefield. A double pulse beam (probe and
reference pulses) is focused on the same axis. Co-propagating with the plasma density wave
ne(z,t)

the probe pulse will experience an optical phase shift A<f> proportional to ne{z, t),

while the reference pulse, which precedes the pump pulse, passes the interaction region
unperturbed. The relative phase shift between these two probing pulses is then measured
by the frequency-domain interferometric technique. The relative position in time of the

-
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three laser pulses (reference, pump and probe) are illustrated in Fig. 1.
The frequency-domain interferometric technique is based on a temporal recombination of
the probe and the reference pulses in a spectrometer. The temporal beating creates a system
of fringes in the frequency domain. The position of the fringes depends on the relative phase
between the two pulses. This phase difference A<j> can be obtained in a straightforward way
from the power spectrum 7(u>) recorded by the CCD camera or diode-array detector. To
extract the phase information from the spectral domain we calculate the inverse Fourier
transform of 7(ti>)

= 2h{t') + eiMh(t' - At)-

e~iA4lh(t' + At)

(1)

where h(t') is the inverse Fourier transform of the original probe pulses. Thus, its is clear
that the phase information is contained on the sidebands centered at t' = ±Ai. If At
is sufficiently large the sidebands are separated from the autocorrelation terms h{t') at
t' = 0 and it is possible to extract a complex-value, that contains the phase information, by
calculating the phase angle of T.T. [/(u;)] at the t' = ±At point.
It should be noted that in this diagnostic technique it is normally assumed that the group
velocity of the probe pulses and the phase velocity of the plasma wave are identical, i.e.,
v

9Probe

= v

p- So, the probe pulse stays always in phase with the density perturbation sampling

only a small portion of the plasma wakefield during its propagation. Let us Consider the
case where the laser wakefield is of the periodic form
ne(z, t) = 6ne(z) sin (kp(z - vpt)) + neo

(2)

where vp is the phase velocity and kp is the wavenumber of the density perturbation 6ne
excited in an homogeneous plasma background neo. The maximum measured phase in the
frequency-domain interferograms is the integrated phase shift of the probe pulse after passing
through the interaction region
/•co

A<f>=

2TT

— [r)probe{z) - r)ref(z)] dz
•/-co AQ

-

4

-

(3)
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where Ao is the wavelength of the probe and reference pulses. The plasma refractive index
seen by the probe pulse r)probe(z) = Jl

n

*(z)+n*Q

and

the plasma refractive index r}ref(z) =

Jl — ^p- seen by the reference laser pulse are determined by the amplitude of the laser
wakefield 8ne{z) and by the unmodulated plasma neo, respectively (where n c is the critical
density for the two laser pulses).
Finally, by sweeping the probe pulse along a period or more of the plasma wave with
a time delay line, it is possible to reconstruct the wakefield oscillation with an amplitude
given by eq.(3) and a wavelength identical to that of the plasma wave, \p = 2ir/kp.
At this point it is important to notice that the above description [1,2] of the phase
shift, suffered by the probe pulse, leaves out the contribution of the frequency shift of the
pulse. The dependence of the group velocity of the probe pulse on the local plasma density
Vgprobe(8ne) is also not taken into account.
Apart from these two weaknesses, one of the most important characteristics of this
diagnostic technique is its high sensitivity to small density perturbations. This comes from
the fact that in this interferometric technique the signal is placed on a carrier (frequencydomain fringes) and uses phase-sensitive lock-in detection in order to avoid stray light, pump
leakage and detector defects problems.

B. Photon acceleration technique
Strictly speaking, photon acceleration was the name initially proposed by Wilks et al.
[8] to label the frequency shift produced by a wakefield. But it can also be used to describe
the frequency shift in other configurations [9]- [11].
Let us consider a plasma wave described by Sne = 6neo sin (fcPC)> where £ = z — vpt is the
perturbation frame, and assume a low-intensity probe laser pulse centered around £ = 0,
with a pulse length az <C 2ir/kp. As we can see by the illustration of Fig.2, the local density
at the front of the laser pulse will be less than that at the back of the pulse. Since the phase
velocity is proportional to the plasma density, the phase velocity of the pulse at the front

-
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is slower than at the back of the pulse. Hence, the phase peaks at the back move faster
than those at the front of the laser pulse (represented here as a wave packet) the wavelength
decreases and the frequency increases. For small shifts and considering that the laser pulse
stays in phase with the plasma wave {vgprobe = vp), the frequency will be up-shifted according
to [12]
AzJLcos(iLC) •

(4)

2u>0 neo
where u>p is the plasma frequency of the unperturbed plasma, u;0 the frequency of the laser
pulse, and Az is the propagation distance.
From eq.(4) we can easily map the plasma wave (i.e., plasma wakefield) by putting the
probe laser pulse at different positions of the plasma oscillation £, like in the frequencydomain interferometry diagnostic technique, described in the previous sub-section. Notice
that eq.(4) is only valid for very small frequency shift Aw •< u0. This is usually true for
the present laser wakefield experiments, but in future experiments with long propagation
distances and large plasma wave amplitudes the frequency shifts can be of the order the
frequency of the laser pulse. In this picture a more general theory must be used. Recently, a
new approach to describe this phenomenon using the Hamiltonian formulation of photon or
ray-tracing equations [11,13] provided a more general description of the photon acceleration
mechanism. Generally, the solution of the ray-tracing equations set can only be obtained
numerically, but fully analytical results can, however, be achieved for some electron density
perturbation like a ionization front. For instance, we can easily calculate the frequency shift
which occurs when a wave packet (classical analog of a photon) crosses over an ionization
front without reflection [11]

where the initial frequency of the photon, is much higher then maximal frequency of the
plasma behind the ionization front, i.e., u>o ;> a>po- The signs + (respectively, —) pertain to
the counter-propagation (respectively, co-propagation) case where the velocity propagation
of the ionization front is vp = j3c.

/?
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Recent results of an experiment performed by us [5] have shown a very good agreement
with this ray-tracing formalism. The results of the frequency up-shift in the co and counterpropagation setups of this experiment allowed us to determine the electron plasma density
and the ionization front velocity, by using the 2D version of the eq.(5) [5]. This clearly points
to the feasibility of a photon acceleration diagnostic for relativistic coherent structures in
laser produced plasmas, based on the measurement of the frequency shift suffered by a
ultra-short low-intensity probe laser pulse. It is very important to mention that, in this
new description of the frequency-shift diagnostic technique, the assumption v9probe = vp is
no longer necessary and the small frequency shifts limitation does not exist.

III. RAY-TRACING SIMULATIONS
The results presented in this Section are based on the numerical integration of the photon,
(short laser pulse) trajectories described by the ray-tracing equations, in presence of a laser
wakefield. The pulse length is not considered and the probe pulse is only characterized by
its frequency and wavenumber. When the laser pulse propagates in the presence of electron
density perturbation, the linear dispersion relation is assumed valid:
OJ2 - k2c2 - u2p{z - vpt) = 0
where u> is the frequency, A; is the wavenumber and

UJP(Z —

(6)
vpi) is the plasma frequency

associated to the density perturbation which propagates with the phase velocity vp. This
equation (6) is valid in two conditions: i) the electromagnetic wave packet does not disturb
the electron density perturbation, and ii) the time scale rp of the perturbation is much
higher than the period of the wave packet, i.e.,

2W/<JJ

-C r p and the same in spatial scale

2ir/k <C TpVp. These conditions are usually satisfied when the probing is an ultra-short and a
low-intensity pulse, with a frequency much higher then the electron plasma frequency. The
dispersion relation (6) can be inverted to express the frequency w a s a function of the other
variables k, and t. We can then obtain for the ray-tracing equations:

-
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These equations allow us to calculate the wavenumber of the probe laser pulse at each
point of its trajectory. Knowing the wavenumber we obtain in a straightforward way the
frequency shift by applying the dispersion relation (see eq.(6))
u*(z,t) - w o

(9)

where k(z, t) is the pulse wavenumber and cop(z,t) is the plasma frequency of the wakefield
at a point (z, t) along the laser pulse trajectory. u>0 is the pulse frequency before interacting
with the plasma wave. To determine the phase shift suffered by the laser pulse in the
wakefield we use the same ray-tracing trajectories
<f>probe{z, t) = f k(z, t)dz - f U>{z, t)dt
Jo

(10)

Jo

where k(z,t) and u>(z, i) are the wavenumber and frequency function along the ray-tracing
trajectory. We can then easily determine the accumulated phase shift relative to one pulse
propagating in an unmodulated plasma
A<f>{Z,t) = (j>probe{z,t) - <j>ref{z,t)

(11)

The phase of the reference pulse can be written in the form
^-dz

(12)

V

9ref

where ko and u0 are the unchanged wavenumber and frequency of the reference pulse, respectively. The constant group velocity of the reference laser pulse v3ref is given by

where u;po is the plasma frequency of the homogenous unmodulated plasma.

-
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The numerical simulations were based on the classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta method
with a time step of dt = 0.1 fs to integrate the ray-tracing equations (see eq.(7)-(8)). We
applied the trivial trapezoidal rule of the Newton-cotes formulas [14] to determine the phase
shift integrals,(10) and (12).
A brief description of the laser wakefield scaling laws is shown in the next sub-section.
The simulations presented in the others sub-sections are divided in two parts. First, we will
discuss the importance of not considering the group velocity of the probe pulse constant and
equal to the phase velocity of the wakefield (vgprobe(z,t) ^ vp). The trajectories with large
frequency shifts are analyzed in the second part of the numerical results, where the impact
of this effect on the two diagnostic techniques is also discussed.

A. Laser Wakefield Scaling Laws
Here we present the expressions for the laser wakefield excitation in the linear nonrelativistic two-dimensional (2D) regime. Using the solution of the linearized 2D fluid equations
given by [15,16], we have in terms of the normalized vector potential ai, of the pump pulse,
the second-order density perturbation

4 f |dC

rdr or

2 J

(.4)

where £ is the longitudinal speed-of-light-frame coordinate ( = z — vpt. Now assuming that
the pump beam is Gaussian in the radial direction and that the longitudinal pulse shape is
also Gaussian, we have:

4(C0 = ^e-^) 2 e-^) 2
Substituting in (14) we can obtain [2]

9 -

(15)
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neo

[(V,)2i

2

U/jJ

3

x V^F [jfcp<r,c-(*^^ ^] sin (JbPC)

(16)

where kv = \ ^-*) n e is the wavenumber of the plasma wave.
For better understanding of our calculations, we will work with laboratory-oriented parameters of pump pulse energy Eo, pulsewidth az = CT/(2\/ln 2) (where r is the FWHM
pulsewidth) and center wavelength Ao. In terms of these parameters and using the following
relations

S52
2 re/c

where re is the classical electron radius and me its mass, we rewrite (16) as
6n

2

*

J^-(f/'r)a-irr.n«^

fillV

x Iirr e n e a 2 r + 1 - ( — J |sin(fc p ()

-&\}<

(19)

For a Gaussian focus, ar varies longitudinally as of = of0[l + (z/zr)2], where the Rayleigh
range is zr — (27T/A)<T^0. Of particular interest is the neo which maximizes 6ne. For this we
use the reduced expression in 2D limit for the resonant density given by [2](nrea = \j2'Krea2z).
Finally, the requirement that Sne/neo

< 1 in the laser focus, imposes a minimum size

to the laser focal spot, <rro. In our simulations we used this limit to optimize our density
perturbation. For simplicity, we have decided to analyze, in all the simulations, only the
trajectories at r = 0 and so (19) comes
c\

r

/ \
,

=

nP

^

\

2

.,
&

,

'

"~

X [nrenecr? + l] sin (kpQ

-10-
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B. Propagation velocity effects
As it was mentioned in previous Sections, it is currently assumed that the probe laser
pulse stays always in phase with plasma wave, i.e., v9prob<, = vp. This is not completely true
for two reasons: i) the probe group velocity depends on the local electron plasma density
Vgprobe(z,t) = cJl — u}p(z,t)I'UJ at each point of the pulse trajectory (see eq.(7) and (8)); ii)
the phase velocity of the wakefield vp, which is nearly equal to the group velocity of the
pump laser pulse, can be considerably different from the velocity given by linear dispersion
relation in a plasma (vgpump ^ cJl — OJ^/CO), due to nonlinear and 3D effects. These two
aspects of the velocity effects in the probe pulse are discussed separately in this Subsection.
For these simulations we have considered typical parameters for the pump laser pulse
used in recent laser wakefield experiments [1,2]: Eo = 2.5mJ, rpump = 100/s (erz ~ 18/*m)
which can be focused down to <rro « 3.6/mi (for Sne/neo < 1) in the 2D resonant plasma
density of neo ?a 1.74 x 10 17 cm" 3 . Finally, because in this type of experiments the probe
pulse is usually a small fraction of the pump beam, we use the same wavelength for both
beams Ao = 800nm.
In Fig.3(a) and (b) we present the phase and frequency shift of the probe pulse, after
interacting with the plasma perturbation, for different time and space delays. These delays
enable us to insert the probe pulse at different positions of the laser wakefield and to sample
different regions of the plasma wave oscillations. In Fig.3(a) we compare the phase shift
obtained for vgprobe = vp (dashed curve) with the phase shift considering the probe pulse
group velocity as a function of the local density vgprobe(6ne(z,t))

(solid curve). The phase

velocity of the plasma perturbation in this case is given by the group velocity of a pump
laser pulse in a homogeneous unmodulated plasma density neo (vp = cyl —Jp-). From this
figure it is clear that the obtained phase shift oscillation is amplified when we consider that
the probe group velocity depends on the local electron plasma density. So the measured
phase shift can mislead us in the estimation of the plasma wave amplitude; This can be
explained by the fact that in this situation we are comparing the probe pulse phase and the

-11-
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reference pulse phase at the same spatial point but at different times, due to the difference
in their group velocities. On the other hand, the frequency shift [see Fig.3(b)] remains the
same in both cases.
Now, let us assume that the phase velocity vp of the wakefield is no longer equal by the
group velocity of the pump, but is an independent parameter. For vp = 0.9c the simulations
are shown (solid curves) in Fig.4(a) and (b) for the probe pulse phase and frequency shifts,
respectively. Comparing these results with the previous ones (dashed curves), we notice that
the wavelength of the phase shift oscillation, as well as the frequency shift oscillation, are
enlarged by nearly 12 percent, and that the amplitudes are slightly smaller. So, in this case,
the wavelength measured by the probe pulse phase or by the frequency shift will be larger
than the wavelength plasma wakefield (\measured w 1.12AP for vp — 0.9c). To overcome this
problem we need an independent measure of the phase velocity of the plasma wakefield,
which can be obtain by comparing the frequency shift in co and in counter-propagation, as
demonstrated in recent photon acceleration experiments [5].

C. Large frequency shifts effects
Another assumption, normally taken in the measurements of the laser wakefield, is to
consider that the frequency shift suffered by the probe laser pulse is so small that can be
neglected for phase shift calculations. This is usually true in the present day experiments,
but in the near future it will be possible to excite larger plasmas perturbations with the help
of more powerful lasers, and to make them propagate along larger distances [17] which will
lead to much larger frequency shifts. To examine the importance of a large frequency shift
on the frequency-domain interferometry we have changed the pump laser pulse parameters:
we have increased the pulse energy to EQ = lOOraJ and compressed the pulse duration to
Tpump ~ 30/s (<xz Ri 5.4//ra). The new plasma wakefield perturbation obtained from the
scaling laws of section III A is Sne w 1.93 x 1018cm~3 in the laser focus (aro « 8.2/wm for
8ne/nen w 1).
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From Fig.5(b) we can see that the frequency shift suffered by the probe pulse is of the
same order of its initial frequency. In this simulation, the frequency shift can go up to
AA PS 200nro for a probe laser wavelength of Ao = 800rcm, in case of red-shift. Like in the
simulations of Fig.3, the frequency shift reaches its positive and negative maximum values
when the pulse is positioned in the regions of the strongest negative and positive gradients of
the electron density perturbation, respectively. But, in the present situation the maximum
up-shift (AA+ ~ 113nm) is much smaller than the maximum downshift (AA_ ~ 196nm).
This nonlinear effect comes from the fact that the frequency shift at each point of the raytracing trajectory of the probe pulse is inversely proportional to its frequency (see eq.(8)).
The curves presented in the Fig.5(a) are the phase shifts of the probe pulse given by the
eq.(10)-(12) where the frequency shift contribution is taken into account (solid curve) and
the phase shifts obtained by neglecting these using (3) (dashed curve). Comparing these
two curves we can notice that not only the phase shift oscillations become much stronger,
but it also reveals a similar nonlinear behavior, e.g, A^>~ > A(j>+. This can be explained by
observing Fig.6.
This is a typical plot of the frequency-shift AA (solid) and phase-shift A<f> (dashed)
along the probe pulse trajectory through the laser wakefield. From this plot it is visible
that the phase shift of the probe pulse does not tend to a constant value, in contrast with
the frequency-shift. This is due to the fact that the final frequency of the probe pulse is
very different from the reference pulse frequency (which is constant) and the phase difference
between these two pulses continuously increases as long as they propagate inside the plasma.
So, the consequence of this is that for large frequency-shift, the measured phase shift will
be strongly dependent on the plasma length.
This can lead to phase shifts several times larger than it. For instance, in the simulations
of Fig.5, where the total propagation distance inside the plasma is Az PS 30zr, the phase shift
oscillations reach amplitudes of « l l x (peak to peak). This is an additional difficulty for the
frequency-domain interferometry diagnostic technique. In fact, to map the wakefield oscillations the time delay step At, for this diagnostic technique, must be small enough to enable
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us to count all the displaced fringes in the frequency-domain interferograms. Theoretically
the upper limit for the time delay step At is given by

where Tp = Xp/vp is the plasma wave period and A<j>pp is the expected phase shift oscillation
amplitude (peak to peak).
Before the conclusions we should discuss the limits of viability for each of the two diagnostic techniques. In order to illustrate these limits we build up a map representing the
pump laser parameters, energy Ep versus pulse length rp (see Fig.7). For each set of parameters, the corresponding laser wakefield scaling is obtained for the optimized situation
6ne/neo fa 1 at the 2D limit for the resonant density, as already discussed in section III A.
We will now explain the criteria used to define the limiting curves. The solid curve is given
when the frequency shift A w ^ / j measured by the photon acceleration technique equals the
spectral width of the probe pulse

AOJPFWHM

Aajshift

= AUJPFWHM

(22)

Because it is very difficult to measure a frequency shift smaller then the spectral width, this
technique is only valid above this curve.
The frequency-domain interferometry technique is limited by the measured phase shift
A<f>, which should stay lower then 2TT. We have plotted two curves above which this diagnostic technique is not valid: one (dotted curve) considering the phase shift as given by the
refraction index A ^ (see eq.(3)) and the other (dashed curve) retaining the contribution of
the frequency variation A<f>k,w (see eq. (10)-(12)). In this map we also represent two lines
which define the goal of lOOGeV/m for accelerating gradients, already obtained in recent
experiments [18]. The lines correspond to the 2D and ID limits of the resonant density. A
close analysis of this map clearly shows that the more favorable diagnostic technique for the
future laser wakefield accelerators is photon acceleration .
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IV. CONCLUTIONS
In this work we have presented a detailed comparison between two different diagnostic
techniques for plasma wakefields. Using the ray-tracing equations we were able to analyze
the dispersion (group velocity) and frequency-shift effects, that are neglected in the current literature on frequency-domain interferometry, but can be of great importance in the
interpretation of future experiments. By simulating the time-delay scanning of the plasma
oscillations we where able to identified these effects in both diagnostic techniques.
Our numerical simulations show that, for frequency-domain interferometry, the wakefield
oscillation reconstructed from the measured phase shifts is significantly modified in both
amplitude and frequency, if we include the dispersion effects in the probe beam and assume
that the plasma wave phase velocity is different from the group velocity of the driver laser
beam. On the contrary, for the photon acceleration technique, the results are not affected
by these dispersion effects and the phase velocity of the laser wakefield can be determined
by complementing the co-propagation with the counter-propagation measurements.
We have also considered that for future laser wakefield experiments (with more powerful
laser beams which will excite larger plasma waves over longer distances) the frequency shift of
the probe beam cannot be considered negligible. In fact, we were able to identify for the first
time the non-linear effect of the frequency shift given by the photon acceleration mechanism
for both diagnostic techniques. Moreover, we have also studied the influence of a large
frequency shift on the phase measurements made with the frequency-domain interferometry.
In this case the frequency of the probe pulse is completely different from that of reference
one. So the phase difference will depend, not only the plasma length, as we have noticed,
but also on the dispersive optics which are in their path before reaching the detector device.
This fact added to the complexity of measuring phase shifts much higher then TT and the
difficulty of using the frequency-domain interferometry of two laser beam with very different
frequencies, will be the major drawback of this laser wakefield diagnostic technique. On the
other hand, the large frequency shifts play in favor of the photon acceleration diagnostic
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technique due to the fact that the external contributions for the of data, such as, stray
light, pump leakage and detector defects are no longer a technical problem. For all the
reasons discussed above we believe that photon acceleration will become the most powerful
diagnostic technique, in future laser wakefield accelerator experiments.
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FIGURES
FIG. 1. Schematic visualization of the pump pulse, trailing wakefield, and two probe pulses.

FIG. 2. Schematic of laser pulse frequency upshifting by a plasma wave where vgprobe ~ vp ~ c.
FIG. 3. Wakefield oscillation map given by the numerical results for phase shift (a) and frequency shift (b) for different space delays, assuming that vgprobi = vp (dashed curves) or that probe
the pulse group velocity depends on the local plasma density vgprobe(6ne(z,t)) (solid curves). In
(b) the dashed curve and the solid overlap.
FIG. 4. Wakefield oscillation map giving the phase shift (a) and the frequency shift (b) for
the propagation velocity of the plasma wave of vp = 0.9c (solid curves) different from the group
velocity of a laser pulse (dashed curves).
FIG. 5. Wakefield oscillation map giving the phase shift (a) and the frequency shift (b) for the
new pump laser pulse parameters: EQ = 100m7, Tpump = 30/s. The calculated phase shifts at (a)
are obtained by neglecting the frequency shift of the probe pulse (dashed curve) and by retaining
it (solid curve).
FIG. 6. Typical plot of the frequency-shift AA (solid) and phase-shift A<f> (dashed) at each
point of the probe pulse trajectory through the laser wakefield centered at z/zr = 0.
FIG. 7. Map of the pump laser pulse parameters (pulse energy versus length). Solid curve
defines the limit where the frequency shift is equal the spectral width of the probe pulse (defines
the zone where the photon acceleration technique is applicable, Aojahift > Au>PFWHM). Dashed and
dotted curves limit the zone of applicability of the frequency-domain interferometry. The vertical
lines indicate the lOOGeV/m goal for the future plasma accelerators as predicted by the 2D and
ID scaling laws.
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2 . Staged Electron Laser Accelerator (STELLA) Experiment at Brookhaven ATF
I.V. Pogorelsky*8, A. vanSteenbergen8, J.C. Gallardoa, V. Yakimenkoa, M. Babzien8, K.P. Kuschea>b,
J. Skaritka4, W.D. Kimurab, D.C. Quimbyb, K.E. Robinsonb, S.C. Gottschalkb, L.J. Pastwickb,
L.C. Steinhauerb, D.B. Clinec, Y. Liuc, P. Hec, F. Caminod, I. Ben-Zvid, R.B. Fiorito6, D. W. Rulee, R.H.
Pantellf, and J. Sandweiss*
a - Brookhaven National Laboratory, b - 577 Optronics Inc., c - UCLA, d - SUNYat Stony Brook,
e - Naval Surface Warfare Center, f - Stanford University, g - Yale University
Abstract.
The STELLA experiment is being prepared at the BNL Accelerator Test Facility (ATF).
The goal of the experiment is to demonstrate quasi-monochromatic inverse Cherenkov acceleration
(ICA) of electrons bunched to the laser wavelength period. Microbunches on the order of 2 \aa in
length separated by 10.6 \xm will be produced using an inverse free electron laser (IFEL) accelerator
driven by a CO2 laser. The design and simulations for two phases of this experiment including
demonstration of 10 MeV and 100 MeV acceleration are presented.
1. INTRODUCTION
The STELLA experiment is a program to demonstrate inverse Cherenkov acceleration of
microbunches produced during the IFEL acceleration process. Generation of microbunches much shorter
than the oscillating driver field period is a prerequisite for producing highly monochromatic, low emittance
electron beams in accelerators. This problem has not been addressed yet for laser linac schemes, such as
ICA [1] or IFEL [2], driven at optical or IR frequencies, which are at least 10,000 times faster than
conventional RF linac fields. Note also that generation of femtosecond electron bunches, which will be
accomplished during the STELLA program, has potential applications beyond laser acceleration. For
example, via Compton scattering such bunches may enable generation of extremely short duration x-ray
pulses over a wide spectral range which can be used in many different applications.
The STELLA experiment is a natural merge of the two ICA and IFEL laser acceleration experimental
programs which have been conducted at the ATF for several years. Both ICA and IFEL are driven by the
ATF high-power CO2 laser and use the high-brightness 50-MeV, 10-ps electron beam produced by the RF
linac. The ICA program has essentially completed its major objectives demonstrating energy modulation
using the Fontana-Pantell radially-polarized, axicon-focused laser beam geometry [3]. In this experiment
the electrons interacted over all phases of the light wave resulting in both accelerated and decelerated
particles. To achieve high acceleration of a significant proportion of electrons requires prebunching them
to the laser wavelength period and then resonance interaction with the laser EM wave in the ICA celL
Meeting this demand, the ATF IFEL experiment has recently demonstrated microbunch generation, which
has been detected using a coherent transition radiation diagnostic [4].
In this paper we discuss the design and simulations for two phases of the STELLA experiment
including demonstration of 10 MeV and 100 MeV acceleration.
2. STELLA DESIGN
The principal diagram in Fig. 1 illustrates the layout of the STELLA experiment which is located at
the end of the ATF electron beamline #1. Quadrupoles not shown on the drawing focus the e.-beam through
a 3 mm diameter hole in a metal mirror used to direct the laser beam into the IFEL waveguide. Triplet #1
refocuses the e-beam inside the IFEL. ThelCAcell is separated from the exit of the IFEL by a 190-cm
•
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FIGURE 1. Principal diagram of STELLA experiment
TABLE 1. STELLA design parameters
VALUE
PARAMETER
Initial e-Beam Parameters
Energy
50MeV
Energy spread
±0.15%
Normalized emittance
0.5 mm-mrad
IFEL and Drift Space
Laser power
5MW
47 cm
Wiggler Length
3.33 cm
Wiggler period
Wiggler gap
4mm
Peak field
IT
Waveguide
60cmx2.8mm
Energy modulation
1.2%
Drift distance
190 cm
Bunch length
~1 fim

ICA
Laser power
Cherenkov angle
Interaction length
Hydrogen pressure
Net acceleration
Output energy spread

10 GW
20mrad
6.5 cm
1.7 atm
lOMeV
±lMeV

rma«= 170 urn

N

;: J, -radial field
i \ u J0-longitudinal
Field

U,= 200 urn
FIGURE 2. Electric field components
in axicon-focused laser beam

drift space. In between there is Triplet #2 which refocuses
the e-beam into the ICA cell. To satisfy the phase matching
Cherenkov condition, the ICA cell is filled with -1.7 atm of
hydrogen gas. It is separated from the vacuum beamline by
1-fim thick diamond windows for transmission of the 50-MeV
electron beam. After interacting with the laser beam inside
the ICA cell, the e-beam leaves to the spectrometer.
The CO2 laser beam will be divided into two beams
using a beamsplitter. A relatively small amount of laser
power will be sent to the IFEL in order to modulate the
energy just enough so that the peak bunching occurs at the
end of the drift region at the entrance to the ICA stage. To
avoid striking the central hole for the e-beam in the mirror
which introduces the laser beam into the IFEL, the laser beam
will be annular in shape. To create this shape, the laser beam
will be sent through an axicon telescope.
A sapphire tube with 60-cm length and 2.8-mm ID is
used to channel the laser energy through the IFEL wiggler
with an attenuation factor of 0.2 dB/m. Approximately 90%
coupling of the laser energy into the HEn mode inside the
waveguide has been synthesized.
Due to the location of various devices it will be
necessary to delay the ICA laser beam with respect to the
IFEL laser beam. This delay will utilize an optical trombone
and will also be used to fine tune the phase between the two
laser pulses sent to the IFEL and ICA cell.
After passing through a radial polarization converter
optical system, the annular shaped laser beam is introduced
into the ICA gas cell and focused by an axicon mirror along
the e-beam axis. Self-interference of the axicon-focused
radially polarized laser beam results in Bessel distributions
for the longitudinal (accelerating) and radial (focusing)
components of the electric field as is shown in Fig.2. The
focusing field described by the J\ distribution is 90° out of
phase with the accelerating field described by the Jo function.
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To ensure efficient and monochromatic acceleration, the e-beam must be focused to a smaller radius
than the width of the central lobe of the Jo Bessel pattern. For a 20-mrad Cherenkov angle, this lobe has a
FWHM of-200 um. The first zero at the Jb Bessel distribution also occurs at a radius of 200 |im.
Design parameters for the first phase of the STELLA experiment when the 10-GW CO2 laser beam
will be used are summarized in Table 1. This table also includes results of simulations which are discussed
in Section 3. During the second phase of the experiment, which will start after the ATF CO2 laser is
upgraded to ~1 TW peak power [5], 100-MeV monochromatic acceleration will be attempted.
3. MODEL PREDICTIONS
An integrated model of the STELLA experiment has been developed which combines existing IFEL
and ICA codes, and utilizes a ray-tracing method along with the TRANSPORT code for simulating the
electron trajectory through the focusing triplet. For a given wiggler configuration (i.e., spacing and
magnetic field strength), e-beam energy, and laser wavelength, the optimum bunching distance for the IFEL
is controlled by the amount of energy modulation imparted by the laser beam. Our analysis shows that a
wiggler length of 0.47 m and uniform period of 3.3 cm enables suitable bunching performance over an
input energy range of 40-65 MeV. The laser driver requirements are quite modest. For an ~2-m bunching
distance, the laser power scales approximately as 5 MW(£750 MeV), where E is the energy of the e-beam
in MeV. The initial energy spread must be much less than the induced energy spread, which needs to be

approximately Ay/y=1.2%(E/50MeV).
Figure 3 shows the e-beam energy-phase diagrams calculated for an incoming emittance £«=0.5 mmmrad and intrinsic energy spread of Ay/y =0.15%. The e-beam enters the IFEL uniformly distributed
over phase and longitudinal space [Fig.3(a)]. At the exit of the IFEL the e-beam has a sinusoidal energy
modulation of 1.2% (±0.3 MeV) [Fig.3(b)] and very little bunching has occurred yet. At the end of the
drift region just before the entrance to the ICA cell, the more energetic electrons catch up with the slow
ones resulting in the formation of a. microbunch [Fig.3(c),(d)]. The FWHM of the bunch is 0.63 um.
Some bunch smearing caused by the emittance, initial energy spread, and path length difference through the
focusing triplet between the IFEL and the ICA cell can be seen. Indeed, electrons leaving the IFEL wiggler
will take different paths as they are focused by the quadrupole magnets into the ICA cell. This results in
bunch smearing that is illustrated by Fig. 4 assuming more conservative numbers for the normalized
emittance en and the intrinsic energy spread Ay/y than those entered in Table 1. We see that to avoid
significant bunch smearing we should choose e»<2 mm-mrad and Ay/y <0.25% FWHM. Fortunately, an
e-beam with such parameters is routinely produced by the ATF linac.
The results of Monte-Carlo computer simulations for short electron bunch acceleration in the ICA cell
induced by the 10-GW laser pulse are illustrated in Fig.5. Figure 5(a),(b) show the e-beam expansion due
to e-beam focusing into the gas cell, emittance, and gas and window scattering. From Fig. 5(c) we see how
the amount of energy gain depends upon the radial position of the electrons within the e-beam profile.
Electrons farther out from the center do not experience the peak laser field and, therefore, do not gain or
lose the maximum possible amount of energy. However, most of the electrons are still grouped in a fairly
tight bunch and gain up to 10 MeV energy. Over the 6.5-cm interaction distance this corresponds to >150
MeV/m acceleration gradient for only 10-GW laser power. The FWHM width of the accelerated electron
energy peak shown in Fig. 5(d) is 2.2 MeV and contains ~50% of all the electrons.
The ATF CO2 laser is presently being upgraded to ~1 TW peak power. Before presenting simulations
for the STELLA performance for the high-power situation, the following comments need to be made.
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FIGURE 3. Simulations of electron beam bunching at AE/B=l.2% energy modulation in IFEL
wiggler: a) initial uniform energy distribution; b) energy modulation at the wiggler exit; c) energy
distribution at the entrance to the ICA cell; d) longitudinal density distribution in which 50% of the
electrons are bunched into FWHM=0.63 um.
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FIGURE 5. Simulations for electron bunch [see Fig.2(d)] acceleration in ICA cell at PL=l0 GW:
a) e-beam spot size at axicon; b) e-beam spot size exiting ICA interaction cell; c) radial energy distribution;
d) electron energy spectrum
For relatively low^y e-beams such as the ATF, significant phase slippage occurs within the interaction
region at high laser powers. A possible way to compensate for this effect is to introduce a curved
wavefront to the axicon-focused laser beam which causes the laser beam to intersect the e-beam along the
interaction region at different angles.
Second, at high laser power the issue of gas breakdown becomes more important. For Gaussian
shaped laser pulses the upper limit to the maximum acceleration gradient is calculated to be ~650 MeV/m.
Third, to handle the high peak power the laser beam size on the axicon must be increased. For a 1TW laser beam (i.e., 3 J in 3 ps) and a 5-J/cm2 damage fluence, this gives a minimum laser beam diameter
on the axicon of 9 mm. For a 20-mrad Cherenkov angle and 1-mm diameter annulus hole, this yields an
interaction length of 19.4 cm. For these conditions ..the maximum acceleration gradient is again -650
MeV/m. Hence, this 1-TW design is consistent with regard to avoiding optical damage and gas
breakdown.
An energy gain of ~125 MeV for a 50-MeV e-beam is predicted (see Fig.6). The energy spread of the
accelerated bunch is just 6 MeV FWHM. The length of the microbunch is <1 pm. For this simulation we
selected the laser and electron bunch phasing not to be at the maximum energy gain, but at the point where
partial laser focusing begins to occur. This focusing effect can be clearly seen in the beam profile plot after
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the interaction [Fig.5(b)]. Figure 5(c) also shows that most of the accelerated electrons are confined within
the central portion of the beam. Thus, this 1-TW example shows the promise of >100-MeV net energy
gains with well-controlled e-beam monochromaticity and emittance. The overall performance should
improve by using a curved axicon. This capability will be added to the STELLA simulation program.
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FIGURE 6. Simulations for electron bunch [see Fig.2(d)] acceleration over 19.4-cm ICA
interaction length at PL=l TW: a) e-beam spot size at axicon; b) e-beam spot size exiting ICA interaction
cell (shows focusing); c) radial energy distribution (shows focusing); d) electron spectrum
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ABSTRACT
The development of short-pulse ultra high intensity lasers will enable us to generate short-pulse intense
soft and hard X-rays. Acceleration of an electron in laser field generates intense illuminated located radiation, Larmor
radiation, around KeV at 1018 W/cm2 with 100TW and l\itn wavelength laser. The Coulomb interaction between
rest ions and relativistic electron generates broad energy radiation, bremsstrahlung emission, over MeV at 10ls
W/cm2 with the same condition. These intense radiations come in short pulses of the same order as that of the
irradiated laser. The generated intense X-rays, Larmor and biemsstrahlung radiation, can be applied to sources of
short pulse X-ray, excitation source of inner-shell X-ray laser, positron production and nuclear excitation, etc.

K e y w o r d s : short-pulse ultra high intensity laser, Larmor radiation, bremsstrahlung emission,
short-pulse intense X-ray, inner-shell X-ray laser

1. INTRODUCTION
The development of short-pulse ultra high intensity lasers has opened new regime in the
study of laser - plasma interaction. Recently, there has been a great deal of research devoted to
generation higher harmonics and X-ray by ultra high intensity lasers. For example, D. von derLinde
et al. [1] reported that the 15th higher harmonics was generated by CO2 laser at 1017 W/cm2 with
dielectric and metallic soli<i surface;
15

Ti: sapphire laser at 10 W/cm

2

J. J. Macklin et al. [2] observed that Ne gas excited by

generated harmonics up to the 109th order;

P. Gbbon [3]

investigated that the 60th harmonics reflected from solid-density plasma surface at L\ 2 >10 19 W/cm 2
with power efficiencies > 10"6; T. D. Donnelly et al. [4] observed that short-pulse high intensity laser
(825nm, 1015 W/cm 2 ) interaction with Ar clusters were produced a higher harmonics and intensity as
compared with monomer gases; S. Kato et al. [5] estimated with the use of a dynamical form factor
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for a dense plasma that higher harmonics was generated by an oscillating current due to intense laser
field.;

S. Huller et al. [6] indicated that higher harmonics dependent on lattice period was generated

with crystal targets; J. D. Kmetec et al. [7] reported that hard-X-ray was generated forward with
metal in the experiments; B. N. Chichkov et al. [8] evaluated relativistic momentum distribution
function for electron underthe intense laser and bremsstrahlung emission from calculated momentum
distribution function.
This proceeding reported the generation of intense-X-ray radiation by short-pulse ultra
high intensity interaction with dense matters. Mainly, the following 2 type radiation processes are
paid attention. The first is Larmor radiation from acceleration of an electron by intense laser field.
The radiation has a character that its energy spectra is located around KeVat 1020 W/cm2 with lujn
laser wave length. The second is bremsstrahlung emission from the Coulomb interaction between rest
ions and relativistic electron by intense laser field. The emission has broad energy spectra over MeV
at 1020 W/cm2 with l^m laserwave length. These intense radiations are short pulse length of the same
order as that of the irradiated laser. The generated intense X-rays, Larmor and bremsstrahlung
radiation, will be applied for source of short pulse X-ray, excitation source of inner-shell X-ray laser,
positron production and nucleus excitation, etc.
In JAERTs laser system, it was achieved that the pulse time was less than 20 femtosecond
and the peak power was more stronger than 10TW with 88Onm laser wave length. Until this year, the
peak power will reach 100TW. When the focused spot size of laser is 10 \xm, the laser intensity
achieves 1021 W/cm 2 . The interaction of this laser with electrons has interesting matters asfollows.
Under the action of a short pulse laser, there is not enough time to thermalize the electrons. This
means that the electrons are very cool and laser - plasma interaction is very pure, in other

words, all

kind of phenomena are independent of temperature of electron. The pure interaction may also
produce collective motion of electrons and then many kinds of phenomena with the electrons are
coherent. At ultra high intensities, motion of an electron becomes relativistic. The electron quivers
and drifts in the polarization and the propagation of the laser directions with the same order as
photon speed. Since a orbit of the electron forms closed 8-figure in the drift frame, the motion of the
electron is called for the 8-figure motion. This longitudinal acceleration in the propagation of the
laser direction makes intensity of Larmor radiation higher than that for non-relativistic quivering
motion. Enhancement of intensity and blue shift of wave length for Larmor and bremsstrahlung
radiations are caused by Doppler effect from the relativistic drift velocity.

2.

8-F1GURE MOTION & CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETERS

As described before the section, laser - plasma interaction is very pure in the ultra intense
laser. From the fact, the number of characteristic parameters is reduced. The non-dimensional laser
strength parameter is as follows:
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(1)

mxco,

where e, m e , c, Eo and C0L represent elemental charge, rest mass of an electron, speed of light,
maximum strength of electric field and frequency of laser, respectively. This non-dimensional
parameter aQ can be regarded as the gained momentum of electron normalized by mec during a period
of laser. Accordingly, for a o >l, motion of the electron becomes relativistic. In terms of the laser
intensity / , the quantity a0 is given by

aQ = 0&i-^-\——l
U

f,

1 r\l% I T H

1

2

(2)
v

'

'

where Xh represents wave length of laser. From Eq.(2), Highly relativistic electron motion requires
laser intensities greater than 1018 W/cm 2 for wavelength of AL~1 Jim. As described before the
section, such intensities are now available enough from JAERI' s laser system and #0~100 may be
reached.
Next, we consider the motion of an electron, initially at rest, in a relativistic plane
monochromatic linearly polarized electromagnetic (EM) wave propagating along the x axis[10].
Selecting the direction of the electric field E = E 0 cos£ e z as the z axis, where £ = (DLt — 2izxlXL,
and e, represents a unit vector in the / direction , the position r , momentum p and relativistic mass
factor 7 of the electron are then described as follows:
fln2

r

fe

4 {

An

^ {
mec

^

, -aaQQ sin^
sin^ eezz ,

y = 1 + [±\

(4)

4

The quivering motion is called for 8-figure motion. The characteristic values are derived from these
formula as follows:

X,

In'

mec

= l + ^ _ and T = l + ^-T
0
2
4 a°"°
where z0, pz0, vxd and T represent the position and max. momentum in the z direction, drift speed
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in the x direction and a period of acceleration in the laboratory frame. The quivering length and max.
momentum in the z direction is proportional to a0'. The drift speed in the x direction is almost the
same as light speed for a o » l , so that the angle between laser propagation and quivering direction is
tan0 = 2/a0. For example, the drift speed and y become vxd = 0.9975 c and y = 201 for ao=2O.
Accordingly, a period of acceleration becomes long in the laboratory frame, as is well-known in
conventional accelerators.

3.

LARMOR RADIATION & BREMSSTRAHLUNG EMISSION

It is well-known that an accelerated electron emits electromagnetic wave. In the nonrelativistic regime, the power of radiation P can be calculated from famous Larmor's formula. In the
case of the relativistic motion, Larmor's formula is extended in cgs units as follows:

= --y6 B-[BxB
3 ' L
V

(6)

where B and B represent velocity and acceleration of the electron. Note that radiation power is a
Lorentz invariant quantity, although its angular spectra distribution is not invariant. The angular
spectra distribution of radiation power is calculated from Fourier transform of Lienard-Wiechert
potential.

d2P

e2

dcodQ.

An: c

rr nx|"(ii-P)xPl
r

j_

JO

(\ - R . n \

_J iO)(t—n-r)
6

C

(7)

where n and B represent a unit direction vector for observation and time-averaged velocity
normalized by light speed. The denominator in Eq. (7) is continuing duration of illumination to the
n direction.
The radiation power averaged over an acceleration period of the electron can be calculated
from Eq. (6). The radiation generated by EM waves is called for Larmor radiation or Thomson
scattering. In the case of electron motion induced by circular polarized EM wave, that is synchrotron
motion , the radiation power is proportional to a 0 4 .

P [Wl en?} = 1.81 X10
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where ne represents number density of electron. However, the motion is induced only by adiabatic
pulse raise, namely long pulse, and the motion may be broken by other dynamical processes, for
example ponderamotive force. Next, consider the case of 8-figure motion for an electron induced by
plane EM wave. The radiation power averaged over an acceleration period of the electron calculated
from Eq. (6) with using Eq. (3, 4) in Sec. 2 is proportional to a02, namely intensity.

The reason why this radiation power is smaller than that of the circularity polarized EM wave that the
electron drifts in the direction of laser propagation and a period to pass through laser pulse becomes
long. Due to this drift motion, the radiation power becomes aQ2 times large nearby the laser
propagation direction. The angular spectra distribution of radiation power is calculated from Eq. (7).
To change the power in the unit volume P[W7cm 3 ] into that in the unit surface area P'rW/cm 2 ],
Eq. (7) should be multiplied by the propagation length of the laser, cT. It is found that the angular
distribution concentrates around the quivering direction, tanG = 2/a 0 , in the angle range of ao~4 and
the irradiated intensity and emitted photon energy are respectively proportional to aos and a03 in
the case of single particle motion. At ao=2O, AL=0.88|jm and ne = 10 2I cm/ 3 , ~ IKeVphotons is
irradiated about 1018 WI cm2 at peak power. This high energy-intensity irradiation source is opened
wide and new regime in the study and application. For example, the generated intense X-ray will be
applied to source of short pulse X-ray, pumping source of inner-shell X-ray laser, etc.
When an electron is accelerated by the Coulomb force from an ion, the another radiation
is generated. This radiation is called for bremsstrahlung emission. In the non-relativistic regime, the
power of radiation is estimated by calculating acceleration of an electron from ions with using Eq. (6).
Adopting ballistic orbit approximation, the power is then found to be proportional to a0. In the case
of the relativistic motion, the radiation power should be estimated with concerning quantum-photon
effect, Compton scattering. In Born's approximation, the power is proportional to a o 4 .Inthe limit
of large a0, the radiation power per unit volume is approximated,

P \w/cm3] ~ 2 x
1

J

where Z and ni represent charge number and number density of ion, respectively. In the same as
Larmor radiation, the radiation power becomes a02 times large nearby the laser propagation direction.
The emitted photon energy spreads widely over MeV, which is proportional to logarithm of a
reciprocal of photon energy. The angular distribution concentrates around the quivering direction in
the angle range of ao~4 .As a result, the irradiated intensity and maximum emitted photon energy are
respectively proportional to a010 and a02 in the case of single particle motion. At ao=2O,
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AL=0.88|!m and Z = 10, ne = 1021cm"3, ~ lOOMeV photons are generated about 1018 W/cm2 at
peak power. This high energy-intensity irradiation source is opened wide and new regime in the study
and application. For example, the generated intense hard X-ray will be applied to source of short pulse
hard X-ray, positron production and nucleus excitation, etc.

4. CONCLUSION and REMARKS
Larmor radiation around KeV at 1018 W/cm2 is generates by interaction between dense
plasma, ne = 1021cm"3, and intense laser around 1021 W/cm2 with l|im laser wave length. The
generated intense X-ray will be applied for source of short pulse X-ray, pumping source of inner-shell
X-ray laser. Bremsstrahlung emission over MeVat 1018 W/cm2 is also generated in the same condition.
The intense hard X-ray can be applied to sources of short pulse X-ray, positron production and
nucleus excitation, etc. It was also observed that short-pulse high intensity laser interaction with
clusters absorbed laser energy and produced intense higher harmonics as compared with plasma and
metal. These intense radiations may be opened new regime in the study.

5.
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ABSTRACT
An analytical description of the pondermotive absorption mechanism at a short high
intense laser pulse interaction with a strong inhomogeneous plasma is presented. The optimal
conditions for the maximum of resonance absorption of laser pulse interaction with nonuniform plasma at normal incidence are founded.
Keywords: Short laser pulse, Inhomogeneous plasma, Resonant absorption

INTRODUCTION
Significant amount of papers, both theoretical and experimental [1] are devoted in the last
years to investigations of a process a short powerful laser pulse interaction with a dense
plasma. The intensity of radiation, achieved in experiments at the moment reaches
1019W/cm2. A movement of plasma in fields of such intensity gets essentially non-linear
relativistic character.
The analytical consideration of laser pulse absorption in such situation rather difficult,
therefore is used numerical simulations (PIC, Vlasov-codes) [2,5]. Whereas the analytical
results have greater presentation, open physical mechanisms of occurring processes and
serve the tests for the computer programs. In the present work the analytical decisions of nonlinear relativistic hydrodynamic equations for plasma are considered.
There is shown, that at weak non-linearity the resonant absorption arises even at normal
incidence of an electromagnetic wave on spatially non-uniform plasma. Absorption coefficient
has the big rise in comparison with a linear case. This result coexist qualitatively with the fact
of a weak dependence of absorption from an angle of incidence at high laser intensity [3].

SYSTEM OF THE BASIC EQUATIONS
For the description of a plasma movement in strong laser fields we shall use one
dimensional system of the hydrodynamic equations, including speed of an ordered movement
superior thermal speed. The given approximation corresponds to a limit of normal skin-effect
(SIB [4]).
The law of conservation of a perpendicular component of an initial pulse allows to reduce
this system to two equations for longitudinal and perpendicular fields:
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d2A

(1)

In (1) are entered following undimensional variables: A - vector potential of a perpendicular
field in terms of mc 2 /e, E - strength of a longitudinal field in terms of mccOp/e, %=0OpZ/c undimensional co-ordinate, T=O)t - undimensional time, cop - plasma frequency in depth of
plasma, Tj(^) - plasma density (normalised per unit of in depth of plasma), (0 - frequency of
an incident electromagnetic wave. We shall consider weak non-linearity (A 2 < A), displaying
the solution (1) in a number on degrees A. This approximation limits intensity of an incident
radiation to intensity 1018 W/cm 2 . Result of decomposition (1) looks like:

(2)

For linear polarisation of a incident wave a pondermotive force depends on time. Then the
solution of zero approximation of system (2) has the following form:

A(0)cos ((0% I co

COp
CO

' (0)si
sin

/ cop

cos(r) ;

(3)

Where A' (0) - derivative A (^) at £,=0. In (3) it means, that r\ (£) is nonzero in area^ > 0.
The function A (£) depends on a specific structure of concentration. The further calculations
will be made for any A (£), and the example of absorption coefficient for exponential of
growing concentration is resulted in the following paragraph.
The averaged Pointing vector of a laser wave, appropriate to a field (3) is determined by
A{0) and A' (0):

(4)
The solution of the equation of the first approximation for a longitudinal field E at a given
right part in view of a resonance looks as follows:

(5)
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In a point T) (£*) =4co2 /0) p 2 the field E (1) linearly accrues in due course, that corresponds
to a resonance between pondermotive force and plasma wave. Energy of a longitudinal field
per unit of the area of plasma
9

0

me <Df
Sne2

(6)

Calculated with the help of presentation of 5-function

lim sin or
Also linearly grows in due course:

W=

m2c*COT

2

-1-1

dA

(7)

2V

By dividing absorbed power on Pointing vector of laser wave we shall receive required
absorption coefficient £
-i

(8)

So, the received expression determines absorption coefficient at normal incidence of an
electromagnetic wave on non-uniform plasma through the decision of the equation of zero
approximation for vector potential. A condition of applicability (8) is: electron thermal speed
less then its hydrodynamic speed, or amplitude of vector potential it imposes a condition
l»A 2 »V T G>p/ca>. Remember, that the case of normal skin effect is realised when
V 1 /C«(0/C0p.

Absorption coefficient in plasma
with exponential growing density
The function A(£) manages to be constructed analytically for a limited set of structures
). One of variants is T|(£) = exp(oc^), where a=c/Loo p - undimensional scale of plasma
in-homogeneity. The solution (2), aspiring to zero at large % looks like

= -2\ (2&sh(2nQ / a) I xeef2 K2iafa (2 exp(a£/ 2)/ a)

(9)

In (9) for Q is the relation GO/Cflp, K ( ^ ) - function McDonald, A - amplitude of a laser wave
is designated at t, —> —o°. Doing further account according to the above-stated technique, we
shall receive the following result for absorption coefficient:
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C = — AZx3sh2(27ix)Klix(4x)K?ix(4x) \x = C0Llc
n

(10)

The stroke in (10) designates derivative of function McDonald. We shall carry out research
of absorption coefficient. We shall note, that as well as in case of incident at some angle the
resonant absorption does not depend on density of plasma 0)p . At small in-homogeneity
scales L ( x « 1)

C = 167iA^x3ln2(l/2x)

(11)

We shall remind, that at inclined incident for small x, £=27ixsin29/cos0. At large x,
asymptotic (10) looks as follows:

C = 4flAfcexp(- (16- 4n)x)
The maximum £" = 0 . 3 8 ^ absorption coefficient reaches at Xmax^O.26, it means that at
in-homogeneity scales about length of a wave, as well as in case of inclined incident. We
compare resonant absorption to other channels of absorption. In uncollisional plasma this is
Landau damping on separate electrons (SIB [4]):

^f
At large L, t,

IB

p

(12)

exponentially decreases with increase L. Thus, at sufficient intensity of a

laser wave AQ > v T COp/cO) in spatially non-uniform plasma (L> c/cop) the resonant absorption
is dominant, and absorption coefficient reaches tens of percents. We shall note, that at some
angle of incidence the account of the members proportional A in the equations also results in
additional absorption, connected to generation of the second harmonic in reflected radiation
and presence of the second resonant point. But at inclined incidence these effects give only
amendment to standard linear transformation.

THE CONCLUSION
Considered effect allows qualitatively to interpret results of numerical simulations,
according to which at A < 1 dependence of factor of absorption on an angle of incidence
becomes weak, as inclusion of the pondermotive mechanism of absorption.
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ABSTRACT
Present status and plan for developing an integrated implosion code are
briefly explained by focusing on motivation, numerical scheme and issues to be
developed more. Highly nonlinear stage of Rayleigh-Taylor instability of
ablation front by laser irradiation has been simulated so as to be compared with
model experiments. Improvement in transport and rezoning/remapping
algorithms in ILESTA code is described.
Keywords: laser fusion, implosion, integrated code, 2-D ALE code,
rezoning, Rayleigh-Taylor instability

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently much attention is focused on the topics of physics in complex phenomena.
The study of complex systems requires a large scale computing and is roughly classified into
two categories: (1) Elementary process of a system with huge number of freedom. (2)
Phenomena stemming from strong coupling of a variety of different physics.
In case of category (1), the basic equations are simple, but tbecause of nonlinearity in
the equations a complex phenomena are seen. As a subject belonging to this category, we can
enumerates, for examlpe, fluid turbulence, galaxy formation, multi-electron atomic structure,
and so on. In case of the fluid turbulence, it is essential to treat a system in which small and
large scale vortices co-exist. With increase of the Reynolds number, the ratio of the scale
between the largest and smallest vortices increases; consequently, a large scale computing is
necessary to directly simulate the turbulence. In the category (1), the key words are
nonlinearity, non-locality, many-body, non-equilibrium, etc.
On the other hand, the category (2) includes fusion, astrophysics, aerodynamics,
meteorology, and so on. In this case, we have to treat the phenomena stemming from the
coupling of many of different physics. It can be said that this is the physics of combined
system. It has become possible to study the combined physics with a dramatic progress of
computational ability after the start with ENIAC of 51 years ago[l]. It has becpme to be
recognized that the computer simulation is an essential method in researching physics. This is
the third method additive to the traditional methods, theory and experiment. The computer
science is getting to be essential in modern science.
In laser fusion, a micro-pellet called target is explosively squeezed to 1/30 - 1/50 of its
initial radius and high density and high temperature fuel plasma is produced in the central
region. The physics controlling such phenomena is complex, where the compressible
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hydrodynamics coupled with electron heat conduction, x-ray radiation transport plays a key
role. In laser implosion, it is difficult to analyze the experimemental data without a help of
computer simulations, because a micro-target is imploded to a radius of several tens micron in
an extremely short time of a few 100 ps. Therefore, simulation codes have been developed
from the beginning of the research in order to reproduce the whole physical scenario of
implosion[2]. We call such code for laser fusion an "integrated implosion code". The entitled
research purpose is to analyze experimental data and do research planning by developing the
integrated code systematically. In this paper, we briefly show the outlook of our integrated
implosion code and the present status of its development.

2. INTEGRATED IMPLOSION CODE
In studying the physics of a complex system, four elements are necessary to promote
the research. Two are experimental ones, namely, "synthetic experiment" and "model
experiment". The implosion experiment is a synthetic one and a variety of model experiments
are necessary to clarify the physics controlling the implosion phenomena. The other two are
theoretical ones, "theoretical models" and "integrated code". The theoretical models checked
with corresponding model experiments should be installed in the integrated code to analyze
experimental data and design fusion targets. The integrated code is the essence of the computer
science and its development has become possible with the dramatic progress of high-speed
computers.
Let me try to describe the definition of the integrated implosion code. It should satisfy
the following conditions.
(l)The code should be a multi-dimensional hydrodynamic code to be able to simulate the
whole scenario of the physics in laser driven fusion from laser absorption to implosion
and fusion burn.
(2)A11 the physics thought to be important should be included in the code.
(3)The appropriateness of the physics models and the accuracy of the numerical scheme
should be checked by comparing with experiments.
(4)The code should be highly reliable so as to be used for the purpose of "numerical high
gain experiment (NHGX)".
The readers may have an impression that the item (2) is reckless. What is important is
to judge which should be modeled and which should be abandoned. To do so, a good sense of
physics may be required. The spirit of the item (4) stands on the same base as the numerical
wind tunnel (NWT)[3] and numerical Tokamak[4]. It is well known that the NWT has been
replaced of the experiment with a wind tunnel for designing aerodynamics of aircraft. In the
early stage of an aircraft design, NWT is very efficient from an economical point of view,
because we can reduce the number of candidates for prototype in a real wind tunnel experiment.
Recently, it has become possible to control the turbulence with a sophisticated design of wing
surface[3]. The numerical Tokamak is a big challenge because we are required to bridge huge
scale (difference) in temporal and spatial dimensions from tiny eddies to the whole machine, for
example[4]. The long time scale transport should be solved consistently with a short time scale
instability phenomena.
The third example is numerical astrophysics. The astrophysics is very resemble to
physics of laser fusion and laboratory astrophysics is proposed to study a variety of
hydrodynamic, radiation, atomic, and relativistic plasmas by use of intense lasers[5]. The
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astrophysical phenomena are synthetic and model experiments are required to make
astrophysics precise science. By developing and checking codes for astrophysics by
comparing with model experiments, we can promote the numerical astrophysics.

3. BASIC EQUATIONS
The basic equations governing the laser implosionprocess are one-fluid, twotemperature fluid equations. In addition, for example, non-ideal equation of state (EOS), and
radiation transport with non-LTE spectral opacity affect the fluid dynamics. The central part of
the equations are
dp
-T = -pVu
dt

(1)
+Pe)

(2)
q

dt

^ - = -PeWu-Wqe
dt
QV7

=i)

Q

a

-Qei

+SL +

(3)
Sr+Sea
(4)

-

c dt

(5)

9 a
19(j)
a
— <|) + v • V<j) = 5 D y +
dt
dt
V
/co«

(6)

In Eqs. (3) and (4), Qgj is the temperature relaxation term, S a 1 > e are the alpha particle
heating terms for the ions and electrons respectively, Sj^ is the laser heating term, S f is the
radiation heating/cooling term, and £: and £„ are the ion and electron internal energies which
should be modeled so as to describe from the solid to plasma states including Fermi
degeneracy[6]. Radiation transport is governed by Eq. (5), where T|v and Kv are emissivity
and opacity. In case when high or medium Z materials are used as target composite, the
calculation of T|v and iCy becomes complex[7]. Equation (6) is for the alpha particle transport
based on the numerical scheme described in Ref. [8]. Equation (7) represents the ray-tracing of
laser beamlets with the classical absorption coefficient^]. In Eqs. (3) and (4), the electron and
ion heat fluxes of q e and q^ are taken from Ref. [10]. More details are given in Ref. [11].
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4. NUMERICAL METHODS
Equations (1) - (4) are solved with finite difference method in the Lagrangian frame.
The details of the method are described in Ref. [11] for one-dimensional case. Since the
integrated code should be at least two dimensional, more sophisticate numerics are required
especially relating to transport algorithm and rezoning/remapping algorithms.
The Lagrangian scheme in which the numerical mesh moves with fluid elements is more
convenient compared to the Eulerian scheme because of the following reasons. In laser
plasmas, the density and temperature varies over many order of magnitude, for example, across
the ablation front. A thin shell is imploded with high in-flight aspect ratio of more than 100. A
high radius convergence (CR = 30 - 40) implosion shold be simulated. In addition, a target
consisting of different material layers with different EOS, atomic state, opacity etc should be
simulated. In some case, rate equation for determining ionization state distribution should be
solved for each fluid element by coupling with fluid dynamics.
In employing the Lagrangian scheme, following numerical difficulties should be solved.
Since the numerical mesh structure is distorted, for example, by shear flow due to
hydrodynamic instabilities, a rezoning of mesh is necessary to continue the calculations. In this
case, the rezoning should be designed so as to keep the merit of Lagrangian scheme. In
addition, a remapping scheme sould be deveplped so that the physical quantities such as
density, momentums, energy densities are re-defined precisely from those in the old mesh to in
the new mesh zones. Numerical diffusion and overshooting well-known in numerical method
in solving a convective term should be reduced. Since the Lagrangian mesh becomes nonorthogonal structure, the transport algorithm becomes complicate even for the case of diffusiontype transport.
4.1 Transport Algorithm
In order to explain the numerical algorithm for transport, we briefly explain the guide
line in solving the following diffusion equation.

Pc

-r
dt

(8)

After volume integration of Eq. (8) over a mesh zone, it is solved with the fully implicit
method. It is required to estimate the gradient of T in the Lagrangian mesh. In two
dimensional (2-D) planer geometry, 3T/dx and 8T/3y can be given with the Lagrangian
coordinate (X,Y) in the form;
dT
1 dT dy dT dy
— =-(
- -)
dx
J dXdY
dY dX

dT

]_ 3 £ ^

(9)

^lii

9y ~~ J dXdY ~ dY dX
dx dy

(10)

dy dx

~ dXdY~ dXdY

(11)

The total heat flux coming across the four boundaries as seen in Fig. 1 can be calculated by
-
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expressing Eqs. (9) - (11) in the finite difference forms. Then, not only the quantities defined
at the center of the zone, but also those at four grid points are also necessary. At the present
time, we define them as the average of the surrounding four quantities. As the result, the total
heat flux is given with nine quantities which are still unknown.
In order to reverse the matrix for such nine point transport scheme, ICCG scheme is
usually used[12]. However, this method is not applicable to the present scheme and we use
ILUBCG (Incomplete LU Biconjugate Gradient) scheme[13]. This is time consuming
compared to ICCG, but can be extended to more general cases. We have checked the accuracy
of the scheme in strongly distorted mesh cases and reasonable accuracy has been seen [13].
4.2 Rezoning/Remapping
The orthogonality of the mesh structure can be maintained by solving a Poisson-type
equation for new x and y grid coordinate H, and r\:

dx2

dy2

dx2

dy2

(12)

where P and Q are called forcing terms. By controlling the definition of P and Q , we can
assume many zones, for example, in the region with steep density gradient. In order to keep
the displacement of the new grid point from the old one, a relaxation parameter is set to be small
in solving Eq. (12) with the relaxation method.
We have two different rezoning/remapping schemes. One is done a few tens times over
several thousand time steps, when the mesh distortion becomes very severe. This scheme has
been used to study nonuniform ignition and burn simulations[14]. The other developed
recently[15] is every-time-step rezoning/remapping scheme. The rezoning schemes are same,
while the remapping schemes are completely different. In the latter case which we use in the
present paper, the displacement of the grid from old to new at each time step is assumed to be
much smaller than the grid distances. This corresponds to the Courant condition in solving the
convection term in Eulerian scheme. In the remapping case, the physical quantities are
convected from one to another adjustent zone because of move of the boundary by rezoning.
Then, the convected quantities can be evaluated by various numerical methods developed in the
past two decades.
In 2-D, we calculate the convected quantities one by one in x and y directions. The
convected flux is calculated with FCT (Flux Collected Transport) scheme. As for the flux
limiter in FCT, two types of limiter proposed by Boris et al and Zalesak are used[16]. The
former is rather dissipative than the latter, although the former is numerically more stable. We
have checked an appropriateness and accuracy of the present scheme by artificially moving the
meshes from a strongly distorted case to a smoothed code[15].

5. SIMULATION OF EXPERIMENT
As mentioned previously, two different kind of experiments are necessary and have
been done with Gekko XII laser. One is a model experiment. The Rayleigh-Taylor (R-T)
instability of ablatively accelerating planer target has been studied intensively [16]. The other is
the spherical implosion experiments. At the present time, the integrated code is not robust
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enough to simulate whole of implosion process in 2-D and, therefore, comparison has been
mainly done with 1-D code[17] or Eulerian code with 2-nd order Godunov scheme[18]. The
implosion dynamics are well reproduced with 1-D code as seen in Fig. 2, where trajectories of
x-ray streak image are compared. This indicates that energetics of implosion process is well
modeled in 1-D code. However, the neutron yield, fuel temperature, and compressed core
images are not reproduced. Most of these discrepancies appear to be explained in 2-D
simulations with nonuniformity of relatively long wavelength[19].
The integrated code has been tested to study linear and nonlinear R-T instability of the
ablation front. In Gekko XII experiments, a planer plastic target with corrugated surface on
laser irradiation side is used to be accelerated with green light of square pulse. We show a
typical simulation result. The target initial thickness is 16 |im and a surface corrugation is 60
(Lim in wavelength and 3 ]im in amplitude. Laser intensity is 0.7 x 10 W/cm . A half of one
wavelength region is simulated with 180 numerical zones in the accelerating direction and 40
zones in the perpendicular direction. The pulse duration is ,2 ns. In Fig. 3, the density
contours and the mesh structure at 3.5 ns are shown. The target initial position is at 0 |j,m in
the scale shown in Fig. 3. As clear from Fig. 3, it is possible to simulate highly nonlinear stage
with the present integrated code.
The comparison of linear growth rate and spike-bubble structure to corresponding
experimental data is on going with a developed spectroscopic code to reproduce back-light and
side-light images.

6. INTEGRATED CODES IN WORLD
The concept of the integrated code is not our original, but is natural trend from the spirit
of computational science. As for the integrated implosion code, code development has started
due to a necessity to promote laser fusion program.
In LLNL, an integrated code development started at the same time as laser fusion
research started[l,20]. The most famous code is LASNEX code[l], which is one and two
dimensional. Recently, more advanced and tractable code CALE2D has been developed and
been used to analyze radiation driven hydrodynamic instabilities [22]. This code is also used to
study EOS effect on R-T instabilities[23], because the code is user-friendly in modeling and
modifying EOS. In addition, 3-D Lagrangian code HYDRA which came to appeare a few years
ago in papers is used for systematic study of implosion experiments as well as model
experiments[24]. It could be possible to say that LLNL has come to the level that they can
perform reliable experiments numerically without real experimenst.
In LANL, the LANL version of LASNEX has been developed and been used to study
a target design of medium gain for NIF (National Ignition Facility)[25]. In the US, in addition,
2-D hydrodynamic code ORCHID [26] of LLE, University of Rochester, and FAST3D
code[27] of NRL (Naval Research Lab.) have been used to analyze experimental data and to
design targets.

7. DEVELOPMENT PLAN
We have been developing implosion codes to analyze the experimental data from Gekko
lasers and design the ignition and high gain target. Such simulation will be a theoretical base to
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perform a hydrodynamically equivalent plasma (HEP) experiment to clarify the most critical
issue of hydrodynamic instability of implosion. We plan to extend the codes to the integrated
code by installing additional physics models and improving numerical schemes. The codes to
be used are Lagrangian codes, ILESTA-1D[11,28] and ILESTA-2D[14]. As the first step, we
focus on the following four subjects to be installed in ILESTA-2D code.
(l)Numerical algorithm of transports: This has been developed by Ohnishi and has
been briefly explained in Sec.4. This scheme will be also used to the multi-group radiation
transport with variable Eddington factor scheme and multi-group alpha particle transport. With
the radiation transport algorithm, the code will be applied to analyze experimental data of socalled direct/indirect hybrid scheme[29]. The hybrid scheme will use radiation smoothing to
avoid an initial imprint of laser non-uniformity by coating high-Z material and form zone on a
target surface. This is a good example to test 2-D radiation transport and the code will be used
to optimize the target and laser conditions.
(2)Rezoning/Remapping algorithm: This has been developed by Nagatomo and
briefly explained in Sec. 4. Most of the algorithm has been already developed, while a
remapping scheme for physical quantities defined at a grid point should be improved. In near
future, we plan to develop a hybrid scheme in which two different rezoning schemes explained
in Sec. 4 are used in the same job to reduce numerical diffusion as less as possible and fit the
mesh structure to a deforming plasma structure as similar as possible.
(3)Spectroscopic diagnostic code: This has been developed by Naruo and used to
analyze R-T instability experiment and implosion experiments [30]. Only with the implosion
code, we can not compare the numerical result with the experimental data directly. We have to
approach to the experimental data. Since most of experiments are carried out with
spectroscopic or back-lighting techniques, we have to develop a variety of codes to calculate the
x-ray image and time history of hydrodynamics calculated with the integrated code. In case of
the R-T experiment, the transmitted x-ray image should be Fourier transformed to see the
generation of higher harmonics. In case of implosion experiments, fuel-doped argon line
emissions of LyP and He^ are measured[31]. This data should be analyzed by use of non-LTE
atomic model and multi-dimensional code. We use RATION[32] code to get spectral opacity
and emissivity to do ray-tracing in 2-D simulation. The rate equation solver FLY[33] is also
going to be installed in the present scheme.
(4)Kinetic-dijfusion hybrid transport scheme: This is a big issue under progress by
Sunahara. It has been pointed out that the kinetic effect is important to analyze the R-T
experiment done even with moderate intensity [34]. The purpose is to develop a hybrid model
of diffusive and kinetic transport for electrons and to install into the 2-D integrated code. At the
present time, we still work for 1-D case and the hybrid model will be compared to the case with
Fokker-Planck code.
At the second stage, we will apply the integrated code to analyze the implosion
experiments from the very beginning of laser irradiation. The EOS package based on ThomasFermi model[6] should include an additional effect such as molecular dissociation[35]. Then,
the code will be used to study stability and nonuniformity of implosion dynamics of high gain
targets. Even with the implosion code, it is difficult to treat the mixing governed by the modes
with spherical wavenumber of I from one to several hundreds because of limited number of
meshes in the azimuthal direction. Some mixing model[36] should be developed to clarify the
effect of mixing in the stagnation phase. This is much hard job compare to the case of NIF
indirect target design. The most unstable mode has the spherical wavenumber £ of roughly
several tens[37] in
NIF design, while the direct high gain has
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I of a few hundreds[38].
At the third stage, we have to consider to upgrade the code to include magnetic field.
In the limit of pure central ignition, the implosion scenario is spherically symmetric and no need
to include magnetic field. However, the fast ignition scheme[39] is thought to be a promising
alternative to the central ignition after the technical accomplishment of ultra-intense lasers. In
this case, an ultra-short pulse is irradiated at the edge of a compressed core and a strong
magnetic field of Giga gauss range is expected to be generated [40]. Then, we have to include
transport inhibition by generated magnetic field and the magneto hydrodynamics becomes
important in analyzing and designing the fast ignition.
Finally, the integrated code should be upgraded to three dimension. In this case,
complexity exists in transport algorithm, while this does not require a new algorithm and the
same scheme described in Sec. 4 will be extended. The development plan has been
summarized in Fig.4. The integrated code can be developed by a good combination of
researches who work for modeling of element physics and those who develop the integrated
code by developing numerical scheme to install the models of element physics.

8. CONCLUSION
In order to study multi-dimensional hydrodynamic phenomena coupled with a variety of
energy transports in high-energy-density plasmas produced by intense laser irradiation on a
solid material, we have developed 2-D integrated code ILESTA-2D. A new transport algorithm
has been developed to solve diffusion equations in distorted Lagrangian mesh structure. The
rezoning/remapping algorithm is essential to continue 2-D simulation even after strong
deformation of Lagrangian mesh. A new algorithm has been developed.
By installing these schemes into 2-D code, we have studied linear and nonlinear
evolution of R-T instability in a planer plastic foil being accelerated by laser irradiation. Highly
nonlinear stage with bubble and spike structure has been simulated. A spectroscopic code has
been developed to post-process the 2-D simulation results. Back-lighting, side-lighting, and
line emission spectroscopy can be simulated with this package. We have shown an expected
plan to upgrade ELESTA to 3-D code after installing the kinetic effect of electron transport and
magnetic effect.
Finally, it is important to ask ourselves whether by developing the integrated code, we
can find a new physics. It is difficult to answer this question at the moment. We can,
however, enumerate an example. When the heat transport becomes important and modifies the
growth of R-T instability in the stagnation phase, it is nit clear whether the growth is
suppressed by the fire-polishing effect or the mixing is enhanced because of melting of cold
spikes into hot fuel. We have to keep in mind this question in developing the integrated code
and try to find some new phenomena which can appear only through couplings of a variety of
physics elements.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1

The heat flown into the zone (X, Y) is the sum of fluxes 1 - 4. These fluxes are
described with surrounding nine quantities. The quantities Q's at the four corner
grid points are approximated by Q's.

Fig. 2

The radius-time diagram of DD gas-filled plastic shell implosion. The solid circles
with error bars are from the x-ray streak image of Gekko XII experiment, while the
open circles are from BLESTA-1D code. Energetics is well reproduced with 1-D
code.

Fig. 3

Highly nonlinear stage of Rayleigh-Taylor instability of ablatively accelerating plastic
foil. The left shows the density contours and the right shows numerical mesh
structure. The target is roughly accelerated by 100 |nm during 3.5 ns.

Fig. 4

Expected plan for developing the integrated implosion code. The code development
consists of two parts; one is basic research as to physics elements or models, and the
other is code integration by installing the accomplishment through the former
activity.
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6 . 3d Particle Simulations on Ultra Short Laser Interaction
Katsunobu NISHIHARA, Takashi OKAMOTO and Hidekazu YASUI
Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka University
Suita, Osaka 565, Japan
ABSTRACT
Two topics related to ultra short laser interaction with matter, linear and nonlinear high
frequency conductivity of a solid density hydrogen plasma and anisotropic self-focusing of an
intense laser in an overdense plasma, have been investigated with the use of 3-d particle codes.
Frequency dependence of linear conductivity in a dense plasma is obtained, which shows
anomalous conductivity near plasma frequency. Since nonlinear conductivity decreases with v "•*,
where vQ is a quivering velocity, an optimum amplitude exists leading to a maximum electron
heating. Anisotropic self-focusing of a linear polarized intense laser is observed in an overdense
plasma.
Keywords: electric conductivity, self focusing, dense plasma, ultra short pulse.
1. INTRODUCTION
An ultra short laser pulse may interact directly with a solid density plasma, if its pulse duration,
TL, is very short so that plasma expansion length, csTL, is shorter than the skin depth c/co

, where

c, c s and co pe is light speed, sound speed and electron plasma frequency, respectively. This is quite
different from a long pulse case of pulse duration longer than picosecond, in which a laser light
can not penetrate over the critical density. Other feature of the ultra short laser interaction is that
electrons and ions are not in a thermal equilibrium, since pulse duration is longer than the
electron-ion energy relaxation time. Thus the ion coupling constant, r=Z 2 e 2 /ak B T^, may still be
greater than one, where a, Tj and Z are an ion sphere radius (47ia3/3=nj"1), ion temperature and
ion ionization state, respectively. Both ion-ion correlation and electron shielding then play
important roles to reduce high frequency conductivity. When a quivering velocity, v0=eE0/mco0, is
greater than electron thermal speed, the conductivity depends on a laser intensity, since electronion scattering is determined by the quivering velocity instead of thermal speed.
In this paper we have studied these features of intense ultra-short laser interaction with the use
of a 3-d strongly coupled plasma particle code "SCOPE" [1]. The code calculates particle
dynamics determined by Coulomb forces among individual particles. In the force calculation,
quantum diffraction and quantum symmetry are effectively introduced [2].
Recently, self focusing and filamentation of an intense laser beam have been investigated
intensively related to laser acceleration and fast ignitor in ICF [3-5]. Most of previous works are
laser interaction in an underdense plasma. In this paper we deal with the self-focusing of an
intense laser in an overdense plasma with the use of 3-d PIC. Anisotropic self-focusing is
observed in simulations.
2. LINEAR AND NONLINEAR HIGH FREQUENCY CONDUCTIVITY IN SOLID

\te used 500 electrons and 500 ions in a periodic cubic system. A two component plasma can
be characterized by two parameters, the ion coupling constant and the electron degeneracy
parameter, kBTe/fepo, where e F 0 is the Fermi energy at zero temperature. For a solid density
hydrogen with an initial temperature of leV and 13.6eV, the ion coupling constant is of the order
of 1 to 10, and the degeneracy parameter is greater than one for 13.6eV. The parameter used are
summarized in Table 1.
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Physical parameters of solid density hydrogen plasma

density
(cm"3)

ion temp,
(ev)

ele. temp
(ev)

ion coupling
const.

degeneracy
parameter

5xlO 22

13.6

13.6

0.629

2.75

1

13.6

8.55

2.75

5xlO

22

Since electrons are heated very rapidly by laser electric field, but not ions, the ion-ion
correlation and electron shielding becomes important. Observed ion-ion pair correlation
functions without an external electric field are shown in Fig.l for the temperatures of leV and
13.6eV. It is clearly seen that there is a strong ion-ion correlation, which reduces the high
frequency conductivity.
When an external electric field oscillating with a frequency
co0/(o =0.423 is applied, rapid electron heating is shown in Fig. 2 at ©Qt ~ 9.5 and with an
quivering velocity of vo/vteO=2.9, where v te0 is an initial electron thermal speed.
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Fig. 1 Ion-ion pair distribution functions obtained
by simulation (thin lines) and theory (thick lines)
for ion temperature of 13eV (solid lines) and leV
(dotted lines). Distance is normalized by ion
sphere radius. Theory assumes uniform electron
background.
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Linear high frequency conductivity can be calculated by taking the Fourier transform of the
autocorrelation of electron current. The complex high frequency conductivity is shown in Fig.3.
The real part of the observed conductivity agrees well with analytical values [6] except in the
frequency range of ©0~ G)pe ~2oope. The theory takes the ion-ion correlation into account
through the ion formfactor and the electron shielding through the linear dielectric response
function. However the collective response of a plasma is not considered in the theory. The
discrepancy between the simulation results and the theory beyond the plasma frequency may be
due to the collective response of the plasma. The large peak of the conductivity around a>0~
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0.2(ope indicates that a laser with the wavelength of l^m gives high absorption rate at least for a
plasma with the parameters used.
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Fig. 3 Linear electric
conductivity as functions of
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and thin dotted line imaginary
part. Dashed line is analytical
values [6].
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The nonlinear conductivity is estimated by observing directly oscillating current induced by an
external electric field oscillating at the frequency of a>0/cope=0.423 which corresponds to
wavelength of 0.353um. The results are shown in Fig.4 with the theoretical values They agrees
rairly well. The difference between them in the low intensity region is mainly due to rapid
electron heating in the simulation. However, it is still difficult to explain the difference of the
factor of 2 in the high intensity region. The nonlinear conductivity decreases with v 0 " 3 as
expected, because electron-ion collision frequency is determined by the quivering velocity and
proportional to vQ"3.
3. ANISOTROPIC SELF-FOCUSING OF INTENSE LASER IN OVERDENSE PLASMA
Ate consider a slab plasma of which dimension is 1.28X x 5.14*. x 5.1431, where X is a laser
wavelength m a vacuum. Linear polarized laser light is irradiated normal to the plasma in the xdirection. The electric field is in y direction. The vacuum regions are located in both sides of the
plasma with a length of 1.93X. Numbers of particles and meshes are 5,268,480 for both electrons
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and ions and 128 3 . The spatial profile of the laser is a Gaussian with 3X FWHM, and the temporal
profile is given by a Gaussian with 2X/c FWHM and a flat profile follows the peak. The plasma
density and the amplitude of the laser are chosen to be n e /n c =1.75 and a=eEo/mecoc=2,
respectively. Thus for the peak intensity yo=2.25, the plasma becomes transparent because of the
relativistic mass effect, but not transparent for the time averaged intensity, <y>=1.68.
Spatial profiles of the magnetic field of the electromagnetic wave and the electron density are
shown in Fig.5 and 6 at 50 wQt. The magnetic field and electron density are normalized by that of
the incident laser light and the critical density, respectively. As shown in Fig.5, the laser light
penetrates into the overdense plasma with self-focusing. Anisotropic self-focus is cleary seen,
namely the width in the magnetic field direction(z) is much narrower than that in the electric field
direction y. Density holes are also anisotropic. DC magnetic field of the order of lOOMGauss is
generated in the plasma. The x component of the current and the magnitude of the DC magnetic
field is plotted in Fig.7, which is measured at the point c in Figs. 5 and 6. Both the current and
magnetic field have complex structures, elliptic shape in the center surrounded by many banana
shapes. Physical mechanisms which cause these structures are not well understood yet. However
the stronger self-focusing of a laser light is observed in the direction of the magnetic field of the
laserlight.
Even if a uniform laser light is impinged onto a plasma, anisotropic filamentation occurs in the
direction of the magnetic field of the incident laser light as shown in Fig. 8. The size of the
filaments is the order of the wavelength of the laser light.
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Fig. 5 Spatial profiles of magnetic field of electromagnetic wave in x-z plane (above) and x-y
plane (bottom) for linear polarized wave (Ey, Bz). Magnetic field is normalized by its incident
value, a, b, and c represents profiles along the lines indicated in left figures.
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Fig. 6 Spatial profiles of electron density normalized by the critical density in x-z plane (above)
and x-y plane (bottom), a, b, and c are the same in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 7 Spatial distributions of current density (top) normalized by en o c and y-component of DC
magnetic field (bottom) normalized by magnetic field of the incident electromagnetic field in y-z
plane at x/^=2.8 corresponding to the point c in Fig.5 and 6. a and P represents the values along
the lines a and P in the left figures.
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Fig. 8 (a) Spatial profile of magnetic field of electromagnetic wave (Bz) (top) and y component
of DC magnetic field (color) and current distribution (arrow) in x-z plane at the center.
(b) Spatial profiles of x-component of current (top) and electron density (bottom) in y-z
plane at x/^=2.93 for uniform laser irradiation.

4. CONCLUSION
Linear and nonlinear high frequency conductivities are obtained for a solid density hydrogen
plasma, in which both the ion-ion correlation and electron shielding play important roles. The
results indicate that there is an optimum laser wavelength and intensity resulting in high
absorption efficiency.
Strong anisotropy of laser self-focusing is observed in an overdense plasma, although its
physical mechanism still remains to be investigated in future.
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ABSTRACT
An ultra-fast atomic process together with X-ray emission by inner-shell ionization using
high intensity (1018W/cm2) short pulse (20fs) X-ray is studied, A new class of experiment is
proposed and a useful pumping source is suggested. In this method, it is found that the gain
value of X-ray laser amounts to larger than 1000(l/cm) with use of the density of 1022/cm3 of
carbon atom. Electron impact ionization effect and initial density effect as well as intensity of
pumping source effect are also discussed.
Keywords: ultra fast atomic process, inner-shell ionization, high intensity short pulse X-ray
emission, X-ray laser, carbon atom.
1. INTRODUCTION
An inner-shell ionization process of atoms is thought to be one of the useful method for
emission of X-ray laser[l-4]. Furthermore, in the process, there are some interesting physical phenomena and applications such like (l)application of ultra-short pulse X-ray pumping
source[5-9], (2)ultra-fast atomic process, and (3)interaction between high intensity short pulse
X-ray and atoms as well as (4)the application to X-ray laser. Nevertheless, there are no experiment as far as we know. Further, only a small number of recent theoretical research [3, 4]
exists.
The method was suggested by Duguay and Rentzepis[l] in the first place. Recently, by
Kapteyn[3] and Moon ei.a/.[4], the gain value of X-ray laser amounts to about 10cm"1 for the
"water window" region with Ne atom and carbon atom, respectively. They used the density of
smaller than 1020(l/cm3) by about 1016W/cm2 in 50fs pumping source. We can get the gain
value of larger than 1000/cm with use of density of 10 22 (l/cm 3 ) and ultra-fast atomic process
by 1018W/cm2 in 20fs pumping source. Recently, Ueshima et.al.[9] have generated short pulse
high intensity X-ray emission theoretically by Larmor radiation resulting from the interaction
between ultra short pulse laser and plasma. In this method, it is possible to make X-ray emission
with the intensity of 1018W/cm2 in 20fs pulse.
In this paper, we will demonstrate the ultra-fast atomic process in X-ray emission by innershell ionization with the use of the high intensity of 1018 W/cm2 in short pulse of 20fs pumping
-
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source. We take carbon atom with density of 1022cm~3 as sample. Further, we also solve the
lasing condition, propose a new class of experiment, and suggest a useful pumping source.
2. ATOMIC PROCESSES
Fig.l shows the atomic process of the carbon atom in X-ray emission by inner-shell ionization.
The photo-ionization and the electron impact ionization cross sections [ap and ae) are derived
from the data or the empirical formula in Refs.[10] and [11], respectively. Here, the electrons
and their energies are assumed to be ejected through ionization processes and the photon energy
minus ionization energy, respectively. Then, the photo ionization rate (Rp) and the electron
impact ionization rate (Re) are given by
p

R

=

Iap

Re =< veae > n e>

and

(1)

respectively, where /, hu, ne are intensity of pumping source, photon energy, electron density,
respectively. The energy levels, radiative transition probability (Ar), and auto-ionization rate
(Aa) are calculated by Cowan's code[12, 13]. Then, the inner-shell ionization energy and ionization energy to the ground state of C + from the ground state of C atom are about 300eV and
lOeV, respectively. Further, the Ar and Aa values are about 3xlO 12 /s and 1014/s, respectively.
In order to get the gain value given by
gain = 2.7 x 10 24>i9l<»»(—
9

Qlow

(2)

•)/«

following rate equations must be solved:
inner-shell excited state
Ts2s 2 2p 2
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Fig.1 Atomic process in X-ray
emission by inner-shell ionization.
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Nup = R^pNo - (Ar + Aa)Nup,

N'(ow = (R[ow + Rtow)N0 + ArNup,

(3)

where 4>i, No, Nup^ow^, gupQ0W), fui are the Doppler or Voigt broadening, population of C atom,
populations of upper (lower) state, statistical weight of upper (lower) state, oscillator strength,
respectively. The No, Nup, Niow values can be solved analytically:
iV0 =
Nlow = < A T 0 2 0 < vea° > - ^ — { ^ — - ( l
•"'up ~

A

«

^up T

A

a

-

e

-«P+-^) -

^ ( l-

e

-™&)},

(4)

£Jl

up

where NQQ is the No value at 2=0. Here we consider only the fast processes, then the slow
processes such like the radiative transition process can be ignored, further the ne value can
equal to the Nup value approximately.
3. PROPOSAL OF NEW CLASS OF EXPERIMENT AND SUGGESTION OF
USEFUL PUMPING SOURCE
As is seen from eqs.(2) and (4), the Rp and Re values in eq.(l) must be decreased to make
Niow value smaller, that is, gain value larger.
In the photo-ionization cross sections of carbon atom[10], the low energy component with
photon energy (Ep) < 300eV gives the contribution only to the ionization to the lower state.
Therefore, we propose that the lower energy component should be cut and only the high photon
energy component should be used.
The ne value is almost in proportional to t and the electron impact ionization rate coefficient
< veae > is in inverse proportional to ve. Therefore, the interaction time and the ve value
should be shorter and faster, respectively. To reduce the interaction time, we propose the use of
high intensity short pulse pumping source because it can make all the initial C atom ionize in a
moment. On the other hand, as far as the velocity is concerned, we have no idea of increasing
the velocity now.
The pumping source should be high intensity short pulse X-ray as mentioned just now. In
the pulse duration time of 20fs, the Rp value is requested larger than 5xlO 13 /s for ionizing all
the atom during this duration time. Since the inner-shell photo-ionization cross section at the
photon energy Ep of lkev is 4xl0~2Ocm2, we suggest the intensity of larger than 2xlO17W/cm2
to the the most useful pumping source.
Fig.2 shows our proposal of a class of the experiment. Firstly, by Larmor radiation resulting
from short pulse laser with the intensity of ~102OW/cm2, short pulse (~ 20/s) high intensity
(/ ~ 1018W/cm2) X-ray emits[9]. Then, with use of a filter, X-ray with Ep > 300eV can be
selected. Lastly, as soon as this X-ray interacts with the C atom solid, the X-ray laser by innershell ionization method will be generated. We should use another filter in order to avoid the
interaction between the short pulse laser and the solid carbon atom because it may destroy the
inner-shell excited state by optical field ionization.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
For i=10 15 ~10 18 W/cm2 and £p=400eV~lkeV, the gain value in Eq.(2) and populations of
the carbon atom, the upper and lower state are calculated. Then, the electron impact ionization
effect and the initial atom density effect are discussed.
Figs.3(a) and (b) show the gain values at Ep=600eV and iV0o=1022/cm3 as a function of
time without and with electron impact ionization effect, respectively. In both cases, the gain
values become larger as the intensity value increases, however, a different feature for the duration
time of the large gain value is seen. Namely, the duration times are more than 20fs without
it and about lfs with it, respectively. This means that the electron impact ionization plays an
important role at high density.
At / > 1016W/cm2, the maximum of the gain value is more than 10/cm. We found that the
/ > 1016W/cm2 values are the lasing condition. It should be noted that the gain value is more
than 1000/cm at / = 1018W/cm2.
In Fig.3(b), only the duration time with I=10 18 W/cm2 is longer than those with / <
1017W/cm2 which are almost the same among them. The reason why the difference exists is
seen from Fig.4(a) and Fig.4(b), which show the populations of the carbon atom, the upper
state, and lower state for /=10 17 and 1018W/cm2, respectively. In the case of J=10 18 W/cm 2
(Fig.4(b)), the populations of the upper state and those of the carbon atom increases and
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decreases very rapidly, respectively. As a result, there is little time for the ionization process
from the C atom to the lower state by electron impact. On the other hand, in the case of
1017W/cm2(Fig.4(a)), all the populations change slower. Therefore, enough time for electron
impact ionization exists. Further, the population of the upper state decreases because of autoionization and radiative transition processes, on the other hand, that of lower state converges
soon. Therefore, the duration time can not be long even in the case of 1018W/cm2 high intensity.
Fig.5 shows the same as Fig.3(b) for the ve value of the light velocity. You can see the larger
gain values continue for longer time than those in Fig.3(b) though we can have no good idea for
the increase of the velocity. This may be key to succeeding the method and our problem to be
solved.
Fig.6 shows the same as Fig.3(b) for / = 10irW/cm2 and iVoo=1019 ~10 22 /cm 3 . At lower
iVoo value, longer, duration time is seen. However, the gain value decreases as the Noo value
becomes larger. We can also choose the best density for the request of the experiment.
5. SUMMARY
With use of the high intensity (~ 1018W/cm2) short pulse (~20fs) X-ray, we can treat the
ultra fast atomic process. This is connected to the X-ray laser with the gain value of more than
1000/cm. We also propose the new experimental class and suggest the useful pumping source.
Further, we discuss the electron impact ionization effect and the effect of the atom density on
the X-ray laser.
In this paper, only the carbon atom is treated. However, we can choose the best atom for
the request of experiment after the pumping source is decided.
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ABSTRACT
Signatures of Stimulated Raman backscattering of a short-pulse high-intensity laser interacting with an
underdense plasma are discussed. We introduce a nonlinear three-wave interaction model that accounts
for laser pump depletion and relativistic detuning. A mechanism is revealed based on a generic route
to chaos, that predicts a progressive increase of the backscatter complexity with a growing laser
intensity. Importance of kinetic effects is outlined and demonstrated in fluid-hybrid and particle
simulations. As an application, we show that spectral anomalies of the backscatter, predicted by the
above model, are consistent with recent sub-picosecond, high-intensity laser gas-target measurements
at Livermore and elsewhere. Finally, a recently proposed scheme for generation of ultra-short, lowprepulse laser pulses by Raman backscattering in a thin foil target, is shown.
Keywords: Laser Plasma, X-Ray Lasers, Stimulated Raman Scattering, Anomalous Absorption
1. INTRODUCTION
A large amount of research on short-pulse laser driven plasmas in gas targets /l-l 1/ has been
motivated by interest in novel recombination and collisionally excited x-ray lasers /I-5/. In
recombination schemes in order to achieve shorter XUV wavelength, high laser intensities are needed
to produce ions of higher ionization potential, while higher plasma density and very low electron
temperatures are required to achieve high gain. Generally taken, short wavelength-248 nm and shortpulse -100 fs lasers are expected to be favorable 13-11. Moreover, Lemoff et al. demonstrated a new
class of XUV lasers in which intense circularly polarized fs-laser pulse is used to tunnel ionize a
gaseous target with simultaneous collisional excitation by hot electrons 161. More recently, anomalous
x-ray emissions in the sub-ps laser interaction with dense gas targets were reported. It was Crane et al.
of Livermore, first to point out 161 the interrelation between anomalous x- emissions from Ne plasmas
and anomalous signatures of stimulated Raman backscattering /1,21. In this paper, we intend to clarify
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signatures of stimulated Raman backscattering (SRBS) related to sub-ps high-intensity laser
underdense plasma experiments /12-14/. Based on a generic model /8-9/ of SRBS we believe to be
able to offer an interpretation of spectral anomalies reported at Livermore and Rutherford, and more
recently elsewhere /4-9/. As a further application, the novel ultrashort -laser pulse generation scheme
by SRBS in a thin foil target is proposed /15-16/. Results are demonstrated by hybrid-fluid as well as
particle simulations /13,14/.
2. COUPLED MODE MODEL
Stimulated Raman Backscattering (SRBS) in a plasma is a paradigm of a three-wave parametric
process whereby a strong incident laser light (0-pump) decays into an electron plasma wave (2) and
backscattered light (1) downshifted in frequency /I,II, This process obeys a resonant matching
condition for wave frequencies and wavenumbers, in a form :
CDQ=cDx+a)2

,

k0 = ~kx + k2

The standard model of SRBS described by both linear and nonlinear parametric theory is well
established predicting threshold /instability growth rates and steady-state reflectivity saturation I\,2I.
It was only recently, that a generic route to complex saturated Raman regimes was revealed by some
of these authors, in a form of a quasi-periodic transition to chaos via intermittent route /8,9/.
Depending on control parameters (laser intensity, plasma length, etc.), Raman reflectivity signatures
span from the steady-state, to coherent temporal pulsations, temporal intermittency and chaos. A
comprehension of SRBS complexity and its parameter dependence has allowed possible explanation
of puzzling spectral anomalies recently observed in short high-intensity laser interaction with gas
targets 13 -II. Although based on a fluid approximation, the model was qualitatively confirmed in
particle simulations. Ill, 13/.
We consider a coupled three-wave interaction (3WI) model of SRBS. In one-dimensional case, which
is of major importance, the linear parametric Raman backscatter growth rate is given by

is the ratio between the electron plasma frequency and the frequency of the laser light.
In a bounded, uniform, completely ionized plasma, the spatio-temporal evolution of coupled waves is
governed by the following set of partial differential equations

Voao = -axa2

(1)

a, -

^ a , = a(]a"2

(2)

a2

K2^r2 + i a 2 +/(j^ 2 a2 = poao<

(3)

Where the dot and the prime sign designate partial temporal and spatial derivatives, respectively;
given in normalized coordinates :
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; where a;.(£, r)

Are normalized, slowly varying complex amplitudes of a pump (0). backscattered wave (1) and
plasma wave density (2), respectively. Matching conditions for frequency and wave numbers are
assumed; each wave satisfying its linear dispersion relation. The group velocities of the waves are:

Vo=c2ko/co%L,

V^c2kJa)Go)xL,

V2 =3v2k2lco0copeL,

With a plasma wave linear damping rate given by F . Damping of the light waves is neglected.
The quantity Po is a relative laser pump strength, i.e. the ratio between the electron quiver velocity in
the laser light and the speed of light in vacuum.
vosc[m/s] = 0.256y[7/l0

where

I

is

:
in WI cm2,

and

/l 0

is

in

microns.

An important feature of the system is the self-modal cubic term in the plasma wave equation (3).
It appears as a nonlinear shift due to relativistic frequency detuning of a large amplitude plasma wave .
We solve the system (1-3) in space-time for standard initial and boundary conditions. In the steadystate, for zero phase shift, the system predicts well known elliptic-function solutions, together with a
set of (Manley-Rowe) conserved quantities 111. However, with a nonzero phase shift

(a>0 ) , for

finite boundary conditions, invariants are broken. A violation of the steady-state condition, thus points
to a nonstationary Raman saturation. A time-only version of (1-3) was studied in detail, and it was
shown to exhibit bifurcation to a low-dimensional chaos under restricted conditions. Indeed, in early
works on particle acceleration, transition to incoherency due to multicascading of scattered waves was
readily predicted /10,11/. The spatially extended model is of more physical significance and have
recently revealed rich complexity related to low-dimensional as well as spatio-temporal chaos. For
completeness, we briefly review, with details available, elsewhere /8,9/. For a low pump intensity,
bellow the threshold for absolute SRBS, the system (1-3) attains the steady-state (fixed point) with
reflectivity saturated at a noise level 111. Beyond the threshold Hopf bifurcation saturates to a singleperiodic (limit-cycle) state. Reflectivity displays weak periodic modulations around the maximum,
limited by a pump depletion, according to the Manley-Rowe relation. Another Hopf bifurcation brings
a second frequency leading to a 2-torus dynamics with strong quasi-periodic pulsations. Further pump
increase leads to a collapse of a torus to transit a nonlinear coherent state to a deterministic chaos.
The subsequent evolution first exhibits a low-dimensional intermittency to finally result in a fully
developed spatio-temporal chaos /8-9/, in a fluid model (1-3) of SRBS. Chaotic dynamics is related to
plasma wave breaking followed at a kinetic level, by strong nonlinear electron acceleration /1,3,13/. In
turn, hot electrons tend to Landau-damp freshly driven plasma waves to suppress instability and
limit the level of a kinetic SRBS complexity to be observed. To perform studies in this direction we
have recently introduced particle and hybrid- 3WI simulations.
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3. ANOMALOUS SPECTRAL SIGNATURES
We chose to simulate conditions relevant to recent short-pulse high-intensity laser plasma experiments,
to study anomalous Raman signatures, in particular, complex spectral properties. According to
Livermore experiments 15-61, deep modulations on backscatter spectra have been observed at variety
of densities and intensities. Major spectral features are the large frequency extent, the irreproducibility
and the broadening mainly to the blue side of standard Raman. More recent data further relate hot
electron generation and x-ray emission to Raman anomalies 16,11. To emulate some of the kinetic
effects missed by the fluid 3WI model (1-3), we introduce a hybrid scheme by including effects of
electron acceleration in breaking plasma waves and subsequent Landau damping on hot electrons .
Assuming that plasma wave energy is transferred to suprathermal electrons we numerically solve hot
electron balance equation together with 3WI set (1-3). In turn, hot electrons suppress SRBS through
Landau damping- F term in (3). We further add simple transport equation to model bulk heating via
partial thermalization of hot electrons. Typical simulation results for a Gaussian pulse are presented in
figures 1 and 2. Anomalies, such a temporal pulsations, bursting and incoherence that result in
modulated broadened blue shifted spectra are obtained. We find a consistency with recent
experimental findings. Blue shift is explained to be due to a relativistic drop of plasma frequency in a
large plasma wave, with a backscatter blue shifting to maintain in a resonance with a laser pump.
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FIGURE 1: Backward SRS reflectivity vs. time and
frequency spectrum for a plasma layer (no = 0.01ncr, Tc —
ikeV, L = lOOc/u>o) by different values of short (600 fs)
laser pulse intensities /?<>•
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4.FS LASER-PULSE
Chirped-pulse (CPA)
pulses to terawatt

GENERATION

has become a standard technique for damage-free amplification of sub-ps laser
levels and beyond. Such laser systems offer promise as convenient tools for

investigation of high field phenomena, particle acceleration and generation of ultra-fast x-ray radiation.
At a frontier of FS-science, sub-10 fs laser oscillators readily exist, however amplification of sub-20 fs
pulses to energies greater than 0.1 mJ
generation of

is difficult to achieve. Further, we discuss a method for the

ultra-fast fs-range pulses recently proposed /161. The scheme is based on a SRBS in a

very thin foil target. In an underdense exploding foil plasma, beyond the threshold for absolute Raman
instability it was shown that reflectivity can saturate via strong quasi-periodic coherent pulsations 191.
By a proper choice of plasma parameters one can produce a low-prepulse, ultra-short backscatter pulse
shorter than 10 laser periods, i.e. in the 10 fs range. In that way, one can possibly master an
inexpensive and flexible method for proliferation of fs-range energetic laser pulses by using ps-scale
laser drivers, commonly available. To illustrate we show particle simulation results /13/ in figure 3.
After initial development, reflectivity pulsations are quickly suppressed due to intense plasma heating.
We plot a diagram to find a scaling of a pulse length on intensity and plasma parameters (figure 4).

0

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

t i m e (T o )
F I G U R E 3. PIC simulation reflectivity versus time for two different pump intensities /?<)'•
a) 0.02, b) 0.03. For the fundamental wavelength 1.06 /im, the pulse lengths are estimated to
approximately lps and 0.5 ps, respectively. Plasma is underdense: n 0 = 0.1ncr, Te = 0.5keV
and L = 16 Ao.
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wavelength and period, respectively.
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9 . Plasma Simulation with the Differential Algebraic Cubic Interpolated
Propagation Scheme
Takayuki UTSUMI
Advanced Photon Research Center, Kansai Research Establish,
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken 319-11, Japan

ABSTRACT
A computer code based on the Differential Algebraic Cubic Interpolated Propagation scheme
has been developed for the numerical solution of the Boltzmann equation for a one-dimensional
plasma with immobile ions. The scheme advects the distribution function and its first derivatives
in the phase space for one time step by using a numerical integration method for ordinary
differential equations, and reconstructs the profile in phase space by using a cubic polynomial
within a grid cell. The method gives stable and accurate results, and is efficient. It is successfully
applied to a number of equations; the Vlasov equation, the Boltzmann equation with the FokkerPlanck or the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook(BGK) collision term and the relativistic Vlasov equation.
The method can be generalized in a straightforward way to treat cases such as problems with
nonperoiodic boundary conditions and higher dimensional problems.
Keywords: Boltzmann equation, Vlasov equation, Differential Algebraic CIP scheme

1

INTRODUCTION

In the analysis of nonlinear oscillations and instabilities of plasmas, numerical calculation
plays an important role. Many numerical techniques have been proposed in recent years such
as particle simulation [8], Fourier-Hermite transform [1], Fourier-Fourier transform [5], finite
element [12],and splitting methods [4]. For the elucidation of nonlinear plasma phenomenon in
super strong electromagnetic fields generated by ultra high peak and ultra short pulse lasers,
the development of the high-precision and efficient numerical techniques have been continually
desired.
In the meantime, the cubic interpolated propagation (CIP) scheme introduced by Yabe et
al. [9] is a low diffusion and stable method, and is a universal solver for hyperbolic equations.
The CIP scheme has been successfully applied to various complex fluid flow problems [11, 10],
covering both compressible and incompressible flow, such as shock wave generation, laser-induced
evaporation, and elastic-plastic flow. The basic idea is that a physical quantity within a grid
cell is approximated by a cubic polynomial, of which coefficients are determined by the physical
quantity and it's spatial first order derivatives at each grid point. Here, the physical quantity
obeys a governing equation and the equations for its spatial first order derivatives are derived by
taking spatial derivatives of the master equation for the sake of consistency. These equations are
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split into two phases; the nonadvection and advection phase. The equations for the advection
phase are the free stream equation containing the convection terms and those for the nonadvection phase contain other dynamical terms and compression terms. For each time step, after the
nonadvection phase is solved via a finite-difference approach, the quantities at each grid point
are determined by interpolating profiles. Viewing the CIP scheme from the Lagrangian point
of view, the nonadvection phase represents dynamics along characteristics and the advection
phase reconstructs profiles on the grid points. Based on this idea, we propose the differential
algebraic CIP (DA-CIP) scheme [6], in which the trajectory equations are solved explicitly and
the dynamics along each stream line are solved with a numerical integration method for ordinary
differential equations (ODEs) like the Runge-Kutta (RK) integration method. All the quantities appearing during derivative evaluation are estimated by using cubic polynomials. Then the
DA-CIP scheme can attain higher order accuracy and avoid finite-difference operation. Furthermore, these integration methods are local in the sense that the time evolution for each grid point
depends only on the local information around it, so they conform to parallel computation based
on the Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) model.
The Boltzmann equation is the advection equation in phase space and one of hyperbolic
equations, the DA-CIP scheme might be expected to be directly applicable. Though many
modern schemes has been derived from various points of view and are applicable only for specific
purposes, we show in this paper that the DA-CIP scheme is a robust and efficient numerical
method with a wide range of applicability.
In Section 2, we briefly describe the governing equations to be treated in this paper and
the DA-CIP scheme. In Section 3, some numerical results are shown; for the Vlasov equation,
the Boltzmann equation with the Fokker-Planck or the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook(BGK) collision
term and the relativistic Vlasov equation. The conclusions are given in Section 4.

2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL PROCEDURE
The system we solve here is the single species one-dimensional electron (charge -e, mass m)
plasma with periodic boundary conditions. The physics of the non-relativistic unmagnetized
electron plasma is described by the Boltzmann equation,

where / = f(x,v,t) is the electron distribution function and (§£)c is the collision term. For
collisionless plasma, (§f) c = 0, (1) is called as Vlasov equation. Supplemented byf Poisson
equation for electrostatic field Ex = Ex(x,t),
3EX

/•oo

/ fdv.
dx = 1 - J—oo

(2)

Lengths are measured in units of the Debye length Xp = (kT/innoe2)1/2, times in units of
the inverse plasma frequency u~l = (4Trnoe2/m)~1/2, velocities in units of the thermal velocity
V
T — Xpujp, where no is the average number density of ions providing a uniform neutralizing
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background. Ex = Ex(x, t) and / = f(x, v, t) are the dimensionless electric field and distribution
function, respectively.
The above defined system is also extended, replacing the independent variable v with the
momentum px> to the relativistic electromagnetic electron plasma as

with the relativistic factor 7 = (1 + P 2 ) 1 / 2 , the quiver velocity uy = uy(x, £), and magnetic field
Bz = Bz(x, t), assuming uz — 0, Bx = By = 0, Ez = 0. The quiver velocity uy satisfies ^uy =
—Ey. The longitudinal electrostatic field Ex obeys Poisson equation (2), and the transverse
electromagnetic fields Ey,Bz obey Maxwell equations, -^Bz = --§^Ey -^Ey = --§^BZ - Jy,
where Jy — — %/f^ fdpx is the current density in y-direction. The units used in this system
are u~l for times, cu~l for lengths, c for velocities, and me for momenta, where c is the speed
of light. The fields Ex or Ey are normalized to upmc/e and the field Bz to upm/e.
According to the general formulation of the DA-CIP scheme, the governing equations for the
relativistic system are expressed as follows: (see [7] for the non-relativistic system)
^

%

^

0

(4)

supplemented by Poisson equation(2) and -jjiouy = —Ey, ^ ± £ ' : t = — Jy , where E± = (Ey±Bz),
and - ^ , ^ , are the differentiation along the characteristics x = const, x^t = const, respectively. The equations for the first derivatives of / , uy,Ey, Bz in the phase space are obtained by
taking derivatives of these equations. Then the numerical procedure of the DA-CIP scheme is
as usually defined [7].
3

NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, several numerical results are described to demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the DA-CIP scheme for the collisionless plasma, the collisional plasma, and the
relativistic collisionless plasma.
(a) the collisionless plasma simulation
The physics of the collisionless plasma is described by the Vlasov-Poisson equation ((1) without collision term and (2), and the results are shown elsewhere [7] for the well-understood
problems; the recurrence effect for a free streaming distribution, linear Landau damping, strong
nonlinear Landau damping, the two-stream instability, and the bump-on-tail instability.)
Here we only show the case for the evolution of a two-stream plasma to Bernstein-GreeneKruskal (BGK) equilibria with the initial condition

*, v, 0) = /

0

w o S ( l + 7~^:)e{-v2/2)(l

+ A1 cos{hx) + A2 cos(k2x + 0)), (5)

where fj, = 1, f = 0.9, if) = TT/5, AX = 10~ 3 , A2 = 10~ 6 , fci = 0.25, and kt = 0.5. Figure 1 shows
that at first the two-hole structure appears at t ~ 80, then two holes start coalescence due to
the perturbation term A2 cos(k2x + ifi), and finally one-hole BGK structure appears and persists
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from t ~ 240. In the other computer experiment setting A<i = 0, the two holes do not merge
and a two periodic BGK structure is observed.
(b) the collisional plasma simulation
Due to the notorious difficulty of solving the Boltzmann equation, some simplified collision
models are introduced. Perhaps the most useful of these are the BGK model [2] and the simplified
Fokker-Planck model [3] . These collision models are easily incorpolated in the DA-CIP scheme
by evaluating the collision terms on each characteristics in the Lagrange phase.
The collisional effects with the BGK model is examined for the bump-on-tail case. The collision term is (§{)c = v(feq — f) » where v is the collision frequency and feq the local Maxwellian.
The initial distribution function is chosen as
/ (ar> W| 0) = - J _ ( % e - 2 / 2
27r

+ nb{e(-((v-Vo)/vo)V2) + c<-<H-Vo)/«o)V2)))(1 +

Acos(^), (6)

v( )
where np = 0.9, rif, = 0.1, Vo = 4.5, vO = 0.5, A = 0.05, and k = 0.3. Figure 2 shows the
evolution of the first mode of the electrostatic field. For collisionless case(z/ = 0.), the unstable
mode grows exponentially until its saturates because of particle trapping. After saturation, the
electric fields undergoes oscillations at the trapping frequency [7]. In Figure 2, however, we can
see that more particles are detrapped and the oscillations are destroyed by increasing v.
Next, we investigated the collisional effects with a simplified Fokker-Planck model for the
two beam instability case. The collision term is (g{)c = ^,{/3vf + D-^(//?)) , where j5 is
the collision frequency and D a diffusion coefficient. In this task, /3 is taken to have the form
0 = VQ(3V2)3/2/(2V2 + u 2 ) 3 / 2 , corresponding to Coulomb collision, where x means to take the
average of x. D is given by D = /?u2//? from the energy conservation condition. Figure 3 shows
the results of the two-stream instability with the initial condition
f(x,v,0) = (2n)-1/2v2exp(-v2/2){l

+ Acos(kx))1

(7)

where A = 0.05, k = 0.5. The amplitude of the electrostatic field in Fig. 3 shows that the initial
transients are little affected by collisions, whereas the following profiles are damped in amounts
depending to vQ. The distribution function in Fig. 3 shows the two beams to coalesce filling up
the valley.
(c) the relativistic collisionless plasma simulation
In the investigation of the laser-plasma accelerators, the particles at relativistically high energy
should be considered. The physics of the relativistic collisionless plasma is described by (3). We
solved the stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) case with the initial condition
/(*,!>*,0) = ( ( l - « ) ( 2 7 r T 1 ) - 1 / 2 e x p ( - ^ 2 / 2 r 1 ) + a C e x p ( - ( 7 -

l)JT2)){l+Acos{kex)),{$)

where a = 0.05, Tx = l5keV/mc2,T2 = 100keV/mc2, A = 0.01, ke = 1.2, and C is a normalization constant. The initial pump electromagnetic wave is taken as
Ey = E0cos(k0x)

Bz =-^—^ cos(k0x)

(9)

where the wavenumber &o is 2.4, the magnitude i?o is 0.32, and a>o = (1 + fco2)1/2, corresponding
intensity is 1.8 x 1014W/cm2 for a 10.6/zra CO2 laser. With these conditions, the Forward SRS
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instability occurs involving three waves; the incident pump wave, a scattered electromagnetic
wave, and an electron plasma wave.
Figure 4 shows the time history of the energy exchange between these three waves. The 3D
surface-representing distribution function in Fig.5 exhibits the acceleration of positive velocity
particles.
4

Conclusions

In this work we have shown the DA-CIP scheme can be applied to solve the the collisionless
plasma, the collisional plasma, and the relativistic collisionless plasma that describes a plasma
with a homogeneous background plasma of opposite charge. The DA-CIP code solved a number
of initial value problems stably, accurately, and efficiently. In principle, the DA-CIP scheme
can be extended to solve more complicated problems such as problems with nonperiodic spatial boundary conditions, two- and three-dimensional problems, and problems with external
electromagnetic field.
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Figure 1. T h e over-view of t h e distribution function showing t h e appearance of two-hole structure
and its subsequent coalescence in t h e two-stream instability.
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1 0. Correlations in a Partially Degenerate Electron Plasma
Junzo CHIHARA
Advanced Photon Research Center,
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Tokai, Ibaraki 319-11, Japan

ABSTRACT
The density-functional theory proves that an ion-electron mixture can be treated as a onecomponent liquid interacting only via a pairwise interaction in the evaluation of the ion-ion radial
distribution function (RDF), and provides a set of integral equations: one is an integral equation for
the ion-ion RDF and another for an effective ion-ion interaction, which depends on the ion-ion RDF.
This formulation gives a set of integral equation to calculate plasma structures with combined use
of the electron-electron correlations in a partially degenerate electron plasma. Therefore, it is important for this purpose to determine the electron-electron correlations at a arbitrary temperature.
Here, they are calculated by the quantal version of the hypernetted chain (HNC) equation. On the
basis of the jellium-vacancy model, the ionic and electronic structures of rubidium are calculated
for the range from liquid metal to plasma states by increasing the temperature at the fixed density
using the electron-correlation results.
keywords: degenerate electron plasma, ionization, atomic structure, radial distribution
function, plasma, liquid metal

1

INTRODUCTION

In the standard theory, a liquid metal is treated as a one-component liquid interacting via
a binary effective potential, which is determined by the pseudopotential formalism; a pseudopotential is introduced either by first-principles calculations or by adjusting parameters involved
in model potentials to some experimental results. In this treatment, the ionic structure is determined independently of the electronic structure in a liquid metal. Therefore, this usual method
to treat a liquid metal can not be extended to calculate the plasma structure, since we can not
set up this kind of the pseudopotential for a plasma.
Previously, we have proposed a set of integral equations for radial distribution functions
(RDF's) in an electron-ion mixture on the basis of the density functional (DF) theory in the
quantal hypernetted (QHNC) approximation.1'2 The QHNC equations are derived from exact
expressions for the electron-ion and ion-ion RDF's in an electron-ion mixture: these exact expressions are only formal results derived from the DF theory. Already, we have applied this
approach to liquid metallic hydrogen,1 lithium,3 sodium,4 potassium5 and aluminum6 obtaining
ion-ion structure factors in excellent agreements with experiments. Recently, we have performed
a first-principles molecular dynamics based on the QHNC theory for alkali metals, and obtained
structure factors, where a small deviation between experiment and the QHNC result disappears.7
In a plasma such as produced by the laser compression for example, the ionic valency Z\
and the electron-ion interaction veI(r) may vary over a wide range as its temperature and density
change. As a consequence, it is significant in the treatment of plasmas that our method can
calculate these quantities in a self-consistent manner using the atomic number of the system as
-
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the only input data. A liquid metal can be considered as one kind of a high-density plasma.
Therefore, it is important that the QHNC method has been successfully applied to liquid metals
which have reliable experimental data. In order to treat plasmas including liquid-metal state,
the electron-electron correlation must be calculated for temperatures from zero to arbitrary temperature. In this work, we show that the QHNC equation for the electron gas can provide the
electron correlation at arbitrary temperature, with use of which we show to calculate plasma
structures taking rubidium as an example by increasing the temperature at the fixed density of
liquid-metal state.
2

QHNC METHOD

A liquid metal or a plasma can be modeled as a mixture of electrons and ions interacting
through pair potentials Vij(r) [i,j = e or I]. Applying the DF theory to this electron-ion mixture model, the ion-ion and electron-ion RDF's gh(r) are exactly expressed in terms of direct
correlation functions (DCF's) Cij(r) and bridge functions Bn{r) as follows:2

9*(r) = nUr\Uf)/4,
Uf(r)

(1)

= vh(r) - I £ JCU{\T - r'\)nl0[9ll(r) - l)dr' - Ba{r)/§ .

(2)

Here, UQ is the number density and nf (r|f/fff) is the density distribution of the noninteracting
system. It is shown from these expressions that the electron-ion mixture can be described as a
one-component fluid interacting only via pairwise interaction feff(r). That is, these expressions
for <7ii(r) can be transformed into a set of exact integral equations for the one-component model
of liquid metals: one is an usual integral equation for the DCF C(r) of a one-component fluid:
C{r) = exp[-/H ff (r) + 7 (r) + Bn(r)] - 1 - 7 (r) ,

(3)

with an interaction ves(r) a-nd the other an equation for weff(r), that is expressed in the form of
an integral equation for the electron-ion DCF Cei(r):
= n°(r\vel - rd/0 - Bei//3)/n§ - 1 - Brel(r) ,

(4)

since the effective interionic interaction ueff (r) is given by

where «e(rl^eff) *s determined by solving the wave equation for an electron under the external
potential U^(r). Here, x% 1S the density response function of the noninteracting electrons,
HQ is the electron density, B being an operator to represent some quantum effect and 7 (r) =

fC(\r-r>\)nl[gn(r>)-l}dv'.
The QHNC equation can be obtained from Eqs. (3) and (4) by introducing the following
five approximations:2 (1) J5ei c± 0 (the HNC approximation). (2) The bridge function Bu of the
ion-electron mixture is approximated by that of one-component hard-sphere fluid (Modified HNC
-
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Figure 1: The ion-ion static structure factor Su(Q) for F i g u r e 2 . E l e c t r o n . e l e c t r o n correlations at the density
liquid Li at temperature 470 K: solid curve, the QHNC r< = 1 f o r t e m p e r a t u r e s f r o m x e V t o 2000 eV.
result; o, experiment.10

approximation8). (3) Cee(Q) ~ -fivee(Q)[l — GPen(Q)] in terms of the the local-field correction
(LFC) G*ett(Q) of the jellium model. (4) An approximate veX(r) is obtained by treating a liquid
metal as a nucleus-electron mixture9 in the form:
vel(r) = -ZAe2/r + J vee(|r - r'\)nbe{r')dr'

ne0) -

(6)

where n^(r) is the bound-electron distribution and Hxc(n) the exchange-correlation potential in
the local-density approximation. (5) vu(r) is taken as pure Coulombic.
Under these approximations, a set of integral equations can be solved to determine the
electron-ion and ion-ion correlations together with the ionization and electron bound states.
Figure 1 is an example calculated from this procedure: the structure factors of Li liquid. The
full curve is the QHNC result, which exhibits an excellent agreement with experiment denoted
by white circles. From this example, we can expect the QHNC method to give an accurate
description of strongly coupled plasmas.
However, when we apply the QHNC method to plasmas, there occur the following problems: for liquid metal where the electron gas is treated in the absolute zero temperature,
the LFC involved in the electron-electron DCF has been calculated by many persons. To
treat a plasma, this electron-electron DCF must be evaluated at arbitrary temperature. The
electron-density distribution under the external potential can be obtained by solving wave
equation generally. However, at high temperature it is difficult to determine this density
distribution from the wave equation, since it becomes nearly the classical Bolzmann factor:
We(r|^eff) = Sj/(€,-)|^>i(r)|2 => ngexp[-/3[/eff]. Here, we apply the QHNC equation to obtain
the electron-electron DCF,
ne(r|e) = n°e(r\UeS) =

(7)

with
/3UeK(r) = Pvee(r)- j

Cee{\r-r'\)[ne(r'\e)-no]dr'
- 7 8 -
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Figure 3: The electron-ion and ion-ion radial distribution functions for liquid Rb: solid curve, the QHNC
result; ., the electron-ion RDF derived by the use of Fi*we 4 : T h e e l«tron-ion and ion-ion RDF's together
with effective ion-ion interaction at temperature 1 eV.
the Ashcroft potential.

which reduces to the well known HNC equation for classical electron gas in the high temperature
limit. Here, the DCF for one-component system is defined by
n0Cee(Q) = 1/X°Q -

-

G(Q)].

(9)

The Fourier transform of the density distribution yields the following bootstrap relation for
Cee(Q) with combined use of Eqs. (7) and (8):
TQ[ne(r\e) - n0] = l/[l-ne0Cee(Q)X°Q]

-

(10)

The electron-electron correlation, that is, the electron density distribution around a fixed electron is shown in Fig.2 calculated for a partially degenerate electron plasma at the density
1.61 x 1024/cm3(rs = 1) varying the temperature from 1 eV to 2000 eV. Degeneracy is denoted
by A = Ep/kTs, which is defined by Fermi energy over temperature. When the degeneracy
is high such as temperature 1 eV, the Thomas-Fermi (TF) approximation denoted by full circles gives the density distribution quite different from that calculated by the wave equation.
When the temperature is increased to 100 eV, the TF result becomes identical to that from
the wave equation except near the origin. When the temperature approaches 2000 eV, the
electron-electron correlation reduces to the classical one. From this calculation, we can obtain
the electron-electron DCF, which determine plasma properties in terms of the LFC G{Q).
As a first step, we don't perform a full self-consistent calculation as was done in liquid
metals. Instead, in order to obtain the ion-core structure and the electron-ion correlation, we
take the jellium-vacancy model, where the following three approximations are introduced in the
electron-ion interaction:

P»fi{r) = Mr)

- J Cee5neldr' - J Cel6nudr',

(11)

(1) The ion-ion RDF involved above is approximated by the step function: gn(r) = B(r — R), (2)
the electron-ion DCF by pure coulomb force: C e /(r) = — ftv^r), and (3) the last approximation
is replacement of the electron-electron DCF by that of the one-component plasma: Cee (r) =
C*ltt(r). Then, a problem to determine the electron-ion RDF becomes identical with the problem
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Figure 6: The temperature variation of outer bound
Figure 5: The electron-ion and ion-ion RDF's together levels in the Rb ion in a plasma. Numbers attached to
with effective ion-ion interaction at temperature 3 eV. bound levels denote the occupation numbers.

to determine the electron distribution around a fixed nucleus at the center of the sphericalvacancy in the jellium background. By solving these integral equations, we can obtain the
electron-ion DCF, from which the ion-ion effective interaction is determined from the formula:
(12)
with the combined use of the electron-electron DCF. Here, we apply these equations to Rb at
the fixed density of normal liquid metal: temperatures are varied from 0 to 30 eV in order to
investigate how the liquid metal state changes into the plasma state.
The electron-ion RDF of Rb liquid is plotted in Fig. 3 along with the ion-ion RDF. The
electron-ion RDF from the QHNC method has an inner-core structure which comes from the
orthogonality of the free-electron wave function to core-electron wave functions. It should be
noticed that the usual liquid metal theory yields the electron-ion RDF, which has no inner
core structure as plotted by full circles: this cut off of inner core structure brings about simple
treatment of liquid metals in the standard liquid metal theory. This clear distinction between
inner- and core-structures is characteristic of a liquid metallic state and makes liquid metal
theory simple. At the temperature 0.05 eV, the electron-ion RDF has clear distinct inner-core
part and outer-core part. Even at temperature 1 eV as shown Fig. 4, this clear distinction
remains to show characteristic of a liquid metal: the ionization also remains unity and the
ion-ion effective interaction is almost same to that of liquid metal at the normal condition,
although the ion-ion correlation becomes weak. Figure 5 shows that at the temperature 3 eV
the distinction between inner- and outer-core parts are disappeared and the ionization becomes
significant as 1.27. When temperature becomes 30 eV, the ionization becomes large like 6.55.
Figure 6 shows the temperature variation of the outer bound levels in plasma Rb at the
fixed density of normal liquid metal. The 4s- and 4p-bound levels are plotted there corresponding to free atom, 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 22, 30 eV, respectively. As the temperature increases, the
bound levels become deeper due to the decrease of bound-electron number, which makes the
screening effect weak. At the temperature 22 and 30 eV, new bound levels, 5s and 4d, appear.
The occupation number at each level is shown at each level line in Figure 6. The ionization
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variation Z\ is shown in the top of Figure 6 as the temperature is increased.
3

DISCUSSION

Using the atomic number as the only input, we can determine ion-configuration and atomic
structure by the QHNC method, and obtain results in excellent agreement with experiments for
the case of liquid metals. It should be emphasized that in the QHNC formulation the inner
electronic structures around a fixed nucleus, such as the electron-ion RDF in the core region and
the bound-electron distribution nt>(r) of an ion in a liquid metal, are determined to be consistent
with the outer structure, that is, the surrounding ion and electron configurations. Therefore,
the QHNC method can be applied to a high density plasma, where a usual pseudopotential can
not be constructed due to the fact the atomic structure in a highly compressed plasma state
is quite different from that in the vacuum. The QHNC method has been applied to a dense
plasma Rb by increasing the temperature from 0 to 30 eV at the fixed density of normal liquid
metal. We have shown that the QHNC method produces a nonlinear pseudopotential applicable
to plasma state. However, applicability of this method is limited to simple metallic system,
where the bound electrons are clearly distinguished from the free electrons. Here, we used the
Jellium-Vacancy model as the first step. In the next work, we are planning to determine the
ionic structure, the electron-ion RDF using the self-consistent ion-ion RDF, as was done to treat
liquid metals. The QHNC method can give the electron and ionic structures in a wide region
of temperatures and densities ranging from liquid-metal to plasma states along with the atomic
structure in a plasma.
4
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11. Time-dependent H-like and He-like Al lines produced by ultra-short pulse
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ABSTRACT

We have performed numerical modeling of time-resolved x-ray spectra from thin
foil targets heated by the LLNL Ultra-short pulse (USP) laser. The targets were
aluminum foils of thickness ranging from 250A to 1250 A, heated with 120 fsec
pulses of 400 nm light from the USP laser. The laser energy was approximately
0.2 Joules, focused to a 3 micron spot size for a peak intensity near 2xlO19 W/cm 2 .
Lyoc and Hea lines were recorded using a 900 fsec x-ray streak camera.
We calculate the effective ionization, recombination and emission rate coefficients
including density effects for H-like and He-like aluminum ions using a collisionalradiative model. We calculate time- dependent ion abundances using these
effective ionization and recombination rate coefficients. The time-dependent
electron temperature and density used in the calculation are based on an analytical
model for the hydrodynamic expansion of the target foils. During the laser pulse
the target is ionized. After the laser heating stops, the plasma begins to recombine.
Using the calculated time dependent ion abundances and the effective emission
rate coefficients, we calculate the time dependent Lyoc and Hea lines. The
calculations reproduce the main qualitative features of the experimental spectra.
Keywords: Ultra-short pulse laser, H and He-like Al spectra,
time evolution of X-ray, ionization, recombination
1. Introduction
The ultra-short pulse (USP) laser has been developed as a unique facility
able to create small plasmas at a known high density, near the initial solid
density, during the 100 - 200 fsec laser pulse. However it is difficult to make good
measurements of x-ray spectra with corresponding time resolution.
The USP laser plasma can also be regarded as launching a precisely defined
initial value problem. It makes a plasma with rather few degrees of freedom whose
subsequent evolution can be measured and compared to theoretical calculations. In
this paper we compare plasmas made from thin and thick Aluminum foils and try
to understand the observed x-ray emission.
2. Measurement of H-like and He-like Al ion spectra
The time evolution of the H-like and He-like Al ion spectra has been
measured for five different foils; 250 A, 500A, 750A, 1000A and 1250A[l]. The
time evolution of i) Lyoc (Is - 2p) line, ii) Hea (Is 2 - ls2p(1P)) together with
intercombination (Is 2 - Is2p (3P)) and satellite lines, and iii) Hep (Is 2 - Is3p (XP))
line are measured. A more detailed description of this experiment is given in
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Ref. 1. In Fig. 1 we show the time history of the intensity for Lyot, and Hea. As
seen from Fig. 1 the intensity decreases slowly for thin foil and rapidly for thick
foil respectively. Especially for Hea line, decay is very slow for 250, 500 and 750A
foils.
3. Scaling of expansion for plasma parameters
In order to analyze the time behavior of lines we need the time evolution of
the plasma parameters. We estimated the plasma parameters by the following
scaling laws.
The foil with the thickness do is heated by USP laser and absorbs a constant
energy assumed to be independent of do. For this reason,
Todo = constant
(1)
where To is the initial electron temperature for this foil. The foil expands with
velocity vo
vo = (ykTo/m)1/2
(2)
then at time t the plasma width d and the density p are:
d ~ 2v0t
(3)
p = (podo/d) = (podo/2vot) a d o 3 / 2 /t
(4)
where po is initial density of the foil. The electron temperature at time t cools
through ideal-gas adiabatic expansion to
Te =T0 (p/po) 2/3= (To3/2do/2v0t) 2/3= (m/yk) V3 (T0d0/2t) 2 / 3
(5)
The electron temperature Te is independent of do because Todo = constant. Hoever
when the electron temperature is low, three body recombination raises
temperature. We assume Te =To (po/p)M as a general law of EOS for low Te. We
used y = 1.366 from QEOS which includes the heat released by three body
recombination. These equations apply only for d >> do. The exact formulae for ne
and Te which are used in our calculation are given in ref. 2.
As for the electron density, n e decreases rapidly for thin foil and for thick
foil ne decreases slowly.
4. Numerical model for time evolution of the emission lines
i) Effective rate coefficients
In order to calculate the time dependent line emission we should solve time
dependent rate equations with many levels. However because most of the excited
states are considered in a quasi steady state, it is not necessary to solve the
complete time dependent rate equations. We have derived the effective ionization
Seff, recombination aeff and emission rate coefficients 8 assuming the quasi steady
condition by solving a collisional radiative model (CRM) of H-like and He-like[3] Al
ions. We use these rate coefficients to solve the rate equation and calculate the
time dependent line intensities. The detailed description of these rate coefficients
is given in Ref. [2],
The effective emission rate coefficients are defined as follows,
e1 (i, j) = n2(i) A (i, j)/n e
£' (i, j) = n, (i) A (i, j)/n e

for nz (1) =1, nz+i(l) =0,
for n2 (1) =0, n z + l (1) =1,

(6)
(7)

where A(i, j) is the radiative transition probability from the level i to the level j , nz(i)
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the population density of the level i of the ion with charge z. The emission rate
coefficients in purely ionizing plasma e' decrease at high density due to the
excitation and ionization processes. On the contrary the emission rate coefficients
in purely recombining plasma er increase for high densities at low temperatures.
Therefore strong emission is expected in recombining phase at high densities.
ii) Time variation of line intensities
The line emissivity per volume at time t is derived with the ion abundances
and emission rate coefficients as follows,
I(z,t) = n(z,t) ne(t) e1 + n(z+l,t) ne (t) er
(8)
= n e (t) E n(z,t) e
where n(z) indicates the ion density of an ion with charge z. The detailed results
for time dependent ion abundances are given in Ref.[2]. Here we define 8 as the
effective emission rate coefficient including ion fraction at time t.
8 = n(z,t)/ £ n(z,t) e; + n(z+l,t)/ Z n(z,t) er
(9)
The observed line intensity from a uniform plasma is given by
F = e ne S dono /4K
(10)
where S is the surface area of the plasma. This equation means that the observed
intensity is proportional to the initial foil thickness do and the quantity which
varies with time is e and ne.
The emission rate coefficient e at time t is derived with ion abundances and
effective emission rate coefficients following the formula (9). The Hea emission
has two peaks; one produced in the ionizing phase and the other in the
recombining phase. The first peak is much larger than the second one due to the
time variation of ne. The contribution of excitation is dominant in the initial phase
before 10 -1? s and that of recombination is dominant later. However since the first
peak is produced in this early phase in a short period before O.lps, the
measurement can not resolve the first peak clearly. The observed intensities given
in Fig. 1 were measured by streak camera. The streak camera has a time resolution
as well a time delay. We have assumed the Gaussian type of response of the
streak camera with time delay of 5 ps and time resolution of 3 ps. The time
history of the convoluted intensity is given in Fig. 2 for four different foils. The
effective emission rate coefficients used in Eq.(8) are shown in Fig. 3.
5. Comparison with experiment and calculation
When we compare our calculation to the experimental results, the time
behaviors of different thick foils agree qualitatively. The slopes in later phase
agree quite well as compared in [2]. In the case of 1250A the agreement is very
good in total. However the intensity in the early phase in our calculation is
always larger than the measurement except 1250A.
Since we do not know the initial temperature To we guessed it from the time
behaviour of the line. When we increase To H-like line intensity increases
compared to He-like line intensity. Our calculation shows higher intensity for Lya
than Hea although the experimental results show the contrary as shown in Figs. 1
and 3. However if we decrease To to reduce Lya, ions disappear rapidly due to the
low temperature and then the Hea line in the recombining phase will decrease too
rapidly compared to the experiment. We have an impression that Te or ne decays
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more slowly than indicated by the scaling formula.
The observed peak intensity for different thickness are almost the same as
shown in Fig. 1 although from Eq.(lO) the intensity is expected proportional to
do2. This result might come from opacity because the opacity is estimated to be
more than 2 even for Heoc line with 250A. We have briefly estimated the effect of
the opacity in Ref. [2] and found that the discrepancy of Lya and Heoc intensity ratio
and the slow decay can not be solved by the opacity.
6. Summary and Discussions
Time evolution of line intensity of H-like and He-like Al ions are calculated
using effective ionization, recombination and emission rate coefficients. The main
qualitative feature of observed line intensity is rapid decay of intensity for thick
foil and slower decay for thin foil emission. The slope of the intensity is mostly
sensitive to density and/or temperature and the calculation reproduce this trend of
the experiment. This agreement is a test of EOS in hydrodynamic expansion.
The model for hydrodynamic expansion uses a non-ideal equation of state,
including the large effect of recombination energy. This gives results which
reproduce the main qualitative feature of the experiment. A model using ideal gas
expansion disagrees strongly with the late-time behaviour of the emission.
The observed Hea line intensity has a small dip at around 30 ps for 250 A
and the intensity is almost constant after 35 ps. An ion is created, disappears by
ionization in the initial phase and is produced again by recombination in the decay
phase. The density of H-like ions reaches the minimum which corresponds to the
ionization time at around 1 ps by our calculation. If we interpret the observed dip
as the minimum of the H-like ion abundance between ionising and recombining
phase, the values of electron density should be smaller by factor of 10. This could
happen if there is a prepulse. However in our calculation when we reduced the
initial value of n e by factor of 10 in Eq.(4), the convoluted intensity ratio of the first
peak to the second peak become more than 10 which is too large compared to the
experimental value of a factor 2.
Intensity Ratio, I(Lyoc) / I(Hea), is a factor of 5 larger in our calculation than
in the measurement. Long duration of Hea line for thin film indicate the
recombination rate for H-like ion is slow. The time evolution of ne and Te might be
slower decay than the scaling law for thin foils.
Local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE ) level n = (z^u/SkTe)1'2 ~ 2 for 100
eV under the plasma condition of the short pulse laser. Therefor the levels n >3
is considered in LTE. In such a condition we have to include the excitation ionization through autoionising states[4]. We also have to know the effect of the
recombination through the autoionising states on the population density at low
temperature[5].
References
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Fig.3. Effective emission rate coefficients for purely ionising plasma e1 (a) and for
purely recombining plasma er (b) as a function of the electron density for
different electron temperatures.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes recent Livermore work aimed at building computational
tools to describe ultra-short pulse laser plasmas.
We discuss calculations of laser
absorption, atomic data for high-charge ions, and a new idea for linear-response
treatment of non-equilibrium phenomena near LTE.
Keywords:

Ultra-short Pulse, Laser Interaction, Optical Properties, Atomic
Models, Non-LTE Atomic Kinetics
INTRODUCTION

This paper will describe recent Livermore work aimed at building
computational tools to describe ultra-short pulse laser plasmas.
We will discuss
calculation of optical phenomena, a semiclassical atomic model (SAM) for highcharge ions, and a new idea for linear-response theory of near-equilibrium non-LTE
atomic dynamics.
I. OPTICAL PHENOMENA

At the LLNL USP laser we have measured target absorption as a function of
angle of incidence, laser intensity and polarization.(l)
These experiments are
performed with 120 fsec pulses at intensities ranging from 1 0 ^ to 10*8 W/cm^. We
also have begun to measure thin-foil transmission, a test of laser penetration
through a thin overdense plasma, and we are using Fourier Interferometry to
measure the phase-shift of probe pulses reflected with various time-delays.
This
data can accurately characterize the plasma expansion.
Because there is some surface expansion even during the 120 fsec heat pulse,
our analysis includes a surface density profile, usually taken to be an exponential p =
p 0 exp(-x/L), corresponding to an isothermal rarefaction.
Because the target
materials are heated to temperatures ranging from 1 eV to more than 100 eV, the
material properties, especially the optical properties, are dramatically altered from
those known for cold matter.
We cannot necessarily predict these high-temperature
optical properties and want to determine them from the experimental data.
We analyze laser-target interaction experiments using a simple code for
solution of Maxwell equations in planar (1-D) geometry.
The inputs to this code are
the scale length L for the surface expansion profile, the solid-density optical
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coefficients e i ° , £2°, the laser wavelength X, the angle of incidence 8, and the laser
polarization (s or p).
The code uses a matrix-multiplication method to solve Maxwell equations for
light interacting with the target.
The optical coefficients are assumed to have the
usual density-dependence,
[ ei + i£2 - 1 ] « p
so the code only requires the solid-density value ei° + i£2°.
Output from the code includes s- and p-polarized absorption, phase shifts and
transmission through thin targets.
With appropriate choice of the input
parameters, the code achieves excellent agreement with experiment.
For aluminum angle-dependent absorption experiments, we find surface
expansions in the range 20 - 80 A during the 120 fsec laser pulse, depending of
course on the laser intensity.
Absorption range from a few percent to about sixty
percent.
Absorption by thin layers of AI2O3 on aluminum substrates show remarkable
temperature variation of the dielectric properties of the oxide (the experimental
data-set includes data from eight layer thicknesses ranging from a few Angstroms to
about 1 micron).
At temperatures of a few eV the oxide is a very strongly absorbing
medium.
Fourier interferometry probes of aluminum surface expansion yield
expansion velocities * 28 km/sec for a laser intensity near 1 0 ^ W/cm^.
The data
analysis uses the Maxwell code to match both s- and p-polarized phase shifts with a
single scale-length.
To interpret this FDI data, we have derived a general formula relating the
expansion scale length to the plasma equation of state,
L = [d(pc s )/dp]t

(1)

where L is the scale-length, p is the density, c s is the isothermal sound speed, and t is
the time of the probe-pulse.
Equation (1), which assumes adiabatic expansion of a
uniformly heated solid, is valid for any equation of state.
Continued development of the FDI technique offers several benefits: first, a
way to measure the equation of state of hot dense plasmas, and second, a way to
determine hydrodynamic expansion to remarkable precision (perhaps 5 %).
For xray lasers based on flat targets, such hydrodynamic expansion controls the x-ray
refraction which will limit the gain length, and for this reason we believe it will be
very important to accurately understand and control the plasma hydrodynamics.
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II. SEMICLASSICAL ATOMIC MODEL

The semiclassical atomic model (SAM) is intended as a practical way to
generate atomic data for hydrodynamic applications.
SAM does not have the high
precision required for spectroscopy, but it compensates for that by being rapid,
flexible and more convenient than other approaches.
The basic idea is very simple.
SAM imitates a quantum jj-coupled selfconsistent field calculation of atomic structure but replaces the numerical
calculation of wave-functions by the use of closed-form WKB wave-functions.
This is possible because of two technical advances: first, an accurate WKB
solution of the Dirac equation^), and second, a method to compute matrix-elements
between WKB functions^).
The WKB functions are known in closed form for
Coulomb potentials, and so we approximate the electrostatic potential in the general
high-charge ion as a series of screened Coulomb potentials on radial shells defined
by K-, L-, M-shell electrons.
Then the screened charges are made consistent with
the charge density given by the WKB wave-functions.
In quantum mechanics, the 3s electrons (for example) have their largest
charge density in the M-shell region, but actually extend over a large radial range,
sampling the potential in the K- and L-shell regions.
The semiclassical rule is that
an electron of quantum numbers n, 1 extends from a minimum radius set by 1 to a
maximum radius set by n.
Study of quantum wave-functions shows the semiclassical
rule is reasonably accurate.
The SAM computer code is small, robust and reasonably accurate.
The code
itself is about fifteen pages of FORTRAN.
It requires a few milliseconds per ion,
averaged over the entire list of 4278 ions (nuclear charge Z = 1 to 92, ion charge Q = 0
to Z-l).
The code is robust because it converges for all 4278 ions without failing.
To test the accuracy we compare SAM with quantum atomic structure codes.
For the ionization potentials of the 4278 ions, the overall average error is 7 %.
However large percentage errors occur only for neutrals or low-charge ions which
have small ionization potentials.
For ions with charges greater than about 10+ the
ionization potentials are always accurate to 1 or 2 %.
We have also compared one-electron eigenvalues from SAM with those
generated by a relativistic quantum self-consistent field code (J. Scofield supplied the
comparison data).
Figure 1 shows one example of these comparisons.
This
comparison shows that SAM is able to reproduce the important features of x-ray
spectra without achieving spectroscopic accuracy.
Today SAM describes an isolated atom (ion) and provides electron energies.
Our plan is to extend the code first to radiative properties (line-strengths), then to
include plasma density effects in a finite-temperature context, and finally to add
collisional and autoionization processes to produce a non-LTE code.
The structure of the code permits use in either average-atom or detailed
configuration modes, although the spectrum is always computed from jj-coupled one-
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electron eigenvalues.
This approximation neglects term splitting and configuration
interaction and is most appropriate to high-Z ions.
Because average-atom
calculations are simpler we plan to implement that method first.
III. TABULAR NON-LTE ATOMIC KINETICS
For all but the simplest atomic models, it requires very much computer time to
perform detailed configuration NLTE calculations consistently coupled to
hydrodynamic simulations.
One new approach proposes using multiple effective
temperatures and LTE opacities in order to imitate the main consequences of NLTE.
(Busquet, (4))
However this is an intuitive model and we have no exact idea of its
accuracy.
We propose to develop a systematic treatment of NLTE corrections to LTE
behavior in high-density plasmas.
General thermodynamic principles apply to near-LTE plasmas and can give us
important consistency checks.
For plasmas maintained in a near-equilibrium steady
state, the rule is that the rate of entropy production is minimized by the (NLTE)
choice of ionic populations that compromise between between the temperatures of
the different heat reservoirs (Prigogine theorem).
For an ion in a hot plasma, these
heat reservoirs are free electrons and photon frequency groups.
If we examine the
rate of entropy production near the steady state, we find symmetry relations
(Onsager relations) that must be obeyed by any correct NLTE calculation.
Finally,
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, gives a rigorous expression (Kubo relation) for
the non-equilibrium linear-response function as an average over equilibrium
populations and cross-sections.
Some obvious applications of a near-LTE non-LTE theory are to the interaction
of x-ray lasers with a hot plasma target; emission from ions near the surface of a
semi-infinite medium, as in strong shock waves or Marshak (heating) waves; and the
typical opacity experiment performed by irradiating a foil sample confined in a
laser-heated hohlraum.
We also believe these methods will be useful for modeling
high-density short-pulse laser target interactions, and even for planning
experiments to produce plasmas for x-ray laser experiments.
For a near-LTE atom(ion), the linear-response matrix Ry,v'
JOcve - KVa) B v dv = Z v ' Rv.v' [ Av Av' 8TV' ]/4it

can

be defined by
(2)

where KVe , KVa are emission and absorption opacities, B v is the black-body photon
intensity spectrum, Av and Av' are photon frequency group widths, and 8T V ' is the
perturbation which causes the deviation from LTE, expressed as a change in radiation
temperature which applies over a photon group Av' centered at v'.
The integral on
the left runs over the frequency group Av centered at v.
If the matrix Rv,v' *s tabulated, we can use the local photon frequency
distribution (in the form of photon group temperatures 8T V ) to calculate ( K V e - K v a ) .
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Then together with the LTE opacities, which supply the sum KVe + KVa, we have the
information required for radiation transport.
We have formulated atomic kinetics for near-LTE steady plasmas and find that
the rate of entropy production is given by a quadratic form proportional to
dS/dt = constant * Z v V

R

v,v'

Av A

V 5TV 8TV>

(3)

The atomic populations are those which minimze this quadratic form for fixed
temperature perturbations 8T V ' .
According to the Onsager relation, the response
matrix Ry,v' must be symmetric
R v ,v' = Rv',v

(4)

This relation is actually a nontrivial general consistency test for non-LTE codes and
calculations, and we plan to test whether it is obeyed by existing NLTE computer
codes.
Figure (2) gives a first test of Eq. (4), two scans through the matrix Ry.v'
obtained from the screened hydrogenic average-atom model for an aluminum plasma
at density .001 g/cm^, temperature 50 eV.
The two scans approximately agree, so the
screened hydrogenic model is approximately consistent with Eq. (4).
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We conclude with a list of useful tools (past, present and future) for ultra-short
pulse laser interaction research.
Existing tools:
-

One-dimensional Maxwell equation code for optical properties
Inertial fusion code LASNEX (hydro accurate to perhaps 20%)
X-ray laser design codes
Atomic data sources (e.g., HULLAC code)

Tools in development today:
- Inline atomic/non-LTE models (SAM code, NLTE tables)
- Hydrodynamics validated to 5 % by USP laser experiments
- Advanced raytracing methods
Tools we will need in the future
-

2D, 3D Maxwell equation codes
X-ray raytracing, x-ray laser interaction physics
Heatflow validated by experiments
Special atomic data for special x-ray lasers

As we develop these tools, it will be important that they work together, that the
output from one code be compatible with the input to another.
As we discuss our
plans with the international community interested in short-pulse laser research, it
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1.) One-electron eigenvalues for thorium ions at various ionization states
calculated by a relativistic quantum self-consistent field theory and by the
semiclassical atomic model (SAM) code.
The author is grateful to Dr. J. Scofield for
providing this comparison data.
Figure 2.) Scans of the linear-response matrix
Ry,v'
for an aluminum plasma at
density .001 g/cm^, temperature 50 eV.
One scan has varying v and the other has
varying v'; the results approximately agree.
The lowest figure shows the two
opacities (which are nearly equal for a very small perturbation) and indicates the
perturbed photon group by a small box near 50 eV.
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13. Modeling of collisional excited x-ray lasers using short pulse laser pumping
Akira Sasaki, Kengo Moribayashi, Takayuki Utsumi, and Toshiki Tajima
Advanced Photon Research Center, Kansai Research Establishment, Japan Atomic Energy Research
Institute, 25-1 Mii-minami-cho, Neyagawa-shi, 572, Osaka, JAPAN

Abstract
A simple atomic kinetics model of electron collisional excited x-ray lasers has
been developed. The model consists of a collisional radiative model using the
average ion model (AIM) and a detailed term accounting (DTA) model of Ni-like
Ta. An estimate of plasma condition to produce gain in Ni-like Ta (X=44A) is
given. Use of the plasma confined in a cylinder is proposed to preform a uniform
high density plasma from 1-D hydrodynamics calculations.
Keywords: x-ray laser, laser produced plasma, atomic kinetics

1. INTRODUCTION
Development of efficient, short wavelength x-ray lasers have been pursued for many years.
Especially, x-ray lasers in water window wavelength (20-40A) are interested for biological purposes.
Lasers in longer wavelength (=130A) will also be useful in lithography and material processing.
Despite successful demonstration of gain up to Ni-like Ta and W[l], present collisional x-ray lasers
require large pump energies. Reduction of the pump energy will make x-ray lasers much more useful
for industrial and scientific applications. This can be possible by the use of short pulse pumping, after
detailed understanding of the mechanism of lasing and optimization of experimental condition through
intensive theoretical and numerical investigations.
In this paper, modeling of electron collisional excited lasers using Ni-like ions is presented. We
have developed a simple atomic kinetics model of Ni-like Ta laser to determine temperature and
density of the plasma required to produce gain. Preliminary target design has also been made using
HYADES 1-D hydrodynamics code.
Soft x-ray gain is produced in 4d(3/2, 5/2) J=l and 4p(3/2, 3/2) J=0, 4p(l/2, 3/2) J=0 transitions of
Ni-like ions of high-Z elements. Two different schemes are proposed for efficient pumping. The OFIcollisional excitation scheme is proposed by Lemoff[2]. They irradiated Xe gas target by a circularly
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polarized 1018 W/cm2, lOOfs laser pulse. Energetic electrons were created to ionize and excite Pd-like
Xe ions. Gain in 417A was demonstrated. The other method is the prepulse or multipulse technique.
The weak prepulse preforms a plasma with an appropriate density. The subsequent intense mainpulse
heats the plasma to excite the lasing level through electron collisional excitation, and to produce
population inversion. Recently lasing has been reported from Ne-like Ti[3] to Ni-like Ag[4] and Sm[5]
using this technique. Optimization of these methods using ultra short pulse laser as a pump source is
intereseted toward achievement a compact water window laser.

2. MODELING OF ATOMIC KINETICS
A simplified energy level diagram of Ni-like Ta is shown in Figure 1[6], The upper(4d) and
lower(4p) configuration consist of 18 and 12 spectral terms. These excited configurations are about
2keV above the ground state, and energy spread of spectral terms belong to 4d configuration is 120eV.
Total number of 3d94/ levels is 54. The collisional excitation rate from the ground state to 4d(3/2, 5/2)
J=l is exceptionally greater than to any other levels, therefore gain is expected for several transitions
to 4p levels. Not only 3d9n/ levels but inner shell excited levels such as 3s4/, 3p54/ are below ionization
limit and the energy levels are overlapped each other. We have to account for the population of
detailed levels for calculation of soft x-ray gain.
For the calculation of soft x-ray gain, calculation of abundance of Ni-like ion is indispensable. To
calculate ionization using the detailed term accounting(DTA) the model should include level structure
of other ionization stages. In complex ions ionization and recombination take place through several
channels. For example, 3d'4/ excited levels correspond to ionization limit of inner shell (3d'4s) or
double excited states of (3d84/n/) of Cu-like ion. Excitation Autoionization (EA) and Dielectronic
Recombination (DR) processes may change ionization balance significantly. Inclusion of these
detailed level structure make the atomic model huge. On the other hand the ionization balance is
coupled to other groval plasma characteristics through hydrodynamics motion and radiative transfer.
The model should be coupled with hydrodynamics or particle codes, development of simple
approximated methods have practical importance. Therefore we have divided the model into two parts,
a simple model to calculation of ionization balance and a detailed model of Ni-like Ta.
We have developed a collisional radiative model based on Wevependent average ion model (AIM)
[7,8] to calculate ionization of the Ta plasma. Energy levels and rate coefficients are calculated using
screened hydrogenic approximation, which gives most of ionization energies of Ta ions within 20%
accuracy without detailed knowledge of atomic structure. In the AIM, instead of calculating
populations of each level, average number of electrons in each nl shell is calculated. An advantage of
the model is, in principle, this model includes effects of multiple excited levels and inner shell excited
levels. On the other hand, ion abundance nor population of any specific level can not be inferred from
the results of AIM except when the system is close to equilibrium state(LTE). Using this model, the
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average charge of Ta plasma as functions of density and temperature as shown in Figure 2(a). For ion
densities of 10" to 1020 I/cm3, the temperature required to produce Ni-like ions (Ta45t) is found to be
1.0- 1.5keV.
The steady state gain calculated using the atomic model of Ni-like Ta in Figure 1 is shown in
Figure 3. In the figures, density of ground state of Ni-like ion is assumed to be 0.15 of ion density, and
the average charge is assumed to be 45. Gain of more than 10 I/cm is calculated in 4d(3/2, 5/2)J=0 4p(3/2, 1/2)J=1 transition for moderate densities which is consistent with experimental
observations!!].
Using this model we can calculate gain for all transitions in Ni-like Ta. Positive gain is obtained for
not only in the usual lasing transitions but between other 4/ levels and inner shell excited levels. 4f
levels are excited by strong photo pumping as well as electron collisions. The resonance transition
probability from 4f to ground state is large. However in the case of high densities the optical depth of
this line could become large. Due to the effect of line trapping the population in 4f levels could be
increased to produce population inversion between 4d-4f[9]. It is also found that some of the inner
shell excited levels such as 3p4p(3/2, 3/2) J=0 are excited by strong electron collisions leading gain in
3-3 transitions. Emission from the inner shell transitions are observed in 2-2 transitions in Ne-like
system and possibilities for lasing had been discussed[10]. Gain of 3-3 transitions in the present
calculation is one order of magnitude smaller than usual 4-4 transitions, however the gain could be
increased using transient pumping scheme with which very large gain in various 4-4 transitions had
been observed. Wavelength of 3-3 transitions are almost 1/2 of 4-4 transitions as shown in Figure 4,
and are inside the water window region with Nd (Z=60). Requirement of large pump energies to
obtain lasing in short wavelength with Ni-like ions might come from the fact that difficulty to obtain
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Figure 4 Wavelength scaling of 4-4 and 3-3 transitions of Ni-like ion.
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high temperature to produce Ni-like ions of high-Z elements. If we made use of 3-3 transitions, water
window laser would be obtained using smaller pump energies.

3. MODELING OF TARGET
In this section, methods to preform plasma with a sufficient density to produce gain of Ni-like
collisional excited lasers are examined using a 1-D hydrodynamics code. Several schemes such as use
of high pressure gas filled targets, foam targets, and use of plasma confined in a cavity are considered
to be useful to produce a uniform, long scale length, sub-critical density plasma. We considered the
plasma produced inside a cylinder target as schematically shown in Figure 5. In this scheme, firstly, a
plasma production laser irradiates and ablates the inner surface of the cylinder. The ablated plasma
converges to the center of the cylinder. Secondly, a short-pulse intense laser pulse is focused to the
central region to heat the plasma to successively ionize the medium ions to Ni-like stage, and to excite
them to lasing levels.
Density and temperature of the preformed plasma has been estimated using HYADES code as
shown in Figure 5. Calculations were carried out for the laser intensity of 10l2W/cm\ wavelength of
1.06|im, and pulse duration of 0.5ns. After 2ns from the beginning of the laser pulse, the plasma
converged at center of the cylinder. At 5ns, the central region is filled with uniform plasma with a
density of 0.1g/cm3.

4. SUMMARY

1mm

plasma production laser

Figure 5 Schematic diagram of a plasma
confined in a cylinder.
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Figure 6 Density profile of the plasma
confined in a cylinder.
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Simple atomic kinetics and hydrodynamics calculations showed possibility to produce gain in Nilike Ta by pumping a preform plasma confined in a cylinder. A detailed atomic model which can
make more quantitative estimation of soft x-ray gain is under development. Application of the codes
to transient pumping x-ray lasers using ultra short pulse laser pumping is projected to deteremine the
optimum pulse duration and the minimum pump energy.
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14. Optical Properties of Cluster Plasma
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Abstract
It is shown that unlike a gas plasma or an electron plasma in a metal, an ionized clustered
material ("cluster plasma") permits propagation below the plasma cut-off of electromagnetic
(EM) waves whose phase velocity is close to but below the speed of light. This results from
the excitation of a plasma oscillation mode (and/or polarization mode) through the cluster
surface which does not exist in usual gasous plasma. The existence of this new optical mode,
cluster mode, is confirmed via numerical simulation.
Keyward : High Power Laser, Cluster Plasma, Surface Mode, Polarization Mode, X-Ray
Generation, Stochastic Motion, Particle-In Cell Simulation,
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Introduction

The properties of clustered materials have attracted interest for a long time (e.g. [1], [2]).
Recently its interest has heightened, in part, due to the technical developments of nanotechnology
and nanoparticles (e.g. [3], [4]) and, in part, due to irradiation of ultrashort femtosecond laser
pulses (e.g. [5]-[8]). In particular, it is known that a clustered plasma can absorb a significant
amount of laser energy through high power laser-cluster interaction and that highly ionized, very
high temperature micro-plasmas are produced. Such a cluster plasma is found to emit a copious
amount of intense X-ray than a comparable gas and/or uniform solid-like plasma [9] and, more
recently, to eject ions with substantial kinetic energy (up to lMeV) [10]. So far, although many
interests are addressed to the high power nonlinear regime where the laser amplitude is high
(i.e. «o = eA/mc2 > l)(e.g. [7], [11]-[12]), not only the above prominent features, but also
fundamental optical properties, i.e. propagation and absorption in the linear regime have not
been studied.
In this paper, we investigate the optical properties when a transverse electromagnetic (EM)
field is irradiated onto cluster material and/or cluster plasma. In particular, we point out that
the EM field can propagate in a cluster plasma below the plasma cutoff in the linear regime,
showing the existence of a new optical branch. We found that this results from the excitation
of plasma oscillation modes (and/or polarization modes) which are coupled with the transverse
EM field through the existence of a cluster surface. We performed a numerical simulation of the
laser-cluster interaction and confirmed that this prominent feature actually takes place.
In Sec.2, we derive the linear dispersion relation of the laser-cluster interaction and describe
its properties. In Sec.3, we present our numerical simulation to confirm pur theory. Concluding
remarks are given in Sec.4.

II

Dispersion Relation of Laser-cluster Interaction

We here consider a fully ionized cluster plasma with the uniform electron density inside the
cluster. Let pc be the packing ratio, i.e. the ratio of the volume occupied by all the clusters to the
entire volume. Since our interest is focused on short pulse laser irradiation, ions in the clusters
are assumed to be immobile. A linearly p-polarized (in the ^/-direction) plane electromagnetic
wave with frequency u> propagating in the ^-direction is irradiated onto this plasma. We assume
that the wavelength of this electromagnetic wave A = 2ic/k is much greater than the (typical)
cluster radius a, i.e. A > a. The Maxwell equation is
92

1 2
E

# E**du\

m

where Ey is the laser electric field oscillating with frequency u>. The current density (Jy) is
averaged over the spatial wavelength of the electromagnetic wave and (Jy) = ~(ne)ey where
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y = dydt, and (ne) is the average electron density and may be written as (ne) = pcne, where
ne is the local electron density inside the clusters (ne = Zrii, where n{ is the immobile ionic
density).
The dynamics of the electron displacement y is dictated by the electromagnetic field of
course, but also now in a cluster, by the induced polarization within the cluster. In an ordinary
plasma, polarization in the direction (y) of the electric field of the EM wave does not happen,
though polarization in the direction (a;) of the propagation of the EM wave can happen in the
intense regime (and has been exploited for acceleration [13]). However, for a cluster this situation
fundamentally changes due to the surface charge induced polarization in the y-direction. Because
of this polarization, there arises a strong restoring force due to plasma electron space charge,
which is not too different from to the longitudinal plasma charge restoring force. The equation
of motion of an electron in the ^/-direction is given by

where u>p == (47re2ne/m)1/f2 is the plasma frequency for the cluster density, / is a geometrical
factor of order unity (unity for slab clusters), and 7 denotes the damping rate of plasma oscillations, which may lead to wave absorbtion. The displacement y produces a polarization current
{Jy) and then Eq. (2) is coupled with Eq. (1), obatining the dispersion relation of EM waves in
a cluster plasma as

n\k,u) =C-^- = l2

2

2

?*

•

,

(3)

2

u>
u — fu; + vyw
'
where n(k,u>) is the index of refraction.
The dispersion relation of Eq. (3) is shown in Fig.l both in (fc,u;) and (ra,u>) space and
has one fundamental difference from that for a gaseous (or metallic) plasma, i.e. the term in
the denominator of the second term on the right-hand side, —fa>p. This term arose from the
transverse restoring force due to the space charge on the surface of the clusters. Because of
the presence of this term, Eq. (3) now yields two branches in the dispersion relation and a new
branch emerges that has a real frequency below the plasma cutoff as seen in Fig.l. By neglecting
the damping term in Eq. (3), we obtain two roots in the small wavenumber regime as

/

l_a,_a

( 5 )

and those in the large wavenumber regime as
w2 ~ c2k2 + pu*

,

(6)

u2^f<4

•

(7)

Here both Eqs. (4) and (6) are the upper branch and correspond to the well-known EM wave
dispersion relation in the presence of a plasma, while both Eqs. (5) and (7) emerge as a new
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lower branch. The most striking feature of this new branch is the emergence of a propagating
EM wave below the plasma cutoff (in the present case w = y/f + pu>p). This branch has a
phase velocity close to but less than the speed of light, vvh = C/A/(1 + p//), and a resonance at
u = y/Ju)p.
Although in the present derivation we considered phenomenological damping 7, no kinetic
affect is included. However, it can be shown that this wave doesn't suffer from Landau damping
in the low k regime (even though vph < c), while it damps near the resonance similar to the
mechanism of cyclotron damping [14]. This is because the restoring force due to clusters does
not allow ballistic motion to yield the Landau pole (w - kv)~l. This situation is similar to
the Alfven wave [15] in which the restoring force is magnetic tension, while the phase velocity
is typically VA <C C. There is a narrow stop band between \/Ju>p < u < y/f + pwp. When
the EM waves are injected onto the cluster plasma, the reflection coefficient R and also the
transmission coefficient 1 — R can be obtained in terms of the complex refractive index [ Eq. (3)
] by E(w) = |(n - !)/(» + 1)|2 = [(nT - I) 2 + n2] / [(nr + I) 2 + n 2 ], where n = nr(w) + infa).

Ill

Simulation of Laser-Cluster Interaction

Here, we perform a 2D fully relativistic electromagnetic PIC simulation of laser-cluster interaction to confirm the theory we presented in Sec.2. The configuration of the simulation
(0 < x < 1524 and 0 < y < 256 ) is shown in Fig.2 (a), where the grid size is Aa; = Ay = 1 in
normalized units. A cluster is modeled by a fully ionized constant density plasma column in the
(«,?/)-plane occupying an area of radius a. Such a cluster plasma is uniformally distributed in
the region 800 < x < 1200 with a packing ratio of p ~ 0.31(a = 10) as seen in Fig.2. Note that
the ions are immobile and each electron is initially distributed in the same position as the ion.
We assume that the p-polarized laser field which is spatially localized in the x-direction modeling
an urtrashort pulse laser, but uniform in the y-direction as seen in Fig.2. The wavelength is
A = 45TT SO that the condition A >• a is satisfied. In the simulation, the cluster density is chosen
to ne/nc ~ 64 (nc = mu>2/4ire2 : the cut-off density) and then the average electron density becomes {ne)/nc ~ 19.4. The electron skin depth inside the cluster is Se = u>p/c ~ 2.8. Therefore,
the cluster plasma is sufficiently below the cut-off density so that the laser field usually would
not penetrate into a plasma with same average density. The normalized laser amplitude is given
by ao ~ 0.022 to simulate the linear regime and the ratio of the electron thermal velocity ve to
the osillation velocity vos is ve/vos ~ 0.2.
The field pattern of Ey at y = Ly/2, i.e. Ey{x,y = Ly/2), is illustrated in Fig.3 (a)-(e) for
different times together with the two dimensional one of .E^-field at t = 40 which corresponds
to Fig.3 (a). After the laser pulse hits the lefthand side boundary of the cluster (x ~ 800),
although some part is reflected at the boundary, the laser pulse is found to penetrate into the
cluster and to come out from the righthand side, clearly showing the optical branch described in
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Sec.2. During the propagation in the cluster, the laser amplitude is found to decrease showing a
strong damping as we discuss later.. In order to confirm the theory that the transmission results
from the polarization in the y-direction through the cluster surface, in Fig.4, we also show the
result when a .s-polarized laser pulse is irradiated in the same manner. As is clearly seen, the
laser pulse is completely reflected at the LHS without transmission as occured in the p-polarized
case.
Figure 5 shows the time evolution of the electromagnetic energy in the system and kinetic
energy of cluster electrons for the p and .s-polarized case corresponding to Figs. (3) and (4). In
the case of the ^-polarized wave, a significant portion of the laser energy (about 60 %) is absorbed
by the cluster electrons during the transmission. On the other hand, no absorption is observed
in the case of the s-polarized wave. The dashed line in Fig.5 also shows the p-polarized case, but
for smaller packing ratio (pc — 0.2) keeping the average density (ne) constant. The absorption
rate is reduced when the ratio a/A, i.e. [cluster radius)/[laser wavelength] becomes small. This
is considered as follows. When a <C A, there is no variation of the electric field strength in one
cluster. Therefore, the polar ization and the corresponding plasma oscillation are well denned
because of the splitting of the time scale, u>p ^> c/2a ^> u. On the other hand, when a < A, i.e.
when the cluster size is not neglected compared with the laser wavelength, the plasma oscillation
is affected by the propagation of the laser pulse because of the relation OJV > c/2a > w and the
adiabaticity of the plasma oscillation relative to the laser propagation becomes worse. Then
stochasticity of the electron motion is enhanced and as a result the absorption rate increases.

IV

Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we present a new optical mode, i.e. cluster mode, where a transverse EM field
can propagate below the plasma cut-off frequency and this mode is confirmed via numerical
simulation. This results from the excitation of a plasma oscillation mode (and/or polarization
mode) through the cluster surface which does not exist in usual gasous plasmas. Many applications can be derived from the properties of the new branch, because the phase velocity is smaller
than the speed of light. We discuss these applications in a different paper. It is important to
emphasize that the current theory is linear and that nonlinear physics should play an important
role in the interaction between the cluster plasma and laser ant will be a focus of future work.
Furthermore, although we initially assume a fully ionized cluster plasma, the formation of a
cluster plasma where the ionization process is taken into account is important. Also collisional
processes will significantly affect the absorption process. This will be examined in furture works.
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Abstract
The design of algorithmic array processors for solving linear systems of equations using fractionfree Gaussian elimination method is presented. The -design is based on a formal approach which
constructs a family of planar array processors systematically. These array processors are synthesized and analyzed. It is shown that some array processors are optimal in the framework of linear
allocation of computations and in terms of number of processing elements and computing time.

Keywords: Linear systems, array processors, numerical algorithms, dependence analysis, systolic
processing.

1

Introduction

Integer-preserving transformation is an effective technique in the areas like symbolic computation
and the application areas where input values can be presented as integers and the results are
required as rations of integers [3]. Some mathematical software packages (like MATHEMATICA
and MAPLE) use techniques of integer-preserving transformations simply because of its efficiency.
In the era of high-performance computing, the design of parallel algorithms and/or applicationspecific architectures which show high regularity in computations and communication is desired.
Systolic/wavefront array processors design is one of candidates with great potential [5]. Traditionally, systolic/wavefront arrays were emphasized for its simplicity for VLSI implementation.
However, in the recent study, it was shown that the design methodologies of systolic arrays can be
applied elegantly to other models of parallel computations [4], e.g., array processors.
In this paper, an approach of systematic design/synthesis of systolic arrays [6, 7] is adapted.
The fraction-free Gaussian elimination method for solving linear systems is used for developping
the array processors. The systematic approach makes the algorithmic/architectural design of array
processors more attractive.

2

Fraction-free Algorithm and Its Dependence Analysis

The formal specification of fraction-free algorithm [1] is presented below. Let a linear system of
equations be given by A X = B , where A =[aij]jixn> 1 5; i>j 5; ni 1S a nonsingular matrix with
determinant |A|, X = [xij]nx(m~n)> 1 < * < n> 1 < i < m — n, is a set of unknowns and
B = [^tj]nx(m-n)j 1 < ? < n> n + 1 < j < m, is an arbitrary right-hand side matrix. The reduction
of extended [n X m]-matrix A^0) = A © B to diagonal form can be done by the recurrence formulas:

(o) _ i (o) _ I a-ij, ! < « ' < « ? 1 < 3 < n;
a

00

~ •*•' aij

~

\

I...

1 < i < m n 4- 1 < 4 < m-

k = 1,2,..., 7i, l < i < n , fc + 1 < j < m :
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if i = k;
(fc-i)
kk
(*-l)

a
a

kj
(S-l)

, otherwise.

(1)

An initial algorithm can be derived directly from (1) using indexed, single-assignment format
as follows:
\input computations (initialization)
forall 1 < i < n do
(0)
f aij, 1 < j < n;
«
\ 6y, n _ + l < j < m ;
\internal computations
for & = 1 to n do
begin
<2>

forall

ifi =
W <-ifi
=kk then
then og"^
og else
<*)
a

a

(*-l) a (fc-i)
~ a ik
i
~

(fc-i)w (fc-i)
)/ kk

.

a (fc-i)w a(fc-i)
a kj
a
)/ k-l,k-V

end
\output computations
forall 1 < i < n,1 < j < m — n do
(n+l)

(n)

, (n)

As it directly follows from (2), the index or iteration space X =Z 3 of the initial algorithm consists
of the index subsets of input, internal and output computations, i.e. V = Vin U Vint U Pouij where
^m = {(i,j,0)T U (0,0,0) T | 1 < i < n, 1 < j < m} C Z2;
^m< = {(?,J, A;)T| 1 < k < n, 1 < t < n, k + 1 < j < m} C Z3;
T'out = {(«> + j , n + 1) T | 1 < i < n, 1 < j < m - n} C Z2.
For this algorithm, local dofa dependence graph (DG) can be constructed in 3-dim index space
(i,j,k\, representing the locations of the computations in the space (as the index points) and the
data dependencies (as the arcs) between the computations of the algorithm. The local DG Fi of
the algorithm (2) is shown in Fig. 1 for the case of n = 3 and m = 6.
It can be shown that the length C of the longest path is C(pmin,pmax) = 4(ra — 1) + (m — n) =
m + 3n — 4, where pmia — (1,1,1)^ and pmax = (l,m,n)T.
Timing (step) function step(p) :
Pint —» Z + which assigns a computational time step to each index point p E Vint can be defined as
step(p) = \i — k\ + \j — k\ +3fc — 3. The spatial allocation of the set of computations is accomplished
by an allocation function place(p) = A^ -p, where A,, is a (2 x 3)-matrix of the linear transformation
corresponding to a projection direction r\ 6 ker A^ and which has the rank A,j = 2.
Along all possible projection directions which the cubic DG may be projected onto the plane,
only those are admissible that keep local data dependencies between computations, and do not map
any index points p,q £ Vint, such that step(p) = step(g), onto the same PE.
The major problems concerning the initial algorithm and it's DG are: (1) some data are transmitted along opposite edges in i direction, thus prevent projections in this direction; (2) the arcdelays along fe-axis vary, thus complicate the control of computation/communication. To design
optimal array processors, we present a new algorithm which eliminates the problems mentioned
above using an innovative reindexing technique in the next section.
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Figure 1: The data dependence graph of the initial algorithm.

3

The Design of the Regular Algorithm

One way to resolve the irregularity problem of the initial algorithm (2) is to reindex the nodes in
the DG. The reindexing is as follows: at thefc-thiteration, we shift the &-th row, (aj. k+{,..., <4m ) ,
to (n + fc)-th row. Based on the above scheme we can rewrite the algorithm (2) in the following
form (affine recurrent equations scripted as nested loops):
\input computations (initialization)
(°)

i.

forall 1 <
i < n do
_: *
a

ij)

1 < 3' < n]

n + 1 < j < m;
\internal computations
for fc = 1 ton do
begin
(*)
(*-i)
forall k<i<n

(3)

+ k,k<j<m

do

a^j" <=- if z = n + k then a^"a

\ kk

a

' ii

a

ik

a

' ki

a

else

)/ k—l

k—1>

end
\output computations
forall 1 < i < n,l < j < m — n do
Xij = ai+nj+n

= ai+nj+n/ann

]

The localized regular DG F2 corresponding to the equations (3) is depicted on Fig. 2 for the
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Figure 2: The data dependence graph of the regular algorithm.
case of n = 3, m = 6.
For the regular DG the timing function step(p) can be specified in the linear form as step(p) =
A-p + 7. This function defines a set of hyperplanes orthogonal to the schedule vector A on the index
space of the algorithm. It is easy to show that the timing function of the minimal form for the
regular DG is step(p) = i + j + k — 3 for any p G V{nt, taking into account that step(p m i n ) = 0,
where pm[n = (1,1,1) T G Vint- Thus, the schedule vector A is (1,1,1) and 7 is —3. It can be
proved that the length of the longest path in the regular DG is C(pmin,pma.x) = 3(n — 1) + m, where
Pmax = (2", m, Tl) € Vint-

4

Optimal Array Processors

As mention before, the timing and allocation functions must guarantee that each PE executes at
most one computation, which associated with any index point of DG, at any given time step.
For the regular DG with a linear timing function this requires the condition A • if 7^ 0 to be held.
According to [7] for the 3-dim DG of the regular algorithm there are 17 possible projection directions
that keep the local communications and define systolic solutions. However, only 13 directions are
admissible for the regular DG according to the above condition. It can be shown that the only
solutions, generated by mapping the regular DG along the projection directions 171 = (0,1,0) T and
772 = (1,0,0) T , i.e. along j'-axis and i-axis, are characterized in aggregate by the minimal numbers of
PE's and I/O ports, and the number of delays. The array processor £(0,1,0) i s generated by mapping
the regular DG along j direction, i.e. along projection direction J?I = (0,1,0) T . This 2-dim rhombic
array processor £(0,1,0) ( s e e Fig. 3 for the case of n = 3, m = 6) consists of P(o,i,o) = n ( n ~ 1)
orthogonally connected PEs, 2n delay elements. Thus a size of array is independent of m. The
initial matrix A ^ = [a\j ] M m is loaded into the array processor column by column. The total
computation time for one task is T(o,i,o)(l>w, m) = Tmin(r2) = 3(n — 1) + m. The data pipelining
period is a = |A • ?7i| = 1 and the block pipelining period is /? = m + 1, i.e. the next task can be
pushed into this array processor after m + 1 time steps. The number of I/O ports is 2n. Also it is
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Figure 3: The array processor £(0,0,1) •
evident that for I tasks the time of processing is T(O)1>o)(J, n, m) = 3(n — 1) + /(m + 1) — 1.
Another optimal design can be obtained by mapping the regular DG along i axis, i.e. along the
projection direction 772 = (1,0,0) r . The corresponding systolic array processor and input/output
data flows are shown in Fig. 4 for the case of n = 3 and m = 6. The array uses P(i)o,o) =
n(2m — n — l)/2 processing elements PE^fc (see Fig. 4 (a)), l < & < n + l,fe + l < j i ' < m , and n
delay elements. It is not difficult to show that array processor 5(1,0,0) has smaller number of PEs
than 5(0,1,0) and all other admissible projects if n < m < (3n — l ) / 2 ?« 1.5n. The number of I/O
ports in this design is 2m — n. The initial expanded matrix Ao = [a\- ] n x m is loaded into array
row by row. The total computation time is T( 1)OO )(l,n,m) = T m i n (F2) = 3(n — 1) + m. This array
processor supports a noninterleaved block pipelining period of /? = n and a data pipelining period of
a = j A - 7721= 1) s o successive computations can be repeated every n time steps.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we show a systematic approach for designing array processors for solving hnear
systems using fraction-free Gaussian elimination method. The advantage of this approach is that
the optimality of the proposed array processors can be verified systematically. The reindexing
technique used in this paper is very powerful for refining the given algorithm so that it becomes
suitable for the design of array processors.
There are some directions for further research. For example, to investigate the possibility of
using non-linear scheduling for reducing number of PEs in optimal array processors generated
by linear scheduling [2], and to implement the algorithm on high-performance parallel computers
for performance evaluation, error analysis, and empirical study of scalability and benchmark are
certainly worth of future work.
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ABSTRACT
A nonlinear propagation code which used a symmetric split-step Fourier method as an algorithm was
improved to simulate a propagation behavior of extremely chirped pulse in a long fiber. The
performances of pulse propagation in noble gases cored hollow fibers and a pulse stretcher using a
nonlinear and normal silicate fibers have been simulated by the code. The calculation results in the case
of the hollow fiber are consistent with their experimental results. We estimated that this pulse stretcher
could give a extremely chirped pulse whose spectral width was 84.2nm and temporal duration was
1.5ns.
Keywords: Chirped pulse, Nonlinear propagation, Symmetric split-step Fourier method,
Pulse stretcher, Nonlinear fiber, Hollow fiber

1. INTRODUCTION
Chirped pulse amplification (CPA)') has been widely applied to the high peak power laser systems
to enable efficient energy extraction without optical damage from solid state gain media. The use of
Ti:sapphire as a gain medium has produced wide variety of CPA laser systems. The output peak power
is ranging from mj to several J. The fs-mj pulses easily undergo self phase modulation (SPM) in a
hollow quartz fiber, giving broadened spectra, which make the pulses compressable down to the range
of 10 fs 2 ). The high energy storage capacity, low quantum defect and long lifetime of excited-state are
necessary for the gain media in order to make the systems compact and efficient. For this reason,
Yb:glass is an attractive gain medium for the future CPA laser systems. Aecently, an application of
Yb:glass for CPA has been demonstrated 3 '. In this experiment, a silicate fiber was used to stretch a 100fs pulse to 2-ns one before the amplification with a Yb:glass regenerative amplifier. This indicated that a
silicate fiber stretcher was useful to obtain a extremely chirped pulses. However, further chirped pulses
caused by SPM are required to cover the bandwidth of Yb:glass. A nonlinear fiber would meet this
purpose. A numerical simulation for SPM coupled with dispersion calculation is necessary to estimate
the characteristics of chirped pulse injection in a hollow fiber or a fiber stretcher. In this report, a
calculation code improved to save CPU time and memory size successfully simulates the propagation in
each fiber. The advantage of the use of a nonlinear fiber in pulse stretching is also demonstrated.

2. CALCULATION MODEL
Owing to a nonlinear refractive index, the refractive index of a fiber core varies with intensity of
pulse. This effect induces an intensity-dependent phase modulation. As a result, the spectrum of ttie
pulse from the fiber is broadened. The pulse duration also broadens in time domain, owing to trie fiber
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dispersion. In our calculation, it is assumed that a fiber input pulse has a hyperbolic-secant shape and is
chirpless(O=0)(2.1). This nonlinear Schrodinger equation is used as the propagation one(2.2).4)

«(£ = 0,r) = ,/Vsech(T)exp

-iCt2
2

(2.1)

In this equation, the dispersion effect from second to fifth order, the SPM effect, the self-steepening
effect and the nonlinear delayed response effect are taken into account. The numerical method used here
is called the symmetric split-step Fourier method has been described in the previous report5'. The
equation (2.2) consists of following operators where D-hat operator (2.3) indicates the linear part and

du

i d2u

d4u

c

d5u

dx

\u\ u\-TRu

dx

(2.2)

the linear part and iV-hat operator (2.4) shows the nonlinear part.

d5
(2.3)

(2.4)

Optical fiber

(1)
(2)
•

^
s - c in

fe

s

out

Figl. Schematic illustration of the symmetric split-step Fourier method
An algorithm we use is shown in Fig. 1. A optical fiber is divided into each segment having trie
thickness h. The following process was used for the calculation of seed pulse propagation where the Dhat operator and the JV-hat operator were calculated respectively. Firstly, D-hat operator for dispersion
effect was calculated until a seed pulse u(S in, r ) propagates to the h/2. Secondly, the calculation of Nhat operator for nonlinear effect was carried out thorough the h. Finally, Z>hat operator. This process
was repeated until the pulse u{ § out, t )was ejected at the end of the fiber. All the nonlinear effects
strongly depend on the pulse peak power and duration of the pulse, so h can be extended gradually to
reduce an iteration number in the calculation, as pulse peak power decreases. To save memory size, a
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scale of arrangement variable is adopted to a pulse duration. As a pulse propagates farther, its duration
becomes longer. Therefore, a time width should be extended in memory. By the use of super computers
VPP300 and VPP500(FUJITSU) with vector processors, these calculations has been

enable to be

carried out.

3. CALCULATION RESULTS and DISCUSSION
3.1 Simulation for a hollow fiber
As a first example, a propagation behavior in a hollow fiber are simulated. We also check our
numerical method by comparing our calculation results with experimental results under the same
conditions. The experimental data reported by Svelto et. al was used for the present simulation2). The
experimental setup is shown in Fig 2. An input pulse was focused into the fiber core and its output was
collimated and compressed with the prism pairs. The fiber core was filled with noble gas at a high
pressure. The output pulse was compressed to 10 fs. The input pulse duration was 140 fs and its peak
power was several GW. Figs. 3 (a) and (b) show the experimental and calculated output spectra
obtained

with a fiber filled with krypton at 2-atm and a 1-GW input peak power. The vertical axis

shows the normalized intensity. The horizontal axis shows the wavelength. The experimental and
calculated spectral broadening are indicated by the arrows, and are almost the same. However the
spectral structures showed a little difference. Though the calculated spectrum exhibited two main peaks
and one small peak, but the experimental spectrum has only two peaks and the small was not observed.
An initial chirp and a pulse asymmetry could explain the absence of the small peak in the experimental
spectrum. Figs. 4 (a) and (b) show experimental and calculated output spectra obtained with a fiber
filled with Argon at 4-atm and a 3.5-GW input peak power. The center wavelengths of the spectra are
blue shifted by 10 ran in the both the cases. The experimental and calculated spectral structures are
considerably different each other. The calculated spectrum has a large peak on the blue side, but the
experimental one has a large peak on the red side. This difference also could be attributed to an initial
chirp and a pulse asymmetry of input pulse. With these results, we think these calculation results are
consistent with experiments.

3.2 Simulation for a fiber stretcher
Spectral width of injected pulses should be wide enough in comparison with gain bandwidth of
regenerative amplifiers. Over 60 run spectrum width is necessary for Yb:glass CPA. However, it is
difficult to generate such a broad spectrum at the wavelength of 1 /xm. For this reason, the fiber
stretcher which consists of a short nonlinear fiber and a long silicate fiber is proposed (Fig. 5). Since the
nonlinear refractive index of the nonlinear fiber is larger than that of the normal silicate fiber by several
times, the nonlinear fiber can easily expand the spectrum of seed pulse from.a mode-locked oscillator6'.
The SPM effect disappears as the pulse width increases. In the silicate fiber, the broaden spectrum is
chirped in time domain by the dispersion effect. Table 1 shows the comparison of a nonlinear fiber and a
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Fig 2. An illustration of pulse compression using a hollow fiber.
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Fig 3. Output spectra from a krypton cored fiber with those of input pulse, (a) experimental and (b) calculated
results. Fiber length 70cm, core diameter 140 fim, center wavelength 780nm, input pulse duration 140fs,
input peak power 1GW, n 2 8.479X 10~26m2A/2 and pressure 2 atm.
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Fig 4. Output spectra from a argon cored fiber with those of input pulse, (a) experimental and (b) calculated
results. Fiber length 70cm, core diameter 140 Mm, center wavelength 780nm, input pulse duration 140fs,
input peak power 3.5GW, n2 5.977 X 10"26m2A/z and pressure 2 atm.
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silicate fiber. The peak power of seed pulse can be reduced for the sake of the nonlinear fiber section,
which enable us to use a glass oscillator directly pumped with a laser diode 7 ). Here, the 100 fs pulse
and 10 kW peak power at 1060 nm are used for the typical specification from this type of oscillator. The
nonlinear refractive index of this nonlinear fiber core is 10 times larger than that of normal silicate
fiber8'. However, no nonlinear fibers longer than several cm are commercially available. Figs. 6(a) and
(b) show the calculation results obtained for the output pulses with the nonlinear fiber. The full width at
half maximum of the output spectrum is 75.5 nm. It covers the gain band of a Yb:glass amplifier. The
pulse is stretched to in its duration of 850 fs, and is injected to normal silicate fiber. Figs. 7 (a) and (b)
show the calculation results of a silica fiber output pulse. This calculation is carried out

with the

nonlinear fiber output pulse profile as show in Figs. 6. The pulse propagates 640 m though the silicate
fiber. The SPM effect in the silicate fiber is negligibly small during the propagation of 640 m. The full
width at half maximum of the output spectrum is 84.2 nm, and the pulse duration is stretched to 1.5 ns.

Table 1. Profiles of a lead-doped nonlinear fiber and a normal silicate fiber

Group velocity
dispersion
(1060nm)

n

Substance

2
. ?. ?,

Material

Length

2

(s /m)
Nonlinear fiber

1.196X10" 2 1

1.279X 10" 2 5

Silica (75^%)

Short

Silica fiber

1.220 X 10~ 22

1.677X10" 2 6

Silica

Long

4. SUMMARY
The performance of a pulse stretcher using a nonlinear and normal silicate fibers has been
simulated by the symmetric split-step Fourier method. We adopted an increasing segment length for the
decreasing nonlinear effects of the fiber during the propagation of the input pulse. At the same time, an
increasing arrangement variable size was used for the increasing pulse duration to save CPU time and
memory. We have demonstrated the spectral and temporal broadening of the input pulse after the
propagation through hollow fibers. The results are in good accordance with the experimental data. We
have simulated a pulse stretcher which consists of a nonlinear fiber and normal silicate fiber, and we
showed the spectral broadening(8.2 nm—>-84.2 nm) and the temporal broadening(100 fs-*1.5 ns).
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17. Emerging Terawatt Picosecond CO 2 Laser Technology
I.V. Pogorelsky
Accelerator Test Facility, Brookhaven National Laboratory, 725C, Upton, NY 11973, USA
ABSTRACT
The first terawatt picosecond (TWps) CO2 laser is under construction at the BNL Accelerator
Test Facility (ATF). TWps-CO2 lasers, having an order of magnitude longer wavelength than the
well-known table-top terawatt solid state lasers, offer new opportunities for strong-field physics
research. For laser wakefield accelerators (LWFA) the advantage of the new class of lasers is due
to a gain of two orders of magnitude in the ponderomotive potential. The large average power of
CO2 lasers is important for the generation of hard radiation through Compton back-scattering of
the laser off energetic electron beams. We discuss applications of TWps-CCk lasers for LWFA
modules of a tentative electron-positron collider, for y-y (or y-lepton) colliders, for a possible
"table-top" source of high-intensity x-rays and gamma rays, and the generation of polarized
positron beams.
1. NEW CLASS OF TERAWATT PICOSECOND LASERS
Table-top terawatt (T3) picosecond and subpicosecond solid state lasers are the sources of the most
intense electromagnetic radiation and strongest electric and magnetic fields available for laboratory
research. However, progress in the newly emerged strong-field physics applications, such as laser
accelerators or laser synchrotron x-ray sources, to high repetition rate devices is impeded by the low
average power of the T 3 lasers. This is due to the inherently low efficiency of the thermal diffusion cooling
of the solid active elements. Much more efficient convection heat exchange may be implemented in the fastflow gas lasers. The demonstrated high output energy and power of molecular and eximer lasers make them
a rational complement to solid state laser technology. CO2 lasers operating in the mid-IR spectral region
(/t=10 pm) deserve the most attention. This is not just because the absolute maximum average power has
been demonstrated with these devices, but also due to favorable wavelength scaling of a number of lightmatter interactions.
The relatively long nanosecond pulse duration of conventional CO2 lasers is the prime reason why the
potentials of CO2 lasers have not been utilized so far in a full manner for high-energy physics research.
Kilojoules of laser energy would be required to reach a terawatt peak power. This is still possible with CO2
lasers, as it has been demonstrated previously. However, such lasers are very bulky and are not capable of
high repetition rates. There is also a problem to deliver such a high laser energy to the interaction point
without optics damage. And finally, the nanosecond pulses are incompatible with many of the strong-field
physics processes which are typically localized in very short time and space intervals. Thus a picosecond
and shorter pulse duration turns out to be a prerequisite for the successful use of lasers in advanced
scientific applications.
A physical parameter that enables generation and amplification of picosecond laset pulses is the gain
spectral bandwidth. In solid state lasers, radiation transitions in outer electron shells of active ions are
broadened to 5-50 THz due to the perturbation action by the host matrix. Such a broad gain spectrum
makes possible the generation of picosecond, and even femtosecond, laser pulses by the mode locking
technique. Unlike a solid state, the spectral gain in the molecular gas discharge is periodically modulated by
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the rotational structure. Due to the discrete spectrum, and for other physical and technical reasons, modelocking techniques do not work for CO2 lasers as well as for solid state lasers. However, alternative
methods to produce picosecond and sub-picosecond CO2 laser pulses have been developed. One of them is
semiconductor optical switching. Using this method, subpicosecond CO2 laser light slices has been
demonstrated [1].
Illustrated in Fig.l by the example of the
reflected CO,
NchYAQ
100
ATF laser system [2], the optical switching
f
process works as follows. Nd:YAG pulse having
plasma
photon energy above the band gap of germanium
creates an electron-hole plasma in a surface
Initial CO 2
layer. When the plasma reaches the critical
r
density the refractive index becomes imaginary,
transmitted C O ,
"2
3
'»
and Ge, which is normally transparent to the 10Plasma Density (cnrr )
um radiation, immediately turns to a metal-like
(b)
(a)
mirror. After the control pulse termination, the
drop of reflection from the Ge has a
FIGURE 1. Principles of semiconductor optical
characteristic
time of diffusion of the freeswitching:
carriers
into
the
bulk material which is -150 ps.
a) reflectivity of Brewster Ge window versus surface
To
define
the
trailing
edge of the pulse thereby
free-electron density; b) transition reflection from
shortening it to a few picoseconds, the
semiconductor optical switch.
complement to reflection switching, transmission
switching, is used for a second stage.
We know how to produce a short pulse.
(bj
Now we need to amplify it. When a picosecond
laser pulse propagates in a gas with a periodic
modulated rotational spectrum, the nonuniform
spectral gain modifies its spectral envelope; see
Fig.2(a,b). The intensity envelope, related to the
spectrum by the inverse Fourier transform, will
be correspondingly reshaped. The pulse will split
960
970
380
990
40 80 120 160 200
into a train of pulses. The period in this train, 18
Frequency (cm"1)
Tims (ps)
ps, corresponds to the frequency interval between
the centers of rotational lines. Smoothing of the
FIGURE 2. Picosecond CO2 laser pulse
molecular spectrum via pressure broadening
amplification:
helps to minimize the laser pulse distortions; see
a) CO2 gain spectrum at 1 atm (dashed line shows
Fig.2(c,d).
spectral envelope of 1 ps CO2 pulse); b) 1 ps pulse
An alternative way to achieve gain
splits into train after propagation through 1 atm laser
smoothing is to reduce the spectrum modulation
amplifier (simulation); c) CO2 gain spectrum at 10
period
using an isotopic gas mixture
atm matches 1 ps pulse; d) 1 ps pulse is amplified in
6
8
CO\ :COl6(
• Due to isotopic shifts,
10 atm laser amplifier without distortions.
the combined spectrum has four times denser
rotational line structure than with a regular CO2 molecule. The theoretical limit to the pulse duration,
defined by the total 1 THz bandwidth of the CO2 vibrational band, is 0.5 ps. The 0.8 ps pulses have been
demonstrated [3]. At that time they were produced in a several cubic centimeter discharge volume at a
millijoule level, thus the peak power was still at a gigawatt level.
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To attain a terawatt peak power, a ~10-atm, -10-/ CO2 amplifier is required. To maintain a
uniform discharge under such conditions, the following requirements should be satisfied: a) strong
penetrating preionization, b) ~1 MV voltage applied to the discharge, and c) the energy load of several
kilojoules deposited in a relatively short, <300 ns, time interval. The first x-ray preionized laser with such
parameters is under construction at the ATF. Fig.3 shows the principal optical diagram of the ATF TWps
CO2 laser system.
The 1 MW, 100 ns
Mulii-lsotope 5 otm litter
Extt 1/4 Wave
pulse
produced
by a 1-atm CO2
Regenerative Preamplifier
PockelsCel
laser oscillator is sliced at a
semiconductor switch controlled
by the picosecond Nd:YAG
Entrance l/4Wtrve
l/4Wave
Rate
laser. The high power will be
PockelsCell
attained
via
regenerative
amplification and four additional
TW
passes through the preamplifier
followed by three passes in the
l O a t m lOllter lO-cm
10-atm, 10-/ final amplifier with
aperture Amplifier
the beam expansion to its full
FIGURE 3. Optical diagram of the ATF TWps-CO2 laser;
10-cm aperture.
PS - plasma filter; SA - saturable absorber; PBS - polarizing beam
jfos
diagram looks
splitter
relatively simple to anyone who
is familiar with the T 3 laser designs. There is a principal physical reason for this. Because of the strong
optical nonlinearity of solids, the high laser energy can not be extracted directly in a picosecond pulse. The
relatively sophisticated chirping technique should be implemented. This technique requires diffraction
stretchers and compressors of the laser pulse. As a result, the optical damage of diffraction gratings
becomes the primary limiting factor for this technology. The gas medium of the CO2 laser is free from this
limitation; thus a picosecond laser pulse may be amplified directly.
Table 1 serves to compare the main physical parameters of solid-state and CO2 lasers. Because of
the broader gain bandwidth in the solid state lasers, as short as 10 fs laser pulses can be produced whereas
the CO2 laser pulses are limited to - 1 ps the shortest. However, such pulse duration is sufficient for the
critical applications that we consider below.
A gain cross-section per ion or molecule is comparable for both types of lasers. About ten times
higher concentration of active ions in solid matter than the CO2 molecules in a gas results in a ten times
higher gain for solid state lasers. In addition, ten times higher photon energy makes the specific stored
energy in solid state lasers about hundred times higher. However, the large volume of a gas laser makes the
total stored energy per CO2 laser stage similar or higher than for a big-aperture slab solid state amplifier.
Because of the ease of the heat removal by fast gas exchange in the CO2 laser, it is potentially
capable of high repetition rates that are difficult to attain with massive glass or crystal active elements.
This will be important for future advanced particle accelerators. For example, CO2 laser pulses o f - 1 ps
duration, 1 J energy, and 10 kHz repetition rate may be required to drive the e*=>y converter of the future 5
TeV cm. collider. Relatively compact -10 / discharge, high-pressure, fast-flow CO2 lasers operating at a
-100 Hz repetition rate may approach this requirement when the energy stored in the laser medium is
extracted by a train of pulses of 1 ps length each following at a ~1 ns period. Such a regime looks not just
feasible but also quite efficient, permitting extraction of a good portion of the stored CO2 laser energy.
Overall electric efficiency of the laser may approach 20% as has been demonstrated for the long-pulse CO2
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lasers pumped with the e-beam sustained discharge. An additional straightforward way to increase the
efficient pulse repetition rate is recycling of the laser power in storage cavities [4].
2. TWps-CO2 LASER APPLICATIONS IN HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS
2.1. Laser Wakefield Accelerators and e'-e+ Colliders
High-gradient laser acceleration is a fast advancing area of the high energy physics research.
Among the known laser acceleration techniques, the LWFA method [5] is considered to be the most reliable
approach. It is based on the ponderomotive charge separation and a relativistic wake formation when the
propagating laser pulse duration is in resonance with the plasma oscillation. The amplitude of the
accelerating field, Ea, due to the charge separation in a plasma wave reaches
TABLE 1.
Characteristics of Solid State and CO2 Lasers
PARAMETER
Bandwidth (THz)
Cross section (xlO'20
cm2)
Gain (%/cm)
Saturation energy
(J/cm2l
Stored energy (J/cm3)
Active volume (cm3)
Maximum efficiency
(%)
Average power (W)

Solid State
5-50
1-30

Ea[V/ cm

cm

(1)

where ne is electron density in plasma, and a is
the dimensionless laser vector-potential

10-atm CO 2

1
5

a=eEL/mc6)=03EL\TV/m]Jl[[\iml

(2)

From Eqs.(l) and (2) we see that a 10-um CO2
laser is capable of producing an accelerating
gradient at least 10 times higher than the l-pm
-50
3-4
laser of the same intensity. This is due to the
stronger ponderomotive potential of plasma
1-20
0.5
electrons oscillating in a lower-frequency
electromagnetic field.
1
0.01
10-100
10,000
Using 1-um laser pulses of a shorter duration and
20
10
at correspondingly higher plasma densities help
to compensate for the low ponderomotive
strength and attain high acceleration gradients.
10
10,000
However, the maximum number of particles per
bunch, Ne, at the limit when the bunch self-field
does not effect the plasma wake structure, drops proportionally to the plasma
wavelength: Ne oc Xp oc n~in. This becomes especially important when we consider a prospective
design of the LWFA stages for the future TeV e-e+ collider [6] where the most critical characteristic,
luminosity
A = N2eft/47va2±,

(3)

(where ^is a number of bunches per train,/is the linac repetition rate, and ax is the e-beam cross-section
at the interaction point) is proportional to N].
Another potential advantage of using a longer period plasma wave is that it facilitates fitting of the
electron bunch inside the small portion of the wake period thus ensuring the good beam quality (small
energy spread and emittance). For example, at ti=\ ps and the resonance plasma wavelength ^=600 ^m
the desirable electron bunch duration is ri<200 fs. Contemporary photocathode RF guns tend to approach
these requirements. In particular zj,=370 fs electron bunches of 2.5xlO8 electrons, Ap/p = 0A5%, and
£^=0.5 mm.mrad have been demonstrated with the ATF photocathode RF gun [7].
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Provided methods of plasma channel formation are available, compact (~1 m) LWFA of several
GeV energy driven with the technically feasible ~50 TW lasers may become a reality. Staging of such
accelerators permits the new generation of TeV-class e'-e+ colliders less than 1 km long.
2.2. Table-Top Laser Synchrotron Source
Synchrotrons equipped with wiggler magnets are the sources of x-ray fluxes at a level of 1018
photon/sec. According to another approach to a relatively compact high-brightness x-ray generator called
laser synchrotron source (LSS), the laser beam acts on relativistic electrons as an electromagnetic wiggler
with a period 104-105 times shorter than the magnetic undulator. Thus, LSS produces proportionally
heavier photons than a conventional synchrotron source operating at the same e-beam energy. Similarly,
LSS permits significant downsizing of the electron accelerator.
A combination of a high-gradient LWFA with LSS may open a route to table-top wakefield LSS
operating in x-ray and gamma regions. Proof-of-principle table-top LSS may be realized at the ATF using
the 5-TW CO2 laser and a 5 MeV photocathode electron gun. The CO2 laser beam is split into two beams
that serve to drive both LWFA and LSS as is shown in FigA PIC simulations predict 250 MeV
acceleration when a 4 TW CO2 laser beam is focused into the waveguide with parameters shown in Table 2
[8]. At the exit of the waveguide, electrons accelerated in the plasma wake field interact with the second
CO2 laser beam, generating an x-ray flux orders of magnitude above numbers obtained with conventional
synchrotron light sources.
CO2 Laser Beam 1

optical
delay

focusing
quadruples

RFGun

FIGURE 4. Table-top laser wakefield x-ray source
TABLE 2. Design Parameters for Table-Top LSS
i
LWFA
5
i
1 Initial Electron Energy [MeV]
0.1
I
j Bunch Charge [nC]
! Bunch Duration FWHM [fs]
300
i
I Laser Peak Power [TW]
4
S
j Laser Pulse Duration [ps]
3
I
| Plasma Density [cm'3]
3.5xlO16 1
60
|
1 Channel Radius [urn]
| Channel Length [cm]
j4
!
! Energy Gain [MeV)
i 250
|

i
!
1
!
!
!
!
1
!
I
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LSS
Laser Peak Power [TW]
Laser Pulse Duration [ps]
Laser Focus Radius [um]
X-ray Photon Energy [keV]
Angular Spread [mrad]
Spectral Bandwidth [%]
X-ray Pulse Duration [fs]
X-ray Photons per Pulse
X-ray Peak Flux [photons/s]

1
3
30
470
0.1 .
0.2
300
3xlO9

!
i
I
!
j
I
i
1

10 2 2

1
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2.3. Gamma and Positron sources for Linear Colliders
By Compton backscattering of the laser photons from the TeV electron beam, a high brightness
TeV photon beam can be created. It opens an opportunity to study a variety of interaction processes by
colliding e", e+ and y beams in any combination and at independently controlled polarization.
The expression for the maximum gamma photon energy for linear Compton backscattering is
ho)r=(x/x + i)Ee,
(4)
where Ee is the electron energy, and x = 4Eeho)/m2c4 . At x » l , the Compton photon energy
approaches the electron energy, hcoy «E e . For CO2 laser, x=l at Ee=0.5 TeV. Thus, the long wavelength
of the CO2 laser used for the e±=>y converter at Ee=2.5 TeV does not degrade <or to compare with shorter
wavelength lasers. Capable of high average power and delivering ten times more photons than solid state
lasers of the similar energy, CO2 lasers permit ultrahigh intensity y-sources.
The strong requirement to the laser wavelength is
set by rescattering of gamma photons on the laser
beam into pairs through the reaction y+/l=>e"+e+. This
occurs when mco7 > m2c*jh2.
Based on this
condition, the optimum laser wavelength is derived:
A[^un]=4.2Ee[TeV]. Thus, for the 2.5 TeV collider the
laser with /l=10.5 urn is the optimum choice.
Lasers may be used also in polarized positron
sources for e-e+ collider. Here, the backward Compton
scattering serves as an intermediate process followed
by pair production on a target. Polarization of the
produced particles is controlled by the input laser
beam. Picosecond CO2 lasers have been selected as the
FIGURE 5.
Electron-gamma converter and polarized optimum choice for the Japan Linear Collider [9]. Both
positron source for future electron-positron applications described in this paragraph are illustrated
byFig.5.
collider
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ABSTRACT
The limiting factors of Chirped Pulse Amplification (CPA) are discussed and experimental results of CPA in
Yb:glass regenerative amplifier are given. Scaling of Yb:glass to the petawatt level is briefly discussed.
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1. Next Generation Chirped Pulse Amplification
Recent advances in high power lasers using Chirped Pulse Amplification (CPA) have
generated a growing interest in studies of High-Field Science. This field supports research in
high-harmonic generation, solid-density plasma physics, relativistic plasma dynamics, laser
wakefield acceleration, and coherent control of chemical dynamics, as well as other subjects.
One factor driving these topics is the fact that the technology for building table-top terawatt
lasers is available to institutes and universities for an affordable price. Future high-power laser
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Figure 1. Theoretical peak power for various materials for operation at saturation fluence and assuming a minimum
pulse duration inversely related to the emission bandwidth.
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systems made for high-field studies will need to be based on new solid-state gain media with
excellent energy storage capability and laser diode pumpability. In this paper we will attempt to
establish a direction for the development of these sources in such a way that they will continue to
be available to a broad range of researchers. The potential to scale these compact designs to
achieve unprecedented intensities will also be discussed.
Using the technique of chirped pulse amplification (CPA) with solid-state laser materials
high peak power laser systems have been reduce in size from the scale of a building to fit on an
optical table. This advancement is a result of the reduction in pulse duration from the
nanosecond to the subpicosecond range and a corresponding reduction of energy from the kilo
joule level to well below a joule. To choose the best material for high field generation there are a
number of parameters which must be considered; the saturation fluence of the gain material,
which is a measure of the energy which can be extracted from the material; the gain-bandwidth,
which provides a measure of the inverse of the pulse-width which may be obtained; and the
fluorescence lifetime, which provides a measure of the maximum pump-pulse duration. In order
to build a scalable system it is also necessary to choose a material with an absorption band
compatible with high power laser diodes.
2. Theoretical Limits
The theoretical limit of peak power for a given aperture of gain material is given by the
saturation fluence, hv/<7, divided by the minimum pulse duration, xp. As shown in figure 1 peak
powers in excess of 1 PW/cm2 could theoretically be extracted from Yb:glass.
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Figure 2. General scaling law for damage in laser materials. Saturation fluences for Ti:sapphire and Yb:QX are
shown as guides.

3. Damage Threshold
This limit excludes the damage threshold of the laser material which scales as the inverse
square-root of pulse duration in the picosecond and nanosecond regimes. It was in order to avoid
nonlinear effects and damage at high intensities that CPA was developed. The level of optical
fluence which induces damage may be approximated empirically by the relation Jth=10 J/cm2 x
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(^stretched)1'2, where Jth is the damage fluence threshold in J/cm2 and Tstretched is the pulse duration
in ns. Stretching the ultrashort optical pulse to avoid the low damage threshold of femtosecond
pulses, it is possible to efficiently extract energy at or near the saturation fluence of many solidstate materials. It is clear from figure 1 that Yb:glass is superior to other CPA candidates in its
energy storage density and that its bandwidth is sufficient for operation the sub-100-femtosecond
regime. In addition, the damage threshold scales inversely with the radius of the beam. This
further increases the desirability of working with a small aperture system having high energy
storage density.

I N ,

4. Yb: glass Characteristics
Another characteristic which makes Yb:glass especially well suited for advancement of
lasers in High-Field Science is its long excited state lifetime. It is capable of integrating pump
light over an interval of 2 ms. This is 600 times longer than Tksapphire. As a result the pump
power requirements for Yb:glass are significantly lower than those of Ti:Sapphire. To date we
have operated a diode pumped modelocked oscillator producing pulses as short as 60 fs and a
diode-pumped Q-switched amplifier laser with 10 uJ output.

Spectral Characteristics of Yb .phosphate glass
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Figure 3 Absorption and emission curves for Kigre Yb:QX glass doped at 15% wt.

The features of Yb:glass (Kigre Yb:QX glass 15% by wt. Yb2O3) including the emission
and absorption spectra are shown in figure 3, Note the broad absorption and emission bands.
The breadth of the absorption band from 920 to 965 nm is advantageous for diode pumping
because it is much broader than the wavelength variation found in current laser diode
manufacturing. Also the emission band in Yb:QX is near the absorption band so there is a low
quantum defect of only 7 to 9%. The laser transition shown in the inset is quite simple allowing
no excited state absorption and a long (2ms) excited-state lifetime.
The peak emission cross section of the Yb ion in this glass is 0.6 x 10'20 cm 2 ., while other
glasses may be found which have cross sections at 1.03 of 1.3 x 10~20cm2. Saturation fluence at
1.03 jxm in Yb:QX is 70 J/cm2. This poses a problem for the use of Yb at saturation fluence. To
do so would require stretching the signal pulse to 50 ns. Rather than pressing to such a high
energy density it is more useful to relax the extracted energy to an acceptable level near the
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damage threshold for a pulse duration which may reasonably be achieved. Presently, 2 ns pulse
may be obtained by using 22-cm gratings for stretching and compression. This sets the damage
threshold near 20 J/cm2. If the system is operated with a 50% safety margin a fluence of 10
J/cm2 is incident on the gain material. Though operation below the saturation fluence lowers the
theoretical peak power per cm2 of aperture, the energy storage density and diode pumpability of
Yb:glass still makes it the best material for new CPA systems.
5. Working Below Saturation Fluence
Efficient extraction of energy at a fluence much below the saturation fluence can also
reduce the requirements for pump intensity. To efficiently extract energy stored in the laser gain
material with out approaching the saturation fluence requires that the energy per cm 2 stored be
below the saturation energy. This in turn limits the laser to low gain operation with low losses.
The low gain condition may be achieved by pumping with lower intensity. Hence, the pump
intensity requirement is lowered.

Yb:glass Chirped Pulse Amplification Laser System
Ca\ity Dumped
Output
15 mJ
76 MHz. 100 mW
/*

ModelocKed

I

Tl:sapphire
1030 nm
5Hz.200mJ
940 nm

Figure 4 Experimental layout demonstrating CPA in Yb:QX glass. The blocks designated PC and TFP refer to the
Pockels cell and thin film polarizer respectively.
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Figure 5 Output of the free-running Yb:QX amplifier without polarizer or Pockels cell in cavity .
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6. Experimental Results
To test the capability of Yb: glass for CPA a flashlamp-pumped Ti:Sapphire laser was
used to simulate a laser diode pump source. The experimental configuration is shown in figure
4. Removing the PC and the TFP and operating the Yb:QX laser as a free-running laser a slope
efficiency of 40% was obtained with an efficiency of greater than 28% with respect to (w.r.t.)
absorbed pump energy. When a TFP (8% per pass loss) and PC (1% per pass loss) were added
the losses were increased to approximately 20% per round trip. In this configuration an
efficiency of nearly 10% w.r.t. absorbed pump energy was obtained. Using the regenerative
amplifier to amplify seed pulses from a modelocked source 8 nm bandwidth at 15 mJ was
obtained without spectral filtering while 13 nm at 8 mJ was obtained with the use a thin intracavity etalon. These experiments operated with an absorbed pump fluence of about 50J/cm2 and
a signal fluence of about 7 J/cm2. By reducing the intra-cavity losses to 5% the efficiency should
be increased to 20%.
7. Scalablitiy
These results can be scaled by increasing the pump energy and the size of the gain
aperture. As the gain aperture is scaled up the aperture of the remaining elements of the
amplifier should also be increased. Extending amplification to the joule level it is expected that a
10 TW laser with 100 fs pulses can be obtained using a flashlamp-pumped Ti: sapphire laser.
Scaling to the petawatt and beyond will require more energetic pump sources and a greater
concentration on the control of dispersion to obtain a system with >40 J in 40 fs, operating at
20% efficiency w.r.t. absorbed pump energy (200 J). A petawatt laser based on this technology
will require a gain-aperture only 3-cm in diameter and temporal pulse stretching of 5 x 104 from
40 fs to 2 ns. A pump source of >200 J with a sub-ms pulse duration is also needed. While
stacked laser diode pump configurations have demonstrated 35kW/cm2 intensities at wavelengths
compatible with the Yb:QX-based CPA laser a further discussion of these technologies is outside
the scope of this paper.
8. Conclusion
We have reviewed the factors critical to producing diode-pumped table-top CPA systems
with scalability beyond the petawatt level. Experiments using a flashlamp-pumped Ti:sapphire
laser to simulate laser-diode pumping of Yb:QX glass have produced 15 mJ and 8 nm bandwidth
and 8 mJ with 13 nm bandwidth. We conclude that Yb:glass is an excellent candidate for the
new generation of diode-pumped table-top lasers and that it has the potential to scale into the
petawatt range.
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ABSTRACT
A flashlamp pumped Ti: sapphire laser is designed for ytterbium glass chirped pulse amplification. A high
quality Ti:sapphire rod and a high energy long pulse discharging power supply are key components. The
primary step is to produce the output power of 10 J per pulse at 920 nm.
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Chirped Pulse Amplification (CPA) [1] is now widely used as a technique for extracting
energy from solid-state laser material to achieve ultrahigh peak power. The CPA has been
applied to demonstrate the range of Peta-watt of ps duration by Nd:glass amplifiers [2]. In the
ultrashort pulse duration region of less than 20 fs, the peak power from a Ti:sapphire CPA
laser system is now coming to 100 TW [3]. Such a high peak power laser can open the new
research fields, such as laser wakefield generation, solid-density plasma studies, hard X-ray
laser and y-ray generation, which are called High Field Science.
Solid-state material having high saturation fluence, wide bandwidth and long upper state
radiative lifetime is attractive as high peak power CPA. Ytterbium doped glass is a
challenging material, having over 30 J/cm2 high saturation fluence, 50 nm bandwidth and 2
ms upper state radiative lifeime. The long radiative lifetime makes it possible to pump
Yb:glass directly by laser diodes. The laser diode pumped Yb:glass CPA laser should be very
compact and efficient. For now, however, it is reasonable to use a flashlamp pumped freerunning laser as a high energy pumping source due to the costly laser diodes. The authors
have successfully demonstrated regenerative CPA of Yb: glass using the flashlamp pumped
free running Tksapphire laser[4]. This laser made by ELIGHT having the output energy of
300 mJ /pulse at the wavelength of 920 nm was used. The output pulse energy of 15 mJ from
the regenerative amplifier was achieved. For Yb:glass multipass amplifiers, higher output
energy pulse of the free running pumping laser is required.
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Flashlamp pumped Ti:sapphire lasers have attracted much attention. By Q-switching
operation and frequency conversion, those can cover the wavelength ranging from IR to UV.
Many technical innovations have been achieved, such as high quality Ti: sapphire rods, high
speed switching power supplies, high efficiency pumping chambers, long lifetime flashlamps,
and UV - visible fluorescence converters. Based on these innovations, the output energy 5.7 J
/pulse at the wavelength of 800 nm has been achieved by free running operation [5]. The total
efficiency up to 2 % has been obtained.
Our focus is directed towards the development of flashlamp pumped Tksapphire lasers
for pumping the Yb:glass. High energy and long pulse operation are suitable for this purpose.
Brown and Fisher have reported the 6.5 J output energy of 7 (is at 800 nm, pumping a
Ti:sapphire rod with cylindrically arranged six flashlamps [6]. Although the laser head and
the power supply were not optimized for free running operation, the total efficiency of 0.5 %
was obtained. The following laser system based on the previous work is capable to produce
higher output energy and higher total efficiency for Ybrglass pumping[5].
deionizer + deoxygenizer
Chiller
Cooling Water Circulation
Uiptical Silver Reflector
Prism

Output Coupler

/

to Amplifier
"^Plastic Filter
*Ce:Quartz Plate

HR Mirror
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Ignitron

Charging Power Supply j

Figure 1

Schematic View of Flashlamp Pumped Ti:sapphire Laser System

(1) Laser Head
A laser head has a single-elliptic pumping chamber made of a silver block. Ultraviolet
cutting filters were placed between a flashlamp and a Ti:sapphire rod in the chamber. The
r

flashlamp made by ILC Technology was 450 Torr Xenon filled type, having a double wall
made of cerium doped quartz. The double wall of this lamp and the UV cutting filters can
protect the Tksapphire rod from UV radiation. The pumping chamber was filled with
deionized flowing water which can maintain the high reflectivity. Based on the Czochralski
crystal growth technique, the Ti: sapphire rod of 190 mm length and 8 mm diameter doped at
0.1% has been fabricated by Union Carbide. The single pass loss at 920 nm less than 8% is
-
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requested. Both faces of the rod have AR coated. A prism is placed in a laser cavity for
wavelength selection for lasing at 920 nm for Yb:glass pumping.
(2) Power Supply
A power supply consists of a master controller, a charging unit, simmer circuits, pulse
forming networks and main discharging units. The flashlamp is conditioned prior to a main
discharge by a simmer discharge. The plasma generated by the simmer discharge fills the
inner bore of the flashlamp can stabilize the main discharge. An ignitron (mercury vapor
switch) was used in the main discharging unit. The charging voltage of 5 - 10 kV can be
varied continuously. In order to change the discharging duration, the capacitance of the main
discharging unit is designed to be switchable. The energy of 810 J stored in a capacitor was
successfully discharged through the ILC double wall flashlamp at 1 Hz repetition rate. The
140 (is discharging duration at 10 % current on was obtained using a 65 |jF capacitor. The
power supply has two sets of the main discharging units. Each unit drives an oscillator laser
head and an amplifier laser head respectively.
The wide tunabiliy of Ti:sapphire lasers can cover a broad absorption spectrum of
Yb:glass ranging from 900 nm to 975 nm. The laser system which can produce the output
energy of over 10 J /pulse at 920 nm is being assembled for the purpose of high energy
Yb: glass OP A. To get much higher energy, it is expected to extend the explosion limit of
flashlamps and to improve the direct bonding technique of Tksapphire crystals to fabricate a
long uniform rod.
Acknowledgment
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ABSTRACT
We have developed a model for ultrabroadband and ultrashort pulse amplification including the
effects of a pulse shaper for regenerative pulse shaping, gain narrowing and gain saturation in the
amplifiers. Thin solid etalons are used to control both gain narrowing and gain saturation during
amplification. This model has been used to design an optimized Tirsapphire amplifier system for
producing efficiently pulses of < 20-fs duration with approaching peak and average powers of
100 TW and 20 W.
Keywords: Chirped Pulse Amplification, GainNarrowing, Gain Saturation, Regenerative Pulse Shaping
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, there has been much interest in the development of high-peak-power, ultrashort
pulse laser systems for investigations of high-field interaction and atomic physics [1]. Utilization of
solid-state materials in conjunction with the technique of chirped pulse amplification (CPA) can
produce high energy, ultrashort pulses [2-5]. The large gain bandwidth materials such as Ti:sapphire
(Ti:Al2O3) and CnLiSAF, which permits the capability of femtosecond pulse generation and
amplification. In fact, Ti .-sapphire has a largest gain bandwidth (~ 230 nm FWHM) which corresponds
to the transform limited pulse duration of ~ 3 fs [6]. However, in most terawatt Ti:sapphire CPA
systems, a net gain of > 108 is necessary to reach the desirable amplified pulse energy. Because of the
frequency dependent gain profile, this amplification leads to gain narrowing of the pulse spectrum
[7,8]. A reduction in gain bandwidth not only reduce the stretched pulse duration but also results in a
longer pulse after compression.
The most recent evolution in ultrashort pulse CPA systems has been the utilization of
regenerative pulse shaping to eliminate gain narrowing [9,10]. With this technique the pulse duration
of the amplified, compressed pulses has been reduced by a factor of 2, reaching now 16 fs at a
multiterawatt level [11]. This is conveniently accomplished in regenerative amplification schemes by
placing a frequency dependent attenuator inside the amplifier cavity.
It is also desired to optimize the amplifier to achieve the highest possible output energy for a
given pump energy. In principle, Ti:sapphire lasers can achieve extraction efficiencies that approach
~ 57%; most Ti:sapphire CPA systems, however, achieve only 10 - 30% efficiency. To achieve
theoretical maximum quantum efficiency, one must operate the amplifier above the saturation fluence
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of the laser materials [12]. While operating at these fluences, one also needs to maintain a low
intensity in the amplifier, since the damage threshold of amplifier materials is ~ 5 GW/cm2. Dividing
fluence by intensity, the pulse duration in the amplifier must be at least 300 ps for Titsapphire. Most
Ti:sapphire CPA lasers use stretched pulse durations that are well below 300 ps and therefore are
unable to operate at the high fluences necessary for efficient amplification.
Here we present our detailed analysis that govern the chirped-pulse amplification including
the effects of a pulse shaper for regenerative pulse shaping, gain narrowing and gain saturation in the
Ti:sapphire amplifiers in order to obtain the shortest compressed pulse, while simultaneously increasing
the amplifier efficiencies.
2. MODEL FOR ULTRASHORT PULSE AMPLIFICATION
In our model we assume that 1) a gain medium is a homogeneously broadened two-level
system, 2) an exited-state lifetime is much longer than the laser pulse duration, and 3) pump beam
distributions and population inversion densities are uniform.
For a frequency chirped pulse, the emission cross-section, c^coQ)], is consider to be a function
of instantaneous frequency co(t). The basic equations for the pulse intensity, I(z,t), and the population
inversion, Nfat), can be written in the forms [13]

^ p ( z , t )

(1)

and

where ti is Planck's constant, and 2* is a dimensionless population saturation factor with values
between 1 (lower level empties out rapidly) and 2 (lower level bottlenecked). The total inverted
population per amplifier area is defined as
i

Nu(t)mjN(z,y)dz,

(3)

o
where L is the length of the amplifier. Equation (1) can be rearranged and integrated over the length
of the amplifier and then be expressed in the form
(4)
where IJt) and / out (0 are the input and output intensities, respectively. Therefore the time-varying
gain, G(t), including gain narrowing and gain saturation at any instant within the pulse is given by
G(t) = ^

= exp{<7[fl>(0] • AUO) •

(5)

Here gain narrowing is a function of the emission cross-section and gain saturation is a function of the
population inversion. Equation (2) can also be integrated over the amplifier length and then rewritten,
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using Equation (1), in the form

(6)

Equation (6) can be solved numerically. Using the solved NM(t), the instantaneous gain and the
output intensity can also be obtained from Equations (5) and (6). The initial value of the population
inversion is given by

^,(0) = f ^ S

(7)

where rj is the coupling efficiency, .Fabs is the pump fluence absorbed by the amplifier crystal, and cop
is the pump frequency.
In the cases of the regenerative amplifier and the multi-pass amplifier, the input intensity,
iJ^Xi), and the output intensity, /out*))(/), per pass/? in the amplifiers are related by
(8)

where Loss is the loss coefficient per pass, and T[a)(t)] is the frequency-dependent single-pass
transmission function of the spectral filter for regenerative pulse shaping in the regenerative amplifier
or unity for the multi-pass amplifier. We do not take into account wavelength-dependent reflectance
and transmission of the optics in the amplifiers, since their bandwidths are relatively large. The input
intensity and the population inversion for the next pass p+1 are, respectively, given by

and

< 1)

<?).

(10)

3. DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION OF TI: SAPPHIRE AMPLIFIERS TOWARDS A100 TW
We have recently developed a compact 2-stage Ti:sapphire amplifier system that has produced
16-fs 10-TW laser pulses at a 10-Hz repetition rate [11]. This system consists of a Ti:sapphire
oscillator, a pulse expander, a regenerative amplifier, a 4-pass amplifier, and a pulse compressor. In
the present system, the output of the four pass Ti:sapphire amplifier is then introduced into a final
double-pass amplifier which is designed to produce >3 J of radiation. An optical layout of an
upgraded 100 TW laser system is shown in Fig. 1. The output of the Ti:sapphire double-pass
amplifier is passing through a spatial filter and then introduced into the final vacuum compressor.
We have modeled to optimize the performance of the double-pass amplifier using Equations
(5) to (10) in order to obtain the largest bandwidth of the amplified pulses, while simultaneously
extracting as much energy as possible. Calculated spectra after each amplifier are shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. JAERI100 TW, 20fs, lOHz Ti:sapphire laser system.
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Fig. 2. Calculated spectra after a regenerative amplifier (dashed curve), a four-pass amplifier
(dotted curve) and a double-pass amplifier (solid curve). Representative single-pass
transmission curves for a 2.2 micron (solid curve) and a 2.3 micron (dashed curve)
nitrocellulose etalon (angles of incidence 44 and 39 deg, respectively).

The spectrum after the pulse expander is used for the initial pulse to perform this calculation. Three
amplifiers are pumped by 50 mJ, 700 mJ and 7 J of 532 nm radiation, respectively. Two solid etalons
(thicknesses of 2.2 jum and 2.3 ,um) are used in transmission and is angle tuned so as to be off
resonance around the peak of the gain profile of Ti:sapphire in the regenerative amplifier. In this
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calculation, incidence angles of the two etalons are set to be 39° and 44°, respectively. It is clearly
seen that it is not desirable to center the wavelength of the pulses at 800 nm in the regenerative and
four-pass amplifier stages, since the effect of gain saturation causes the pulse spectrum to severely
red-shift from the peak of the gain in the double-pass amplifier. In contrast, the broad amplified
bandwidth at the high energy level can be obtained by positioning the input spectrum on the short
wavelength side of the desired output. The bandwidth and output energy of the amplified pulse that
we modeled are -80 nm and ~ 3.6 J, respectively. In this case, a conversion efficiency of 532-nm
pump light to 790-nm radiation is reached to over 90% of the theoretical maximum quantum efficiency.
The calculated output energies and intensities after each amplifiers are also given in Table 1.
The duration of the transform limit, as calculated from the amplified spectrum after the
double-pass amplifier is 17 fs as shown in Fig. 3. The energy of the compressed pulse is expected to
be > 2 J according to the measured diffraction efficiency of the pulse compression gratings, which
implies a peak power for the laser pulse of > 100 TW.

-20

0

20

Time [fs]
Fig. 3. Transform-limited pulse shape corresponding to the spectrum after
the double-pass amplifier (FWHM 17fs).

Table 1. Calculated gains, energies and intensities after each amplifiers.
Regenerative
amplifier

4-pass
amplifier

Double-pass
amplifier

Gain

-10'

-40

-10

Output energy

- 8 ml

-320 mJ

-3.6 J

-0.9 GW/cm2

~2.9GW/cm 2

~4.5GW/cm 2

Output intensity

-
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4. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have developed a simple model for ultrabroadband and ultrashort pulse
amplification including the effects of a pulse shaper for regenerative pulse shaping, gain narrowing
and gain saturation in the Ti: sapphire amplifiers in order to obtain the shortest compressed pulse,
while simultaneously increasing the amplifier efficiencies. This model has been used to design an
optimized Ti:sapphire amplifier system for producing efficiently pulses of < 20-fs duration with
approaching peak and average powers of 100 TW and 20 W.
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Abstract
Laser diode pumped all solid state, high repetition frequency (PRF) and high energy Nd:YAG
laser using zigzag slab crystals has been developed for the pumping source of Tksapphire CPA
system. The pumping laser installs two main amplifiers which compose ring type amplifier
configuration. The maximum amplification gain of the amplifier system is 140 and the
condition of saturated amplification is achieved with this high gain. The average power of
fundamental laser radiation is 250 W at the PRF of 200 Hz and the pulse duration is around 20
ns. The average power of second harmonic is 105 Wat the PRF of 170 Hz and the pulse duration
is about 16 ns. The beam profile of the second harmonic is near top hat and will be suitable for
the pumping of Tksapphire laser crystal. The wall plug efficiency of the laser is 2.0 %.
Keywords :Laser Diode, Nd:YAG, Zigzag Slab Crystal, Nonlinear Crystal, Master Oscillator
Power Amplifier

1. INTRODUCTION
In Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI), X-ray laser and laser acceleration driven
by a high peak power laser has been studied. And as one of the high peak power lasers,
development of high repetition rate Tksapphire CPA system has been carried out. Currently, a
high average power Ti: sapphire CPA system has been pumped by A/O Q-switched solid state
laser in which Nd:YAG,or Nd:YLF crystal is pumped by arc-Iampl>2-3). Although these solid state
lasers can be operated at very high pulse repetition frequency between 1 kHz and 5 kHz, their
pulse energy is limited to around 40 mJ because of the low energy of arc-lamp. Therefore, the
peak power and average power of CPA system is also limited around 0.1 TW and 5 W,
respectively. Some effort has been carried out to produce higher average power with higher peak
power. However, to achieve laser performance with ultra-high peak power at the PRF of kHz for
above stated applications, the development of high energy and high PRF pumping laser is
inevitable. Availability of high duty factor, high energy laser diode array leads to develop high
repetition frequency, high energy solid state laser with high efficiency. And so far, high
performance all solid state lasers have been developed4'5-6* for many applications such as
precision machining, X-ray photolithography, LIDAR, illuminator, etc. However, for the
pumping laser of CPA system, high spatial and temporal stability as well as high average power
and high PRF are strongly required because the damage threshold of Tksapphire crystal is the
same order as the saturation fluence. Therefore, we have been developing laser diode pumped all
solid state laser for the Tksapphire CPA system7-85. In this paper, we report bur present status of
the development of laser diode pumped all solid state laser which consists of an oscillator, a
preamplifier, two post amplifiers which compose ring type amplifier system, and image relay
telescopes.
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2. LASER DIODE PUMPED ND:YAG LASER SYSTEM
Figure 1 shows a schematic of laser diode pumped high repetition rate Nd:YAG laser. The laser
has MOPA configuration and consists of an oscillator, a preamplifier, and two post amplifiers. All
the laser heads install zigzag slab crystals in order to operate high repetition rate. And the both
ends of the crystals are cut at near Brewster's angle to obtain highly polarized laser light. The
master oscillator consists of a laser head, a Q-switch, cavity mirrors. Since the oscillator produces
a multi-mode laser beam, there is a pinhole in the cavity to select TEMoo mode laser beam. The
laser crystal used is 3 x 3 x 83 mm slab crystal and pumped by a laser diode array with the peak
power of around lkW. The pulse
energy of the oscillator is around 10
ml at the PRF of 200 Hz. Next to the
output mirror, there is a Faraday
isolator to prevent back reflection
from the amplifier system. The
preamplifier is a
double-side
pumped Nd:YAG laser amplifier.
The size of the laser crystal is 3 x 6
x 83 mm and it is pumped by two 2
kW laser diode arrays. The laser
pulse amplified in the preamplifier is
around 30mJ. After the preamplifier,
the laser beam is expanded to 5 x 20
mm using a cylindrical and a
Post-amplifier
spherical beam expanders. In two
Fig.l Schematic of high average power all solid state
post amplifier heads, slab laser
pumping laser
crystals with the dimension of 6 x 20
x 125 mm are placed. One of the
post amplifier is pumped from
single-side of the crystal by a laser
diode array with the peak power of
10 kW, shown in figure 2.
Another post amplifier is pumped by
two laser diode arrays from doubleside of the crystal. Each diode array
consists of 8 diode sub-arrays and
the maximum duty factor is around
20 %. The maximum stored energy
is about 1 J for single-side pumped
amplifier and 2 J for the doubleside pumped amplifier. These two
Amplifier module
Laser diode array
post amplifiers compose a ring type
double-pass amplifier
system
Fi
connected each with three image
g- 2 LD-pumped Nd:YAG amplifier module
relay telescopes. The amplified laser beam is transferred to a second harmonic generator (SHG)
with another image relay telescope. Before the SHG, the laser beam size is reduced by two
cylindrical lenses. The size of the laser beam is around 10 x 6 mm. As a nonlinear crystal, a LBO
crystal with the dimension of 10 x 8 x 15 mm is used. And the input energy fluence at the input
surface of the LBO crystal is around 2 J/cm2. Thermal characteristics of KTP crystal is also
studied because of its high conversion efficiency.

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF Nd:YAG LASER
Pulse duration is one of the important factors for the pumping of Ti:sapphire crystal. The
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pulse duration can be controlled by
changing the cavity length of the
oscillator or pumping power. By
60
20
using former method, higher pulse
- ^ - P u U e duration (1064 nm)
energy with long pulse duration is
A Pulse duration (532 nm)
50
# Average power
expected. Figure 3 shows the pulse
15
duration as a function of the cavity
4
length. The squares and circles show
the pulse duration and average .1 30
10
power, respectively. With the cavity
length of 30 cm, the pulse duration is £ 20
2
around 20 ns and the pulse duration
10
of 50 ns is obtained at the cavity
length of 100 cm. The average
output power is almost constant and
20
40
60
80
100
120
is about 10 W The triangles shows
Cavity Length (cm)
the pulse duration at 532 nm. The
pulse duration at the cavity length of Fig.3 Pulse duration and average power of master
osillator as a function of cavity length
30 cm is around 18 ns and that at the
cavity length of 100 cm is around 40 ns. Therefore, the pulse duration at 532 nm can be
controlled and the optimum pulse duration will be chosen for the pumping of Tksapphire CPA
system.
Figure 4 shows the pulse energy at
1064 nm as a function of laser diode
drive current. The triangles represent
1.5
PRF:100Hz
the pulse energy with one post
Oscillator energy: 10 mj
amplifier and the squares with two
post amplifiers. The pulse repetition
rate is 100 Hz. The output energy
increases with laser diode drive
Two post amplifier
current and 1.4 J at the drive current >>
of 45 A and 1.2 J at 40 A are
obtained, respectively. Since the
0.5
preamplified pulse energy is 30 mJ,
One post amplifier
the double-pass amplification gain is
about 13 with one post amplifier. The
product of small signal gain (go) and
gain length( 6 ) is around 2.6. This
45
40
25
35
50
30
low gain is due to that this post
LD Peak Drive Current (A)
amplifier is pumped from single side
of the crystal and has low stored Fig.4 Fundamental output energy as a funciton of LD
energy. And with two post amplifiers, drive current at the PRF of 100 Hz
the gain for the ring type double-pass
amplifier increases to 47. The go £ also increases and is 3.8. With this high amplification gain,
the condition of saturation amplification is achieved. Figure 5 shows the average power at 532
nm and energy conversion efficiency as a function of fundamental power into the LBO crystal.
The pulse repetition rate is 170 Hz and the laser diode array drive current 40 A. The pulse
duration of the LD drive current is 250 /us. The input fluence and the peak power are around
1.9 J/cm2 and 98 MW/cm2, respectively. The average power increases linearly with fundamental
power and is 105 W when the fundamental input power is 200W. The energy conversion
efficiency is observed to decrease gradually with fundamental input power. This may be due to
the heating of LBO crystal by the absorption of laser radiation. Figure 6 shows the pulse energy
at 532 nm as a function of pulse repetition rate. The pulse energy at the pulse repetition rate

I °

I
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of 100 Hz is 0.64 J and 0.62 J at
170 Hz. The figure shows that the
pulse energy is almost constant at
the pulse repetition rate between 100
Hz and 170 Hz. This is due to the
pulse energy of laser diode is also
almost constant between wide pulse
repetition rate. From the standpoint
of Ti: sapphire crystal pumping, the
intensity profile of green laser beam
is important. Because if it has a hot
spot with high peak power, the
Ti:sapphire crystal will be damaged.
Figure 7 shows the intensity profile
of second harmonic at the PRF of
170 Hz. In this measurement, the
image of the second harmonic is
relayed to CCD camera by an image
relay optics. The profile of green
laser beam is nearly homogeneous
and has near top hat. It is thought
that the green laser beam is suitable
for the pumping of Ti:sapphire
crystal. Although some of the small
peaks are observed, the peak power
of these peaks are not so high.
Therefore, Ti:sapphire crystal will
not be damaged. In the future, a
SBS reflector will be used to achieve
more homogeneous laser beam. The
efficiency of the pump laser is
important from the stand point of
realizing a compact pump laser
system. Figure 8 shows the progress
of wall plug efficiency and pulse
energy. In 1993, the wall plug
efficiency is around 1.3 % but in
1997 it becomes 2.0 %. The reason
of this is the use of large amplifier
with high amplification gain. At
present, the small gain of the
amplifier is nearly 4. therefore, the
input laser pulse from the oscillator
is amplified to high energy with first
amplification. And in the second
amplification in the ring system, the
condition of
the saturation
amplification is achieved and as a
result,
the energy
extraction
efficiency increases. In this pump
laser, one of the amplifier is pumped
from one side of the crystal by a
laser diode array. If it is also
pumped from both sides, the stored
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energy will increase. Therefore, an
amplification characteristics with
•Measurement
two double-side pumped amplifier
—Calculation
is studied. Measured and calculated
—Calculation With tow
double-side pumped amplifier
1.5
pulse energy at 1064 nm is shown
in figure 8 as a function of number
of passes in amplifier at the pulse
repetition rate of 170 Hz. In the
measurement, some optical loss in
3rd and 4th amplification is
observed and this is due to the
0.5
reflection loss at the input surfaces
of the amplifier which is near
I post amp.
Brewster's angle. The calculation
shows that if two post amplifiers are
2
3
Number of Passes
pumped from double-side of the
crystals, the output energy will
Fig.8 Measured and calculated pulse energy
increase to about 1.9 J. The energy
conversion efficiency is expected
to be over 50 % for LBO and 60 %
for KTP. Therefore, it will be expected to have around 1 J in green if the two both sides pumped
amplifier is used.

4. SUMMARY
"We developed all solid state pumping laser for the pumping of high repetition rate Ti: sapphire
CPA system. The pulse energy at 1064 nm is 1.25 J and the average power is 250 Wat the
repetition rate of 200 Hz. The pulse energy and average power at 532 nm are 0,62 J and 105 W
at the pulse repetition rate of 170 Hz, respectively. The wall plug efficiency of the laser is 2.0%.
It is shown by the calculation using Frantz-Nodvik equation that the pulse energy of around 1 J
at 532 nm will be expected, if two double-side pumped amplifier is used.
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ABSTRACT
We developed a prototype CPA laser system which is pumped by a all solid-state Nd:YAG
laser. In a preliminary experiment, the output energy of 52mJ before compression was obtained
when the pumping energy was 250mJ. To compensate the wavefront distortion, an adaptive optics
has been developed. By using this wavefront control system, the laser beam with the distortion of
0.15 A was obtained.
Keywords : Ultra short pulse laser, High peak power laser, LD-pumped laser, Chirped Pulse
Amplification (CPA), Multi-pass amplification, Adaptive optics, Wavefront
compensation
1. Introduction
An ultra high peak power laser with high repetition rate using Chirped Pulse Amplification
(CPA) is very attractive light source for the development of X-ray laser, laser induced high energy
particle acceleration, and for many other applications such as high field physics, laser processing,
etc. But in the conventional high peak power CPA system, the repetition rate has been restricted
up to lOHz because the pumping laser is pumped by flashlamps. Recently, a high repetition rate
CPA system has come into discussion and arc-lamp pumped, high repetition rate Nd:YAG and
Nd:YLF have been used as pumping light source*'^' '. Although these pumping lasers are able to
operate at kHz repetition rate region, the average power and peak power of the CPA system are
limited because of the low pulse energy of the pumping laser. Therefore, to obtain high average
power and high peak power in a Ti:sapphire CPA system, it is inevitable to develop a high
repetition rate and high energy pumping laser.
In order to realize high repetition rate, high average power, and ultra high peak power
laser, dispersion compensation is essentially important. The higher the peak power is, the higher
order dispersion has to be taken into consideration. And the thermal load into the laser crystal
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becomes more important with increasing the average power. Realization of laser beam of high
quality and stability by compensating the thermal load in the laser crystals is indispensable for the
above stated applications, because high thermal load causes the thermal lens effect as well as
inhomogeneous diffraction index distribution resulting in the dispersion errors which makes the
ultra short pulse width broader leading to the reduction of the peak power considerably.
In JAERI, to construct a high repetition rate, high average power CPA system, we have
been developing LD-pumped Nd:YAG green laser ' and the wavefront control system.
2. CPA system
Our
prototype
4 pass
Pul.scTi:sapphire CPA system is
1-OMComprcssor
uniolificr
prepared to obtain design data
for a higher average power
CPA laser system. The
schematic is shown in Fig.l.
m Pocke .Cell
The CPA laser system consists
LD-pumpod
of an ultra short pulse
LD-pumped
Nd:YAG
Nd:YAG
oscillator, a stretcher, a
Liner
asor
regenerative amplifier with a
pockels cell, a 2-pass preamplifier, a 4-pass postamplifier, a compressor, and a
wavefront control systems.
pig.i Schematic of
The pulse duration of the
Titsapphire CPA Laser System
oscillator is lOOfsec and output power is 300mW at lOOMHz when it is pumped by 5W CW green
laser. Then the laser pulse is stretched to lOOps. The stretched pulse is amplified by the
regenerative amplifier and 2-pass pre-amplifier. These regenerative and 2-pass pre-amplifier are
pumped by a 2.5W LD-pumped Nd:YAG laser of which pulse duration is around 50ns. The
green pump laser beam is divided into two, and one of which is used to pump regenerative
amplifier and the other to pump 2-pass pre-amplifier. The output pulse energy of the
regenerative amplifier is around lmJ, and that of 2-pass pre-amplifier is about 3mJ. After the 2pass amplifier, there is a second pockels cell to get a high contrast ratio. Then the laser pulse is
introduced into 4-pass post-amplifier which is pumped by another LD-pumped Nd:YAG laser.
After that, the laser pulse is compressed by a compressor. In order to compensate wavefront
distortion, the wavefront control system is placed after the compressor.
In this CPA system, the 4-pass amplifier is pumped by a Nd:YAG laser with the maximum
average power of 25W. Therefore, if the heat generated in the crystal can not be removed
efficiently, the temperature of the crystal increases. As the result, some effects are caused such as
thermal lensing, the shortening of the decay time of excited Ti which results in a decrease of
stored and output energy, etc. To avoid these effects, the crystal temperature has to be kept at
near room temperature.
Fig.2 shows the calculated temperature distribution of the Ti:sapphire crystal and its
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housing for the 4-pass amplifier when the input average power is 25W and the temperature of the
cooling water is 18°C. It indicates the highest temperature in the crystal will be 30°C. Judging
from this calculation, it is expected thermal effects caused by the pumping will be avoided by
using this crystal housing when the input average power is up to 25W. The compressed pulse
duration is shown in Fig.3. This measurement is done by optical delay back-ground free
autocorrelation using second harmonic generation
of KTP. The FWHM of the laser pulse is fit with

in
a>
CD
>

Time Delay

1OOfs

Fig.3 Compressed Laser Pulse Duration

Pumping Power
Temperature of Cooling Medium
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Fig.2 Temperature Distribution of
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square hyperbolic secant (Time bandwidth product is 0.315.) is 139fs. Fig.4 shows the
bandwidth of the laser pulse. The FWHM of the bandwidth is about 20nm and the center
wavelength is about 800nm. The intensity profiles of the output beam of 2-pass pre-amplifier and
4-pass post-amplifier are shown in Fig.5, both show good fits to Gaussian curves. Fig.6 shows the
output energy of 4-pass amplifier as a function of pump pulse energy. The input energy into the
amplifier is 3mJ. The output energy is 52mJ before compression with the repetition rate of lOHz
when the pumping energy is 250mJ. Our pumping laser is now operated at 200Hz, we intend to
increase the repetition rate from now on.
Now, 100W green laser has been
realized in JAERI, then much higher
pulse energy and higher peak power
can be expected by a CPA system.
However, if it is pumped by the 100W
laser beam, the temperature of the
crystal will increase.
So, thermal
characteristic of the Ti: sapphire has
Pumping Power
100 W
been studied by using a heat code.
Temperature of Cooling medium - 1 5 " C
Highest Temperature in Crystal
33* C
Fig.7
illustrates the
calculated
temperature distributions when a crystal
Fig.7 Temperature Distribution of
Ti:sapphire Crystal by 100W Pump
is pumped by the average power of
100W. The cooling medium flows on upper and lower sides of the crystal. The temperature
distribution shows a good symmetry. This calculation shows that highest temperature in the
crystal will be 33 °C when the temperature of the cooling medium is -15 °C. Using this crystal as a
second 4-pass amplifier, the average power of 20W will be obtained. And the peak power will be
expected to increase to around 2TW level when the pulse duration is lOOfs.
3. Wavefront Control System
Deformable Mlrroi
Fig.8 shows a schematic of the
CBIitiorphtype)
wavefront control system. The system
consists of a Shack-Hartmann type
wavefront sensor, a control computer, a
diagnostic computer, and a deformable
mirror. A part of the laser beam from
the CPA system is sampled by a beam
splitter, and the wavefront is measured
by the Shack-Hartmann type wavefront
Fig.8 Schematic of
sensor^. The conjugate surface on the
Wavefront Control System
deformable mirror is made by the
computer. Fig.9 illustrates the schematic of the Shack-Hartmann type sensor. The sensor
includes the array of stacked lenslets of 32 x 32, a CCD camera, and a point light source. Each
lenslet focuses the laser beam onto the CCD camera and a point light source generates a plane
wavefront as a reference. Then the local tilt of wavefront can be calculated from the difference
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between centroids of the reference
beam and the measured laser beam.
A Bimorph-type mirror is made
of two thin plates of piezoelectric
material stuck together, and the two
plates are oppositely poled. Then, when
a voltage is applied, the piezoelectric
effect leads to an opposite variation of
the transverse length of the two plates;
this results in bending the mirror. The
Bimorph-type mirror has much less
electrodes than a Stacked Array-type
mirror with piezoelectric actuators, then
the processing time by computer
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becomes shorter ' K The deformable
mirror has 13 electrodes as shown in
Fig. 10, which is operated in 13.5Hz.
The control computer makes the
deformable mirror a proper shape
according to the conjugate wavefront of
the measured one. The input beam is
expanded by lenses to fill the clear
aperture of the mirror. Aberrations of
these lenses are canceled because the
reference beam and the laser beam
propagate through the same optical
path.
Fig. 11 shows the results of the
measurements. The wavefronts in (a)
and (b) shown by the optical path
difference (OPD). Root Mean Square
of OPD is improved from 0.78 A (0.62
fx m) without wavefront control to 0.15
A (0.12/u m) during the control. (A
=800 fx m) And the peak value of Point
Spread Function (PSF ; calculated farfield pattern) increases from 10 to 62
with control shown in (c) and (d).
Judging from these results, the laser
beam after the compressor is about 6
times brighter in its far-field with
wavefront control. Fig. 12 shows the

Electrode

Fig. 10

Schematic of
Bimorph-type Deformable Mirror

Without Control

With Control

OPD

PSF

Fig. 11 Correction of Wavefront Distortion
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wavefront distortion in Root Mean
Square with control and
without
wavefront control as a function of time.
Without control, the
wavefront
distortion of 0.6 jum is observed.
However, the distortion is reduced less
than 0.2 /x m with control.

100
Time

150

200

250

(as)

Fig. 12 Wavefront Distortion
with and without Control
5. Summary
In Summary, the prototype all solid-state high average power Ti.sapphire CPA system was
constructed and the preliminary preliminary measurement has been studied at a low repetition
rate. The output average of 52mJ was obtained by the pumping energy of 250 mJ.
The performance at high repetition rate will be measured from now on.
And by using the adaptive optics to compensate the wavefront distortion of the CPA
system, the laser beam of high quality with the distortion of 0.15 X was obtained.
Our calculation shows if one more 4-pass post amplifier is installed, it will be able to
increase the peak power to TW level and the average power of 20W.
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2 3 . 80-W cw TEMoo IR beam generation by use of a laser-diode-side-pumped Nd:YAG rod laser
Susumu Konno, Shuichi Fujikawa, and Koji Yasui
Advanced Technology R&D Center
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation
8-1-1 Tsukaguchi, Amagasaki 661, Japan
E-mail: konno@lap.crl.melco.co.jp
Phone: 81-6-497-7110
Fax: 81-6-497-7288

Abstract
We have demonstrated high-efficient and high-power operation of a diode-side-pumped Nd:YAG
rod laser. The laser has a simple and scalable configuration consisting of a diffusive pumping
reflector and an advanced cavity configuration for polarization-dependent bifocusing
compensation.

1. Introduction
Compact, electrically-efficient, scalable, and high brightness IR beam sources are desired for
various applications in material processing and frequency conversion. Diode-pumped solid-state
lasers are promising approaches satisfying these requirements. Diode-pumping could reduce the
size and weight of the system, and could increase the electrical-to-optical conversion efficiency,
reliability, and lifetime.
Several tens W of TEMQ0 IR beams have been generated by using end-pumping configuration,1
or side-pumping configuration with fiber-coupled diodes2'3 and zigzag slab laser geometry.4
However, in the end-pumping configuration, further enhancement of the output power is limited
by the thermal fracture of the laser material.5 In the side-pumping configuration, fiber-coupled
diodes or slab-shaped laser material are relatively expensive and could reduce the overall system
efficiency.
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In this paper, we report a scalable and efficient approach for high-power multi transverse mode
and TEM

mode IR beam generation of a diode-side-pumped Nd:YAG laser. The laser has a

diffusive-close-coupled side pumping configuration that we name CIDER (Close-Coupled
Internal Diffusive Exciting Reflector)

6>7 8

' with an advanced cavity configuration, we name

HIPER(High-Brightoess Polarization-dependence Erased Resonator).9

2. Experimental setup
Figure 1 shows the schematic drawings of the pumping configuration and the resonator
configuration.
25-W Diode Laser Array
Diffusive Reflector
Glass Tube

Optical Thin Plate
Nd.YAG Rod

(a)

Quartz rotator
Total reflector

Partial reflector

Diode Arrays
(b)
Fig.l. Schematic drawing of the (a) pumping module, and (b) resonator configuration.

Each pump head consists of eight lcm long linear diode-arrays (808nm wavelength) and a Nd:
YAG rod (4 mm in diameter, 70 mm in length, 0.6 % in Nd doping) that is surrounded by a flow
tube and diffusive reflectors. Diode arrays are located symmetrically around the rod. Without any
focusing elements or optical alignments, more than 97% of the diode power is coupled into the
diffusive reflector through a thin plate by total internal reflection. Each diode beam is absorbed
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into the laser rod both directly and also after multiple-reflection on the reflector. Detailed
description of the pumping configuration is previously reported8. The IR operation was
performed with a symmetrical 1.1m convex-convex resonator (R = 200 mm, T=ll%) for TEMQ0
mode operation and a 0.3m concave-concave (R=2m,T=8%) short cavity for low-brightness
operation. A 90°-polarization-rotation quartz rotator is placed between two uniformly pumped
Nd:YAG rods for polarization-dependent bifocusing compensation.
As described in Fig.4, the technical point of this resonator configuration is to cancel out the
bifocusing of the two polarization directions (<|>-polarization and r-polarization). The focal length
variation within the rod cross section could significantly degrade the laser performance.
Therefore, uniform pumping of the rods is required. Detailed description of the basic mechanism
of this resonator configuration is described elsewhere9. We measured the output power with a
calorimetric power meter and the beam quality by a Coherent's M2 meter.

3. Experimental results
Laser performance obtained with low-brightness operation (M2=45) was shown in Fig.2. The
laser output power of 147W was obtained at 386W and 992W of diode pumping power and
electrical input power for laser diodes, respectively.

0.5

150

1
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1-100
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Output
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I
100

I
200

I
300

I
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o5.

9

5*
0.15 &
-

0

400

0.05 §
<5
1
800

0.00
1200

Electric Input Power (W)

Fig.2(a)

Fig.2(b)

Fig.2 Laser output (a) as a function of the total diode output power, (b) as a function of the
electrical input power.
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These values are corresponding to 38.1% of optical-to-optical conversion efficiency and
14.8% of electrical-to-optical conversion efficiency. To our knowledge, these values are the
highest numbers for diode-side-pumped Nd.YAG lasers and the electrical -to-electrical conversion
efficiency is comparable with that of CO2 lasers.
Lasing performance of TEM

mode operation is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of the total

diode output power. To show the effect of bifocusing compensation, we also showed laser
performance obtained without bifocusing compensation,thus without a quartz rotator between the
rods. The highest TEM

output power of 80W was generated at 386 W of total diode output

power with the beam quality of M 2 =l.l. Although the M2 changed slightly between 1.1-1.7, the
beam profile was always Gaussian. While, without the bifocusing compensation, the beam quality
degraded to M 2 ~3. and the highest output power decreased by 19 %. The temporal stability of the
output power was also improved by introducing the bifocusing compensation. With bifocusing
compensation, the average power remained stable with less than 1% fluctuation, while, without
bifocusing compensation, the output power instability was more than 3%.

I
T
T
100 - without compensation
•
output power
_
•
Beam Quality: M

80

60

10
8

with compensation
•
output power
O

Beam Quality: M

CD

3
SL

Q.

•3
o
or

40
20
0

I
I
280
320
360
400
Total diode output power (W)

Fig.3. IR cw output power and beam quality as a function of the total diode output power obtained with and
without bifocusing compensation.
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Figure 4 shows the stability zone calculation of the resonator for TEMQ0 mode operation with
and without bifocusing compensation. When a quartz rotator was placed between the Nd:YAG
rods, thus with bifocusing compensation, the beam diameter at the rod was almost identical for
both polarization directions (r-polarization and ^-polarization), as shown in Fig. 4 (a). While,
without a quartz rotator, thus without bifocusing compensation, stability zone separates for both
polarization directions, as shown in Fig. 4 (b). This separations leads to inefficient and unstable
operation.

2.0

e

- • ' - ; :

^0.5 -

(((-polarization

-

r-polarization
|

i

0.0

I

CO

280

i

320

i

i

360

i

400

total diode output power (W)
Fig.4.(a)

I

CO

280

<t>-polarization
_
r-polarization
I
I
320 360 400

total diode output power (W)
Fig.4.(b)

Fig.4, Stability zone calculation (a)with bifocusing compensation and (b) without bifocusing
compensation.

This calculation is based on non-lasing thermal loading of the Nd: YAG rod. Therefore, the
experimentally observed operation zone is slightly offset toward higher pumping region as shown
in Fig. 3.

4. Summary
We have reported efficient and high power IR operation. In TEM

mode operation, 80-W IR

beam was obtained with 20.7 % of the optical-to-optical and 8.06 % of the electrical-to-optical
conversion efficiency. In addition, 147W of multi-transverse-mode IR beam was extracted with
38.1 and 14.8% of optical-to-optical and electrical-to-optical conversion efficiency, respectively.
These values were obtained with diode-side-pumped Nd: YAG lasers by using the combination of
a diffusive close-coupled pumping module and the bifocusing compensation. Since, the
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configuration is simple and scalable, we believe further enhancement of the output power should
be possible by increasing the pumping power.
The authors thank K. Yoshizawa , S. Yagi, and M. Tanaka for supporting and encouraging our
research.
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24. Reliability of Czochralski-grown P-BaB2O4(BBO) Devices
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Abstract
We have achieved more than 1000 hours-operation in 266 nm-continuous wave (CW), 100 mWgeneration of all-solid-state-UV laser system using Czochralski (Cz)-grown P-BaB2O4(BBO) crystal
devices. Absorption of the Cz-grown crystal for e-ray at 266 nm was improved to 1%/cm, which is
one-third lower than that of the crystal grown by top seeded solution growth(TSSG) method.
Degradation rate of 266 nm generation, using 7 kHz repetition rate laser diode pumped Q switched
Nd: YAG laser as a fundamental light source, was one order of magnitude lower than that of
TSSG-crystal. Surface roughness of the crystal was better than 0.3 rms.-nm. HfO2 film with
extremely high adhesion was deposited on the surfaces using reactive low voltage ion plating method.
Our devices can be put to practical use in areas of photolithography, micro fabrication, material
processing and ultra high density optical disk mastering.
Keywords: All-solid-State CWUV laser, Czochralski, BBO, Top Seeded Solution Growth,
Laser Scanning Tomography, Photolithography,

1. Introduction
We have developed an all-solid state 266 nm CW UV laser system using an external frequency
conversion cavity with a nonlinear optical device [1,2]. As far as we know, there has been no
report on long-term reliability in such a laser system. Recently, we have achieved long-term
reliability of the system using a Cz:grown BBO device in CW operation. This results from the
improvement of surface roughness of BBO and durability of optical coating on the surfaces as
well as reduction of bulk optical loss. In this paper, we report the crystal quality, fabrication
processes and reliability of our system.
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2. Crystal Growth
We adopted the Czochralski method, because Czochralski grown crystals have a higher damage
threshold than TSSG-crystals [3]. Refining the Cz-growing method reported by Itoh et al [4], we
obtained BBO crystals 2" in diameter and 1" in length. Actual growth time was only about 8 hours.
Except for damage threshold data [5], few data were available. For example, data on internal
scattering and optical loss are not available. These data are important for designing and fabricating
optical devices. We compared BBO crystals grown by these two different growth techniques.

2.1 Evaluation of Crystal quality
2.1.1 Laser Scanning Tomography
The quality of these two crystals was evaluated using laser scanning tomography [6]. As shown in
Fig. 1, no extreme scatters could be observed in Cz-crystal but many scattering sources were observed
in a TSSG-crystal, mostly impurities and dislocations decorated by impurities taken into the crystal
from the flux. This difference is supported by the result of Inductively Coupled Plasma -Atomic
Emission Spectrometry (ICP-AES) measurement that the concentration of impurities in the Cz-BBO
was less than that in the TSSG-BBO.

t
tf
%;.

Cz Crystal

i«

TSSG Crystal

Fig. 1 Internal scattering observed using
laser scattering tomography
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UV absorption

We also measured the UV transparency of these crystals, shown as Fig. 2. The optical loss of the
Cz-crystal was a few times lower than the TSSG-crystal. We think that this comes from scattering and
absorption of impurities. Better transparency of Cz-BBO is needed for good UV devices .
2.1.3 Evaluation of crystal quality using high-repetition-rate Q-switched Nd:YAG laser.
We evaluated the crystal quality using 266 nm UV generation system of laser diode pumped
high-repetition-rate Q-switched Nd:YAG laser [1]. The 1064 nm fundamental light was
frequency-converted using lithium triborate (LBO) and BBO stage. The average power of this system
was about 2.6 W @ 532 nm and 0.8 W @ 266 nm. High repetition-rate-pulsed laser light causes
optical damage, hence the UV generating power degrade. We select low degradation rate device
samples of the bulk crystal. Our typical Cz-BBO showed a 0.1 % /H degradation rate, which was better
by almost one order of magnitude than two pieces of TSSG-BBO supplied by outside vendors, shown
as Fig. 3. We think this suggests a correlation between degradation rate in pulsed operation andUV
absorption. The best in-house BBO shows a 0.05 %/H degradation rate, as is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig.2 Optical loss in e-ray polarization.
The optical loss of Cz-crystal was a few
times better than TSSG-crystal.
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3. Process
Our device fabrication process is shown Table 1. The most important procedures in this sequence
are optical polishing and coating the surfaces .
3.1 Optical polishing
The fabrication of

BBO has been thought to be difficult, because of a little deliquescence and a

weak cleavage parallel to the c-plane of BBO. In general, the surface scattering loss is proportional to
the square of rms. roughness and the inverse square of wavelength, so we had to make a better optical
surface for the purpose of devices operating in the UV range than in the VIS and NIR range . We have
not only employed a very precise polishing machine and high-quality polishing materials , but also
optimized the polishing conditions . We achieved a 0.3 nm rms. roughness super optical surface. We
were careful to avoid water and/or moisture from the polished BBO surface during cleaning and
drying process.
3.2 Anti-reflection (AR) coating
We successfully coated BBO crystal surfaces which have a small amount of deliquescence. HfO2
and MgF 2 were deposited on the surfaces. HfO2 was deposited using Balzers BAP 800 reactivelow-voltage ion plating system [7]. The film deposited by ion plating had little spectral shift and little
reflection change under the hot and humid atmosphere. MgF 2 was deposited using the standard
electron beam process. The coating provides less than 0.2 %-total optical loss in a cavity at 532 nm
wavelength and has good durability for 900 kW/cm2at 532 nm and for 270 W/cm2at 266 nm in our
system. Optical coating on the BBO crystal surfaces have the function not only as an AR coating but
also as a protective layer from a trace of moisture in the air.

Cutting
Direction Correction
Inspection Polishing
Evaluating Bulk Crystal
Dicing to Devices
Polishing
Cleaning and Drying
Optical Coating
Inspection

X-ray Laue Pattern
Accuracy ± 0.1 deg
rms. Roughness 0.7 nm
Homogenity, Transparency
Accuracy ± 0.1 mm
rms. Roughness 0.3 nm
Water Free
AR Coating, Ion Plating
Outlook, UV Degradation

Table 1 Fabrication process
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4. Long-term reliability in CW generation
We evaluated 266 nm output power and cavity loss for incident green power. Figure 4 shows a
schematic of the BBO evaluation system. The cavity is put into a container, from which all grease is
removed. Nitrogen gas is flowed into the container to purge outgas. Long-term reliability data is
shown in Fig. 5. 266 nm output power was very stable for over one thousand hours. No optical
damage on the crystal surfaces could be found even using a microscope. After 1000 hours operation,
30 mWincreasing of the input green power was needed to keep 266 nm output power at 100 mW.
This means there was an the increase in the cavity loss for green power. The calculated cavity loss in
this experiment is shown in Fig. 6. Total cavity loss for green power was calculated using incident
green power into the external resonant BBO cavity and power converted to 266 nm. In this system, it
is difficult for green light to be coupled with the cavity, when the cavity loss is more than 0.7%.
Considering this value as a criterion , an additional 1000 hours might be expected. Some samples
show much small increasing rate of cavity loss. We are measuring these now.

surface polish

Fig.4 Schematic of the

coating

266 nm
100 mW

532 nm

external cavity

Power density 532 nm 900kW/cm2
266 nm 270 W/cm2

200
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Time [hour]
Fig. 5

0.00
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100 mW, 1000 hours operation

Fig. 6 Total cavity loss vs. operation time
of UV generation.

of the 266 nm CW laser
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5. Summary
We have refined a method of growing Cz-BBO which has low scattering and optical loss. The device
fabrication technique and AR coating process suited for BBO have been improved. We operated BBO
devices which generated 100 mWUV light for more than 1000 hours.
Hence, an all-solid-state-CW-UV laser system using Cz-grown BBO crystal devices is expected to
find many applications.
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Basket"

Science Hall

coffee

Room A

Room B

Room C

AV Room
(Chairman) K.Hirsta
Report from ICFA
working croups
JAERI workshop
Summary

-
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SPECIAL EVENTS
1. Welcoming Reception
Monday, July 14 from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m] at the restaurant "Bread Basket"
in the Kyoto Research Park, Conference site.
It is a great of pleasure for JAERI-Kansai to invite all the workshop attendees
and their guests to this event.
2.Commemorative Photography
[Wednesday, July 16 at 5:00 p.Tnl at the gate of the Kyoto Research Park,
Conference site.
3.Banquet
^Wednesday, July 16 from 6:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. [at a Japanese style
restaurant "ROKUSEI", near Gion, Kyoto.
The bus will leave for Banquet from Conference site at 5:30 p.m..
Attendance at this event is covered in the registration fees. Bringing guest
tickets may be purchased for¥3,000(Yen) per person at the registration desk.
After the banquet, everyone can enjoy the Gion Festival Eve and/or the Gion
Corner (one of optional tours).
4. "Gion Corner" after the Banquet
(Optional Tours-1)
[Wednesday, July 16 from 7:40 p.m.| at Gion Corner.
After the banquet, the bus will leave for the Gion Corner, 1st Floor of Yasaka
Hall, Gion, Kyoto.
This place offers visitors a chance to enjoy traditional Japanese arts such as
the tea ceremony, flower arrangement as well as Japanese performance of
Bunraku (puppets), Kyo-mai (Kyoto-style dance) of Geisha girls etc.. The
entry fee for this tour is ¥2,500 Yen.
5. Gion Festival "Yamahoko Junko"
(Optional Tours-2)
[Thursday, July 17 in the morning|.
The bus will pick up the participator at each hotels (HOTEL KEIHAN (EL
INN) 9:00, NEW MIYAKO HOTEL 9:05, RIHGA ROYAL HOTEL 9:10,
GINKAKU 9:15).
This is the climax of the Gion Festival. A sightseeing of the parade of
Yamahoko (decorated traditional floats) at a special gallery is also scheduled
on the morning of July 17.
-
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Joint plenary session
Monday,

July

14

[Science Hall]
8:00

-

9:45

[Registration]
[ Coffee ]

9:45 — 11:15
9:45 10:15

10:15

-

10:45

10:45

— 11:15

(Chairman)
KNakajima
[Welcome Address]

Y.Nishida
(utsunomiya u.)

"Plasma Based Cross-Field Particle
Acceleration with High Power Microwave"

C.Clayton

"Second Generation Beatwave Experiments
at UCLA"

(UCLA)

11:15

-

11:45

11:45 13:15
11:45 12:15

12:15

— 12:45

[Coffee]
(Chairman)
H.Dewa
(JAERl)
M.Downer

D.Umstadter
"KEK-JAERI-U.Tokyo Experiments of
High Energy Gain Laser Wakefield Acceleration"
"Laser Wakefield Acceleration Experiments"

(University of Texas)

12:45
13:15

-

-

13:15
14:40

14:40 15:00
14:40 15:00

RAmiranoff
(LULI)
[Lunch]

"The Laser Wakefield Program at
Ecole Polytechnique"

(Chairman)
N.Barov

W.Gai
"The UCLA/ANL Plasma Wakefield Experiment"

(UCLA)

15:00

— 15:20

A.M.Koudriavtsev "Plasma Wake-Field Acceleration for
(Budker institute of High Energies: Physics and Perspectives"
Nuclear Physics)

15:20

-

15:40

R.Assmann
(SLAC)

"Proposal for a lGeV Plasma-Wakefield
Acceleration Experiment at SLAC"

15:40

-

16:00

P.Chen

"Proposal for a FFTB Plasma Lens Experiment
a t SLAC"

(SLAC)

16:00

-

16:30

16:30 18:00
16:30 — 18:00
18:00 — 20:00

[Coffee]
(Chairman)
Y.Kitagawa
Working Group Introductory Talks and Organization
[Reception]
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Joint plenary session
Wednesday,

July

16

[Science Hall]
14:00 - 17:00
14:00 - 14:30

(Chairman)
C.Barty

H.Takuma
" From T-cubed to U-cubed:
The Evolution of Ultrafast, Ultrabright,
Ultrapowerful Amplification Systems"

14:30 -

15:00

K.Yamakawa

" Development of an Ultrahigh
Brightness Laser Source at JAERI"

15:00 -

15:30

J.P.Chambaret

" Towards Ultra-high Peak Power
with Femtosecond Laser at
High Repetition Rate"

15:30 -

16:00

[Coffee]

16:00 -

16:30

G.Mourou

"Ultrahigh Peak Power Laser for Particle
Acceleration : Present and Future"

16:30 -

17:00

T.Tajima

"High Field Science"
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Joint plenary session
F r i d a y ,

J u l y

18

[AV ROOM]

8:30

-

9:00

9:00 - 11:00
9:00 - 10:30
10:30 -

11:00

[Coffee]
(Chairman)

TArisawa

KHirata
"Report from ICFA working groups"
"JAERI workshop Summary"

(JAERI)
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First JAERI-Kansai International Workshop
on
Ultrashort-Pulse Ultrahigh-Power Lasers
and Simulations for Laser-Plasma Interactions
14 to 18 July 1997
Kyoto Research Park
Kyoto, JAPAN

organized by International Committee for Future Accelerators (ICFA)
Eosted by High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK)
and Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI)

joined by
13th Advanced ICFA Beam Dynamics Workshop
and 1st ICFA Novel and Advanced Accelerator Workshop:
the Second Generation Plasma Accelerators

as

Joint ICFA/JAERI-Kansai International Workshop '97
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JAERI workshop
Tue s day,

July

15

[AVROOM]
8:3.0

-

9:00

9:00 10:30
9:00 — 9:30

9:30

-

10:00

[Coffee]
(Chairman)
Y.Kurihara
(KEK)

KMima
"Polarized Positron Generation for J L C u s i n g a
H i g h Power Pico-second CO2 L a s e r System"

J.MENDONCA

"Recent Result on Photon Acceleration"

(INSTITUTE SUPERIOR
TECNICO)

10:00
10:30

-

10:30 I.Pogorelsky
(BNL)
11:00
[Coffee]

11:00 12:30
11:00 — 11:30

11:30

-

12:00

"Staged Electron Laser Accelerator STELLA
Experiment at Brookhaven ATF"

(Chairman)
Y.Ueshima
(JAERI)

R.More
"Simulation of Intense Laser and Dense
Matter Interactions - X ray Generation
and Laser absorption -"

A.ANDREEV
(Visiting Prof.

"Scattering and Absorption of MultyTW
Picosecond Laser Pulse by Solid Targets"

in ILE Osaka U.)

12:00
12:30

-

12:30
14:00

14:00 15:30
14:00 14:30

K.Mima
(ILE, Osaka U.)
[Lunch]

"Intense Short Pulse Propagation and
Interactions in Overdense Plasmas"

(Chairman)
H.Takabe
(ILE, Osaka U.)

M.Skoric
"Integrated Code Development for Studying
Laser Driven Plasma Physics"

14:30

-

15:00

K.Nishihara
(Osaka U.)

"3d Particle Simulations on Ultra Short
Laser Interaction"

15:00

-

15:30

T.Zolotoukhina

"Energy Transfer in the Process of
Diatomic-Surface Collision"

(AIST)

15:30

-

16:00

16:00 17:30
16:00 16:30

16:30

-

17:00

[ Coffee ]
(Chairman)
K.Moribayashi
(JAERI)

M.Skoric
(Vinca Institute

KNishihara
"Ultrafast Atomic Process in X-ray
Emission by Inner-shell Ionization".
Kengo Moribayashi, Akira Sasaki*
and Toshiki Tajima
"Stimulated Raman Back-scattering
at High Laser Intensities"

/JAERI)

17:00

-

17:30

T.Utsumi
(JAERI)

"Plasma Simulation with the Differential
Algebraic-CIP Scheme"
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JAERI workshop

Wednesday,

July

16

[AV ROOM]
8:30

-

9:00

9:00 10:30
9:00 — • 9:30

[Coffee]

(Chairman)
J.Chihara
(JAERl)

J.Koga
"Correlations in a Partially Degenerate
Electron Plasma"

9:30

-

10:00

T.Kato
(NIFS)

10:00

-

10:30

R.More
"Theory and Simulation of Short-Pulse Laser
(Lawrence Livermore
Interactions". R.More, R.Walling, D.Price,
National Laboratory) G.Guethlein, A.Osterheld, J.Dunn and
R.Stewart

10:30

-

11:00

11:00 12:30
11:00 — 11:30

11:30

— 12:00

12:00

12:30

-

"Time Dependent H-like and He-like
Al Lines Produced by Ultra-Short Pulse Laser"

[Coffee]

(Chairman)
A.Sasaki
(JAERl)
Y.Kishimoto

H.Takabe
"Modeling of collisional excited X-ray lasers
using short pulse laser pumping"

(JAERI)

"Cluster Plasma and its Linear and Nonlinear
Properties"

— 12:30

S.Peng
(Aizu U.)

"Design of Optimal Array Processors for
Division-Free Linear System Solving"

14:00

[Lunch]
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JAERI workshop
Thur s day,

July

17

[AVROOM]
9:00

-

14:00

14:00 15:40
14:00 14:25

[ Gion Festival ]

(Chairman)
T.Itoh
(JAERl)

T.Matoba
"Numerical Simulation F o r Extremely
Chirped Pulse Using An Optical Fiber"

14:25

—

14:50

I.Pogorelsky
(BNL)

"Emerging T e r a w a t t Picosecond CO2
L a s e r Technology"

14:50

—

15:15

S.Biswal
(University of

"Chirped Pulse Amplification in a Ytterbium
Glass Regenerative Amplifier"

Michigan)

15:15

15:40

—

-

15:40

16:00

16:00 — 18:05
16:00 ~
16:25

A.Nishimura
(JAERl)

[Coffee]

(Chairman)
S.Matsuoka
(JAERI)

16:25

-

16:50

"Flashlamp P u m p e d TiS F r e e - R u n n i n g L a s e r
for Y t t e r b i u m Glass CPA"

Y.Maruyama
(JAERI)

S.Harayama
(JAERI)

G.Mourou
"Efficient a n d High E n e r g y Ti:Sapphire
Amplifiers for U l t r a - S h o r t Pulse Amplification".
Shinichi Matsuoka,Makoto Aoyama,Koichi
Yamakawa
"R&D of LD-Pumped H i g h Average Power
Solid-State L a s e r for t h e P u m p i n g of
H i g h Average Power Ti: s a p p h i r e CPA system"

16:50

-

17:15

17:15

-

17:40
S.Konno
"80W-cw-TEMOO IR B e a m Generation by U s e
(Mitsubishi Electric Corporation
of a Laser-Diode-Side-Pumped NdfYAG Rod
Advanced Research R&D Center) Laser". S u s u m u Konno, Shuichi Fujikawa,
a n d Koji Yasui

17:40

-

18:05

N.Umezu
(SONY Corp.

"Development of All Sblid-State,High Average
Power U i t r a - S h o r t Pulse L a s e r for X-ray
Generation"

"Reliability of a Czochralski-Grown
13 -BaB2O4 Crystal"

Research Center)

-
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13th Advanced ICFA Beam Dynamics Workshop
and 1st ICFA Novel and Advanced Accelerator Workshop:
the Second Generation PlasmaAccelerators

14 to 18 July 1997
Kyoto Research Park
Kyoto, JAPAN

organized by International Committee for Future Accelerators (ICFA)
hosted by High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK)
and Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI)

joined by
1st JAERI Workshop on Ultrashort-Pulse Ultrahigh-Power Lasers
and Simulations for Laser-Plasma Interactions

as

Joint ICFA/JAERI-Kansai International Workshop '97
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Program
July 14 (Mon)
800-945 registration
945-1115 K.Nakajima, chairman
945-1015 welcome
Hirata(ICFA), Amiranoff(ICFA), Ohno(JAERI)
1015-1045 Y. Nishida(Utsunomiya U.) Plasma Based Cross-Field Particle Acceleration
with High Power Microwave
1045-1115 C. Clayton(UCLA) Second Generation Beatwave Experiments at UCLA
1115-1145 coffee
1145-1315 D.Umstadter, chairman
1145-1215 H. Dewa(JAERI) KEK-JAERI-U.Tokyo Experiments of High Energy Gain
Laser Wakefield Acceleration
1215-1245 M. Downer(U.Texas, Austin) Laser Wakefield Acceleration Experiments
1245-1315 F. Amiranoff(LULI) The Laser Wakefield Program at Ecole Polytechnique
1315-1440 lunch
1440-1600 W.Gai, chairman
1440-1500 N.Barov(UCLA) The UCLA/ANL Plasma Wakefield Experiment
1500-1520 A.M.Kudryavtsev(BINP) Plasma Wake-Field Acceleration for High
Energies: Physics and Perspectives
1520-1540 R. Assmann(SLAC) Proposal for a lGeV Plasma-Wakefield Acceleration
Experiment at SLAC
1540-1600 P. Chen(SLAC) Proposal for a FFTB Plasma Lens Experiment at SLAC
1600-1630 coffee
1630-1800 Y. Kitagawa, chairman
introductory talks by working group chairmen (J.Rosenzweig, T.Katsouleas, T.Tajima)

July 15 (Tue)-17 (Thu)
Working Group Sessions
Group I injection and dynamics of accelerated beams,
chaired by K. Yokoya, and J.Rosenzweig
Group II dynamics of plasma-wave drivers (lasers in LWFA and beams in PWFA) and plasmas
chaired by T. Katsouleas and K.Nakajima
Group III near-term and far-term applications of plasma accelerators
chaired by T.Tajima and P.Chen

Julyl8(Fri)
900-1030 H.Hirata, chairman
Working Group Summary Reports and Closing
to be followed by JAERI Workshop Summary
-
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Proposed Talks at the Working Group Sessions
If you want to make talks in addition to those listed below,
(or if you find anything wrong in the list),

please contact the working group chairmen,
preferably within July 14, Monday.

Group I
D.Bernard: Electron Capture in the Laser Wake-Field Acceleration Experiment
R.Hemker: Cathodeless, High Brightness Electron Beam Production by Multiple Laser Pulses in
Plasmas
N.Kirihara:Vp x B Electron Linear Accelerator with TE-wave Assisted by Plasma for Beam
stabilization
F.Pegoraro:Nonlinear Electrodynamics of the Interaction of Ultraintense Laser Pulses with a Thin
Foil
M.Uesaka: Femtosecond Electron Injection for Laser Wakefield Acceleration
D.Umstadter: Laser Injection and Wakefield Acceleration in a Guided Channel
X.Wang: Femto-Second Micro-bunched Electron Beam Generation using IFEL

Group II
N. Andreev:The Problems of Laser Wake Field Acceleration in Plasma Channels
S.Bulanov: Variety of Nonlinear Wave-Breaking
P.Chen: Laser Pulse Shaping and the Laser-Plasma Coupling Efficiency
M.Downer: Lasers for Accelerators
W.Gai: High Current Electron Drive Beam for Plasma Wakefield Acceleration
H.Hojo: Particle Acceleration by Subcycle Laser Pulses
J.Koga/Y.Kishimoto: Simulation of Short Pulse Laser Propagation and Wake Field Generation
Including Ionization and Polarization Effects
K.Lotov: Simulation of Ultrarelativistic Beam Dynamics in Plasma Wake-Field Accelerator
M.Mori: Ultra Intense Glass Laser System and Laser-Plasma Interactions
K.Nakajima: Developments of Laser Wakefield Accelerators at JAERI-Kansai
R.Sugihara: Electron Acceleration by Two Colinear, Overlapping Laser Beams
L.Tsintsadze-.Nonlinear Wakefields in an Electron-Positron-Ion Plasma
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Group III
D.Bernard: One GeV Acceleration with Laser Wake-Field in the Linear Regime
P.Chen: Testing Unruh Radiation in Plasma Wavefronts
I.Pogorelsky : Prospects for LWFA and electron-positron colliders using CO2 laser drivers
A.Ogata : Laser/Plasma Accelerator in Terminology of RF Linac
T.Tajima : Laser Collider at a Quantum Operating Regime
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Joint ICFA/JAERI-Kansai International Workshop '97
July 14 - 18 , .1997
List of the Registrants(106) and Paticipants(106)
O : Registrants
# : Paticipants

Nue
A
o • Akahane, Yutaka
o • Amiranoff, Francois
o»ANDREEV, Alexandre A.
o • Andreev, Nikolai E.
o • Arisawa, Takashi
o • Assmann, Ralph W.
B
o • Barov, Nikolai
o • Barty, Christopher P. J.
o • Bernard, Denis
o • Biswal, Subrat
o • Bulanov, Sergei V.
C
o»CHAMBARET, Jean - Paul
o • Chen, Pisin
o • Chihara, Jyunzo
o • Clayton, Chris
D
o • Dewa, Hideki
o • Downer, Mike
E
o • Endo, Akira
F
o • Ferrario, Massimo
G
o • Gai, Wei
H
o • Harayama, Sayaka
o • Hatsuda, Yoshio
o • Henker, Roy G
o • Hirata, Kohj i
o • Hizanidis, Kyriakos
o • Ho jo, Hi tosh i
I
o • lhara, Hi toshi
o • | izumi, Masashi
o • Ikegami, Masanori
o • Inoue, Makoto
o • | toh, Tami take
K
o • Kando, Masaki
o • Kato, Takako
o • Katsouleas, Thomas C.
o • Kawachi, Tetsuya
o • Kawanishi, Shun-ichi
o • Kirihara, Naotoshi
o • Ki sh i mo to, Yasuaki
o • Kobayashi, Katsuyuki
o • Koga, James
o • Konno, Susumu
o • Kotaki, Hideyuki
o • Koudriavtsev, Andrey M.
• Koyama, Kazuyoshi
o • Kumada, Masayuki
o • Kurihara, Yoshimasa
o • Kuroda, Hiroto
L
o • Lotov, Konstantin V.
V
o • Waruyama, Toraoyuki

Affliction
JAERI, JAPAN
LULI, FRANCE
Visiting Prof, in ILE Osaka U., JAPAN
HEDRC of RAS, RUSSIA
JAERI, JAPAN
SLAC, U. S. A.
ANL, U. S. A.
Univ. California, San Diego, U. S. A.
LPNHE, Ecole Polytechnique, FRANCE
University of Michigan,
General Phys. Inst. , Moscow, RUSSIA
LOA - ENSTA, FRANCE
SLAC, U. S. A.
JAERI, JAPAN
UCLA, U. S. A.
JAERI, JAPAN
University of Texas .U.S.A.
SHI, JAPAN
INFN-LNF, ITALY
ANL, U. S. A.
JAERI, JAPAN
NEC G&E Div,
UCLA, U. S. A.
KEK, JAPAN
NATIONAL TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF ATHENS, GREECE
Tsukuba U., JAPAN
JAERI, JAPAN
JAERI, JAPAN
NSRF, ICR, Kyoto U., JAPAN
Kyoto U., JAPAN
JAERI, JAPAN
Kyoto U./JAERI, JAPAN
NIFS, JAPAN
Univ. Southern Cal ifornia , Dept. EE-Electrophysics, U. S. A.
RI KEN, JAPAN
JAERI, JAPAN
Utsunomiya U., JAPAN
JAERI, JAPAN
Femtos-econd Technology Research Association, JAPAN
JAERI, JAPAN
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation Advanced Research R&D Center, JAPAN
JAERI, JAPAN
Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics .RUSSIA
JAPAN
NIRS, JAPAN
KEK, JAPAN
Institute for Solid State Physics, Univ. of Tokyo, JAPAN
Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics .RUSSIA
JAERI, JAPAN
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•
•
•
•

Maruyama, Yoichi ro
Matoba, Tooru
Matsuoka, Shinichi
Matsushima, Isao

o • MENDONCA, J. T.
o«MIGUS, Arnold
o • Mima, Kunioki
o • More, Richard
o • Mori, Michiaki
Q • Mori, Warren B.
o • Moribayashi, Kengo
o • Mourou, Gerald
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

• Naito, Kenta
• Nakaj ima, Kazuhisa
• Nakanishi, Hiroshi
• Nakano, Masafumi
• Nees, John
• Nishida, Yasushi
• Nishihara, Katsunobu
• Nishimura, Akihiko
• Noda, Aki ra
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JAERI, JAPAN
JAERI, JAPAN
JAERI, JAPAN
ETL, JAPAN
INSTITUTE SUPERIOR TECNICO, PORTUGAL
LULI, FRANCE
ILE, Osaka U., JAPAN
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, U. S. A
ILE, Osaka U., JAPAN
UCLA, U. S. A.
JAERI, JAPAN
U. Michigan, U.S. A.
NISSIN ELECTRIC CO. LTD, JAPAN
KEK, JAPAN
KEK, JAPAN
JAERI, JAPAN
University of Michigan, U. S. A

Utsunomiya U., JAPAN
Osaka U., JAPAN
JAERI, JAPAN
Kyoto U., JAPAN

A

u
o • Ogata, Atsushi
o • Ohno, Hideo
o • Okamoto, Hi romi

KEK, JAPAN
JAERI, JAPAN
Kyoto U., JAPAN

B

r
• Peng,
Pegoraro,
Francesco
•
Shietung
• Petracca, Stefania
• Pogorelsky, Igor
o
n
oo •
James B.
• Rosenzweig,
Rousse, Antoine
o • Ruhl, Hartmut

oo
o
o

University of Pisa, ITALY

Aizu U., JAPAN
University of

Salerno/Canon Fellow, ITALY

BNL, U. S. A.
UCLA, U. S. A.
LOA - ENSTA, FRANCE
Post Doc./ILE, Osaka U., JAPAN

c

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sakai, Jun-ichi
Sasaki, Akira
Sasuga, Tsuneo
Sentoku, Yasuhiko
Shadwick, Brad
Skoric, Mi los M.
Sugihara, Ryo
Sugiyama, Akira

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

• Taj ima, Toshiki
• Takabe, Hideaki
• Takuma, Hiroshi
• Tani, Keiji
• Tsintsadze, Levan
• Tsuchida, Noboru
• Tsunemi, Akira
ii
u
•
tsuru
• Uesaka,
Ueshima,MiYutaka
• Umezu, Nobuhiko
• Umstadter, Donald
• Utsumi, Takayuki

1

oo
o
o
o

Toyama U., JAPAN
JAERI, JAPAN
JAERI, JAPAN
Student/Osaka U., JAPAN
Physics Department, University of California
Vinca Institute /JAERI, Yugoslavia
Nagoya U., JAPAN
JAERI, JAPAN
UT Austin/JAERI, U. S. A.
ILE, Osaka U., JAPAN

JAERI, JAPAN
NASDA, JAPAN
ILE, Osaka U., JAPAN
JAERI, JAPAN
BNL, U. S. A.
NERL, U. Tokyo, JAPAN
JAERI, JAPAN
SONY Corp. Research Center, JAPAN
U. Michigan, U. S. A
JAERI, JAPAN

•

o • Wang, Xijie
o • Washio, Masakazu
v
T

o • Yamakawa, Koichi
o Yamanaka, Chiyoe
o • Yokoya, Kaoru
o Yoshida, Norimasa
o Yoshikawa, Hiroshi
o • Yugami, Noboru
7
L

o • Zolotoukhina, Tatiana N.

ATF/BNL, U. S. A.
SHI, JAPAN
JAERI, JAPAN
Institute for Laser Technology, JAPAN

KEK, JAPAN
Toshiba Co., JAPAN
JAERI, JAPAN
Utsunomiya U., JAPAN
A 1ST, JAPAN
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